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Abstract
The major problem in distant-talking speech recognition is the corruption of speech
signals by both interfering sounds and reverberation. While a range of successful
techniques has been developed since the beginnings of speech recognition research to
combat additive and short convolutive noise, compensating for long-term distortion
caused by reverberation has not gained wide attention until recently. This thesis
further develops an uncertainty decoding approach, named REverberation MOdeling
for Speech recognition (REMOS), to adapt the acoustic model of a conventional Hidden Markov Model-based recognizer to reverberant environments. By incorporating a
convolutive observation model, the Viterbi decoder is extended in order to implicitly
provide a state-wise late reverberation estimate leading to a relaxation of the hidden
Markov models’ conditional independence assumption. In this thesis, the extended
Viterbi decoder of the REMOS concept is derived from a conclusive Bayesian network
perspective. The framework of Bayesian networks is also employed for providing a
comprehensive state-of-the-art review and to relate the REMOS concept to the existing acoustic model-based techniques for robust Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR).
The extension of the Viterbi decoder within the REMOS concept necessitates the resolution of a nonlinear optimization problem, which strongly depends on the considered
feature domain. The development of numerical solvers for the optimization problem
for the case of logarithmic melspectral, newly derived partly decorrelated FrequencyFiltering features as well as for both noisy and reverberant features represents one of
the major contributions of this thesis. For the experimental evaluation, the TI digit
corpus is convolved with measured room impulse responses and processed by REMOS
and three different baseline systems: a recognizer trained on matched data, a recognizer employing a reverberation suppression front-end, and an ASR system adapted by
Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR). It is exemplified that
REMOS yields strong ASR performance under matched and mismatched conditions
and furthermore allows for a rapid adaptation to changing acoustic conditions. The
benefit of REMOS reverberation model is also confirmed in presence of background
noise.
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Kurzfassung
Das grundlegende Problem der Spracherkennung mit Freisprechmikrofonen ist die
Verfälschung der Sprachsignale durch Störsprecher und Nachhall. Seit den Anfängen
der Spracherkennungsforschung wurden eine Reihe erfolgreicher Techniken entwickelt,
um additive und kurze konvolutive Störungen zu überwinden. Demgegenüber erhielt
die Kompensation von Langzeitstörungen, wie sie durch Nachhall verursacht werden,
bis vor Kurzem nur geringe Beachtung. Die vorliegende Dissertation befasst sich
mit der Weiterentwicklung eines Uncertainty-Decoding-Verfahrens, namens REMOS
(REverberation MOdeling for Speech recognition). Dieses dient zur Adaption der
akustischen Modelle konventioneller Hidden-Markov-Modell basierter Spracherkennungssysteme an hallige Umgebungen. Durch die Einbettung eines konvolutiven
Beobachtungsmodells wird der zu Grunde liegende Viterbi-Dekoder erweitert, um
in jedem Dekodier-Schritt implizit eine Schätzung des späten Nachhalls zu bestimmen, was wiederum zu einer Abschwächung der bedingten Unabhängigkeitsannahme
der Hidden-Markov-Modelle führt. In dieser Dissertation wird der erweiterte ViterbiDekoder des REMOS-Konzepts aus der Sicht der Bayes’schen Netzwerke hergeleitet.
Die Methodik der Bayes’schen Netzwerke wird ebenfalls heran gezogen, um einen
umfassenden Literaturüberblick zum Stand der Technik zu präsentieren und das
REMOS-Konzept in den Kontext existierender modellbasierter Methoden zur robusten Spracherkennung einzubetten. Die Erweiterung des Viterbi-Dekoders führt
innerhalb des REMOS-Konzepts auf ein nichtlineares Optimierungsproblem, das
entscheidend vom betrachteten Merkmalbereich abhängt. Ein weiterer wesentlicher
Beitrag dieser Dissertation stellt die Entwicklung numerischer Optimierungsverfahren
für logarithmische melspektrale Merkmale, teil-dekorrelierte Frequenz-gefilterte Merkmale sowie für durch additive Störungen und Nachhall verfälschte Merkmale dar. Zur
experimentellen Evaluierung wird der TI-Digit-Korpus mit gemessenen Raumimpulsantworten gefaltet und anschließend durch das REMOS-Verfahren sowie den drei
folgenden Vergleichssystemen prozessiert: ein auf verhallten Daten trainiertes Erkennungssystem, ein mit einem Nachhallunterdrückungsverfahren kombiniertes Erkennungssystem sowie eine Erkennungssystem, das mit dem Constrained-MaximumLikelihood-Linear-Regression-Verfahren adaptiert wurde. Es wird aufgezeigt, dass
das REMOS-Konzept sowohl unter gleichen als auch unter ungleichen Trainingsund Testbedingungen zu sehr guten Spracherkennungsraten führt und außerdem
eine schnelle Adaption an wechselnde akustische Umgebung erlaubt. Der Nutzen
des Nachhallmodells des REMOS-Konzeptes wird ebenfalls bei zusätzlich aktiven
Störgeräuschquellen belegt.
V
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1 Introduction
The challenges for modern Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems can be distinguished along two dimensions: The variability of the “source” and the variability
of the “channel”. The former comprises inter alia different vocabularies, dialects,
speaking rates, pronunciations, speaker characteristics, and missing words or word
boundaries in spontaneous speech. In contrast, influences of the recording equipment
as well as of the acoustic environment are attributable to the category of channel variability. Although significant progress has been achieved during the past three decades
in modeling and coping with both source and channel variabilities, the task of ASR
is far from being solved [HD10]. The sensitivity of ASR systems to environmental
influences, for example, often imposes narrow confines that can only be fulfilled by
employing close-talking microphones or headsets. The well-known personal assistants
in today’s smartphones for example are usually tailored for use in close-talking scenarios. A great variety of applications, however, require so-called distant-talking or
far-field ASR systems, for which the existing confines need to be overcome.
A prominent example of distant-talking ASR is the automatic transcription of
meetings or lectures [AMI, CHI], where it seems much more convenient to place distant microphones on the meeting table than equipping each speaker with a closetalking microphone. Current buzzwords like ambient assisted living or smart homes
imply the intuitive voice control of technical devices, such as air-conditioning, lights,
windows, and other home devices, which is of particular interest for assisting elderly people [Seh09]. In addition, the voice-control of television sets, game consoles,
and other consumer electronics attracts increasing attention [DIC]. Distant-talking
human-machine interaction might even be of interest in medical applications in order
to allow a surgeon to work with both hands while controlling diagnostic instruments
via voice commands [Seh10]. Finally, distant-talking can be seen as one of the prerequisites for the employment of humanoid robots [EAR].
In all these scenarios, where the speaker is typically one to several meters away
from the microphone, two kinds of environmental acoustic influences represent particular obstacles that significantly impact the performance of today’s ASR systems:
Besides the desired signal, the microphones also picks up additive interferences, such
as background noise or competing speakers. Moreover, the direct sound traveling on
the shortest path from speaker to the microphone is superimposed with reflections at
walls and other objects, which is perceived as reverberation, cf. Fig. 1.1.
Since the beginning of speech recognition research, a range of successful techniques
has been developed to combat additive and short convolutive noise caused by inter1
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ASR system
Figure 1.1: Illustration of speech recognition in a reverberant environment
[YSD+ 12]. c 2011 IEEE.

fering sound and recording hardware characteristics [LDGHU14]. In contrast, compensating for reverberation has not gained wide attention until recently [YSD+ 12].
As a consequence, techniques originally designed for additive distortions are often
used in practice to compensate for reverberation, however, without exploiting the
characteristics of reverberation [YSD+ 12].
Reverberation in a room can be very well approximated as linear convolution of
the speaker signal with the impulse response of the acoustic channel between the
speaker and the microphone [Kut09]. The digital description of this so-called Room
Impulse Response (RIR) typically requires up to thousands of filter coefficients, which
are usually unknown in a distant-talking ASR scenario. Before a speech signal can be
recognized by an ASR system, a sequence of feature vectors is to be extracted from
the recorded signal. The goal of the feature extraction step is to omit all information
that is irrelevant or obstructive for the recognition of phonetic units (e.g., phonemes,
syllables, words) while maintaining all important characteristics and minimizing the
number of parameters of the feature-domain respresentation. The feature vector sequences are then used to learn the acoustic model of an ASR system, which is typically
composed of statistical models called Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Each HMM
state is associated with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in order to describe the
probabilistic distribution of the feature vector. In recent years, a new generation of
ASR systems employing HMMs based on so-called Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is
on the rise [HDY+ 12]. While the concept presented in this thesis focuses on GMMHMMs, its extension to DNN-HMMs is addressed in Section 4.8. The length of (the
2
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relevant part of) an RIR is called reverberation time and ranges for typical environments, such as office or living rooms, from roughly 300 ms to 800 ms. In particularly
reverberant environments, such as churches, concert and other large halls, the RIR
length may be significantly longer than one second. With a typical length of 10 ms to
40 ms, the analysis windows used for most feature types are much shorter such that
the RIR spans several analysis frames. This also holds for various feature types that
cover larger time spans, such as RASTA-PLP [HM94, KM97], modulation spectra
[MGH11], and dynamic features [Fur86] as their underlying analysis window length
(of up to 160 ms in case of RASTA [HM94]) is still smaller than the lengths of typical
RIRs. While TRAP features [HS98] are based on significantly longer analysis windows (of up to 1000 ms) that can be expected to cover typical RIRs, they have not
yet found widespread application in ASR. Hence, for most features types considered
in today’s ASR systems, reverberation causes a dispersive effect on the feature vector sequences [SK10]. Fig. 1.2 shows a so-called logarithmic melspectral (logmelspec)
feature vector sequence of a clean, i.e., anechoic, recording and the corresponding
distant recording in a lecture hall at a microphone-speaker distance of four meters
(for details, see room E4 in Section 5.1). One can see that, in the reverberant case,
the feature vectors contain a significant amount of reverberation from the preceding
vectors. This represents a fundamental contradiction to the HMM’s conditional independence assumption stating that a given feature vector only depends on the current
HMM state but not (directly) on the previous vectors. This contradiction prevents
HMMs from effectively modeling the statistical dependencies between reverberant feature vectors [SK10, YSD+ 12]. Depending on the recognition task and the reverberant
environment, the violation of the statistical independence assumption can lead to
severe performance degradation: While the reverberation in the passenger compartment of a car with a reverberation time1 of less than 100 ms only slightly impacts the
ASR performance, the performance strongly degrades in office or living room environments, especially with increasing speaker-microphone distance [YSD+ 12]. In order
to allow for robust speech recognition in such reverberant environments, the limitations of the conditional independence assumption need to be overcome by enabling
the recognizer’s acoustic model to capture long-term acoustic contexts [YSD+ 12].
One can think of various ways to achieve this goal. From an abstract perspective,
the task of reverberation-robust ASR can be interpreted as a boundary point between
the two sciences of signal processing and machine learning. While machine learning is
the discipline of learning patterns and system properties from data, such as in ASR,
the goal of signal processing is to study physical and statistical properties of various kinds of signals, such as reverberant speech, in order to, e.g., remove unwanted
distortions. An interesting branch of research that reconciles both worlds is called
uncertainty decoding [HU11]. Its fundamental idea is to incorporate statistical knowl1

For a formal definition, see Section 2.6.
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Figure 1.2: Logmelspec representation of the utterance “three, five, eight” for a)
clean and b) reverberant recording.
edge about distorted speech signals or environmental conditions into the recognition
process of an ASR system. Usually, this incorporation is carried out without conceptually changing the recognizer’s acoustic model such that the HMM’s conditional
independence assumption still holds [HU11]. In this thesis, we show that the concept of uncertainty decoding can be tailored to the task of reverberation-robust ASR
by incorporating a statistical reverberation model into the recognition process that
relaxes the conditional independence assumption. This approach, named Reverberation Modeling for Speech Recognition (REMOS), not only overcomes the limitations
of HMMs in the context of reverberation but also offers a way to efficiently adapt ASR
systems to changing reverberant conditions. The REMOS concept can be furthermore
considered as a bidirectional example of “machine learning for signal processing” and
“signal processing for machine learning”: On the one hand, the physical knowledge
about reverberation is exploited by REMOS in order to adapt the acoustic model
of an ASR system. On the other hand, the information provided by the decoder of
the ASR system is exploited to estimate the reverberant and clean components of a
speech signal. This latter property theoretically also allows the employment of REMOS as feature enhancement technique, cf. Section 4.8. While REMOS was originally
developed in a previous thesis in the same research group [Seh09], the major goal and
contribution of this thesis is the advancement of REMOS, as outlined in the next
section.

1.1

Contributions of this Thesis

The following list summarizes the most important contributions of this thesis:
4

1.1. Contributions of this Thesis
• The effect of reverberation in the context of ASR is analyzed revealing that the
early reflections can – under certain circumstances – be beneficial for the ASR
performance [SHMK10a, MHSK12].
• This thesis also presents a unifying Bayesian network description of more than
20 state-of-the-art concepts for reverberation and noise compensation in ASR
systems [MHSK15]. This perspective offers various new insights into the relation of the existing techniques among each other as well as to the REMOS
concept. The same perspective of Bayesian networks is also employed to build
the bridge to linear signal estimation techniques, which are widely used in in
signal processing [MHHK14, MHS+ 14].
• The concept of combined-order HMMs is presented as training-based approach
to reverberation-robust ASR [MKSK12].
• In the main part of this thesis, a conclusive derivation of the REMOS concept
and its decoding routine is developed from a Bayesian network perspective revealing REMOS’ inherent uncertainty decoding character [MSY+ 13]. The generalized description also allows to clearly identify the genuine and innovative
assumptions underlying the REMOS concept.
• The mathematical optimization problem underlying the REMOS algorithm for
logmelspec features is analyzed in detail and an efficient numerical solver is
derived [MSGK10].
• In order to extend the REMOS concept towards state-of-the-art features, a
new set of partly decorrelated Frequency-Filtering features is derived. The REMOS decoding routine and the underlying numerical solver is then conceptually
adapted to these features [MWS+ 11].
• The REMOS concept is further extended to cope with additional background
noise sources, which also necessitates the development of a tailored numerical
solver [MTSK13].
• In the experimental part of the thesis, REMOS is proven to be robust to
speaker position changes, rapidly adaptable to new environmental conditions
[MSK10, Seh10], and even high performing in presence of strong background
noise. Furthermore, the REMOS concept is compared to various powerful baseline recognizers that are based on cepstral and dynamic features and combined
with different techniques, such as Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR) or an oracle dereverberation algorithm.
5
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1.2

Outline of this Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a concise review of the basic
elements of an ASR system, ranging from the feature extraction step and acoustic
modeling to the training and decoding. In this context, the framework of Bayesian
networks is reviewed that will play a central role in this thesis. The chapter is concluded by analyzing the problem of reverberation-robust ASR.
The concept of Bayesian network is employed in Chapter 3 to describe a broad
range of existing back-end-based techniques for robust ASR from the same point of
view. This chapter hence provides both a literature review and a unifying perspective
that reveals the commonalities and differences of the REMOS concept relative to the
existing approaches. After the comprehensive review of back-end-based techniques,
the most important front-end-based approaches are summarized while presenting an
example of how the framework of Bayesian networks can also be applied to front-end
signal processing.
Chapter 4 represents the main contribution of this thesis: the advancement of the
REMOS concept. At first, the REMOS decoding routine that embeds a reverberation
model into the acoustic model is derived from a Bayesian network perspective and
reduced to a nonlinear optimization problem. The resolution of this optimization
problem represents the core of the REMOS decoder. In the scope of this chapter, a
numerical solution scheme for the optimization problem is developed for the case of
logmelspec features and extended to approximately decorrelated features as well as
to the case of noisy observations.
An in-depth experimental analysis is carried out in Chapter 5 using a connecteddigit recognition task. The REMOS concept is compared to different recognizers
trained on reverberant data, adapted with CMLLR, or combined with an oracle dereverberation scheme. The recognition performance is evaluated for matched, mismatched, and multi-style conditions, for reverberant and noisy speech signals as well
as for varying amounts of adaptation data.

1.3

Mathematical Notation

Throughout this thesis, the following notational conventions are adopted:
• All scalars are real numbers and denoted by non-bold letters.
• All vectors are column-vectors and denoted by bold-face lower-case letters v.
The i-th component of a vector v is denoted by v (i) . Unless defined differently,
vectors are real and D-dimensional with D ∈ N. The special case of a vector v
being of length one is denoted by the corresponding non-bold letter v. Vector
sequences are written as v1:n = (v1 , ..., vn ) with time index n ∈ N. Empty
sequences are denoted by vn:m with m < n.
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• All matrices are denoted by bold-face upper-case letters M, whose entry in the
i-th row and j-th column is denoted by M (i,j) . The determinant is denoted as
det(M). The special case of a matrix M being of size 1 × 1 is denoted by the
corresponding non-bold letter M .
• A scalar-valued function, denoted by operator brackets f (·), is entirely defined
by its functional relation
f (v) := ...
(1.1)
while the domain of definition is implicitly given such that the codomain is
maximized in R.
• Operators, such as ≤, ≥, and functions, such as exp(·), log(·), applied to vectors
are meant to be applied componentwise. The Hadamard product is denoted by
⊙, the Euclidian scalar product by h·, ·i. and the Euclidian norm by || · ||.
• The Dirac Delta distribution is denoted by δ(·), the identity matrix by I ∈ RD×D ,
and the empty set by ∅.
• Without distinguishing a random vector from its realization, a probability density function (pdf) over a random vector zn is denoted by p(zn ). For the case
that the likelihood of a random vector zn attaining a specific value v is to be
expressed, we write p(zn = v).
• For a normally distributed random vector zn with mean vector µzn and covariance matrix Czn , we write
zn ∼ N (µzn , Czn )

(1.2)

p(zn ) = N (zn ; µzn , Czn ).

(1.3)

or

• To express that a sequence of random vectors z1 , ..., zn , ..., zN share the same
statistics, we write p(zn ) = const. or, in the Gaussian case,
p(zn ) = N (zn ; µz , Cz )

(1.4)

with time-invariant mean vector µz and covariance matrix Cz .
• For a Gaussian random vector zn conditioned on another random vector wn , we
write
(1.5)
p(zn |wn ) = N (zn ; µz|wn , Cz|wn ),
if the statistics of zn depend only on time through wn , i.e., if µz|wn = µz|wm
and Cz|wn = Cz|wm for wn = wm and n, m ∈ N.
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• The linear hull of a set of vectors is denoted by span{·} or span(·), the affine
hull by aff{·} or aff(·), the conical hull (or conical combination) by cone{·} or
cone(·), and the convex hull (or convex combination) is denoted by conv{·} or
conv(·).
• With a global solution or simply solution of an optimization problem, we refer to
an optimum argument and not to the optimum objective function value. Locally
optimum arguments, i.e, stationary points [GK02], are denoted as local solutions.
Note that an optimization problem can exhibit several global solutions but at
most one optimum value. We furthermore distinguish two operators: While
min f (v)

v∈RD

(1.6)

returns the minimum value, the result of
arg min f (v)

(1.7)

v∈RD

is the/an argument for which the function f assumes its minimum.
• For parametrized optimum values
g(u) := max f (u, v, w)
v,w∈RD

(1.8)

of a function f (·), the operation
arg g(u)

(1.9)

v

returns the/a solution v of (1.8).
• The expression

min f (v) := g(v)

v∈RD

(1.10)

for a function g(v) is a short way of writing
f (v) := g(v)

(1.11)

min f (v).

(1.12)

v∈RD

• We omit the domain of definition, wherever it is clear from the context or not
of further interest. We may, e.g., write
min f (v)

(1.13)

min f (v)

(1.14)

Z

f (v)dv

(1.15)

f (v)dv.

(1.16)

v

instead of
v∈RD

or
instead of

Z

RD
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2 Review of Automatic Speech
Recognition
This chapter recalls the basic concepts of ASR necessary for the later understanding.
After introducing the structure of an ASR system, we consider the steps of preprocessing and feature extraction in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 recalls some fundamentals
on machine learning and pattern recognition, which are then applied to the task of
acoustic modeling of speech (Section 2.3), decoding (Section 2.4), and training (Section 2.5). Finally, the problems arising in the context of reverberation-robust speech
recognition are detailed in Section 2.6.
c underlying an observed
The task of ASR is to find the most likely word sequence W
speech signal y(t). To this end, the input signal is first converted into a sequence of
feature vectors y1:N before being fed to the recognition system. Finding the most likely
word sequence can be formulated as maximizing the likelihood of a word sequence
given the input feature vector sequence:
c = arg max p(W|y1:N ).
W

(2.1)

W

In modern ASR systems, this optimization problem is reformulated using Bayes’ rule
[HAH01] to obtain:
c = arg max p(W|y1:N ) = arg max p(y1:N |W)p(W)
W
p(y1:N )
W
W
= arg max p(y1:N |W)p(W),

(2.2)
(2.3)

W

where the denominator p(y1:N ) is an invariant w.r.t. the variables of the optimization
problem. The pdfs p(y1:N |W) and p(W) are typically separately modeled: While the
p(y1:N |W) is called the acoustic score and described by the acoustic model, p(W) is
termed the language score and described by the language model.
An incoming speech signal is first preprocessed to remove unwanted distortion.
The feature extraction step aims at converting a speech signal into a representation
that – ideally – solely contains all the information necessary to discriminate phonetic
contents. From that perspective, the preprocessing is sometimes considered as part
of the feature extraction as both remove irrelevant information. The feature vector
sequence is then fed into the recognizer to solve the optimization problem (2.3). Prior
to the actual recognition, both the acoustic model and the language model need to
be trained on known (transcribed) speech data.
9
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MFCCs

Hamming
window

DFT

|()|2

DCT

log

mel
filtering

logmelspec
coefficients

melspectral
coefficients

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the feature extraction for MFCCs. The input, two intermediate outputs, and the final output are illustrated for the utterance
“seven” [Seh09].

2.1

Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

For this brief section, we essentially summarize the overview given in [Seh09, Sec. 2.1].
The goal of feature extraction is to derive a representation of the observed speech data
that is as low-dimensional as possible in order to have a “small” search space. This is of
decisive importance as the number of model parameters of a statistical classifier (here:
the acoustic model) grows with increasing feature vector dimension. One of the most
popular feature types used in modern ASR systems (and also in other applications)
are Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [DM80].
Before extracting the actual feature vectors, the incoming speech signal is typically
preprocessed in order to compensate for (certain) influences or characteristics caused
by the acoustic environment, the speaker or the employed recording hardware. From
an abstract perspective, the fundamental goal is to minimize the discrepancy between
training and test data. The most common preprocessing steps include [Seh09]
• removing the linear mean of the speech signal to eliminate any direct-current
offset caused by the analog-digital conversion,
10
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• preemphasis filtering to prewhiten the power spectral density of the speech signal,
• application of microphone (array) signal processing to reduce or attenuate additive noise sources, interfering speakers, and reverberation [BSH08].
The preprocessing is followed by the feature extraction that we exemplarily detail
for the MFCCs, as depicted in Fig. 2.1. As first step of the feature extraction, a shorttime spectrum analysis is performed by dividing the speech signal into overlapping
frames, applying a Hamming window and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
[HAH01]. The typical frame lengths range from 20 to 40 ms with a frame shift of 10
to 25 ms [YEG+ 09]. To mimic how the human auditory system reduces the frequency
resolution, the magnitude square of the DFT coefficients is passed through the melfilter bank that has a higher frequency resolution at low frequencies.
The next step aims at compressing the melspectral (melspec) coefficients such
that they can be well modeled by Gaussian densities or, more precisely, by GMMs,
cf. Section 2.3. This compression is achieved by applying the natural logarithm to
melspectral features resulting in the logmelspec features [LDGHU14].
Due to the smooth frequency envelope of typical speech signals and the spectral
overlap of the mel channels, the logmelspec coefficients (within the same feature vector) are strongly correlated. In practice, however, GMMs with diagonal covariance
matrices are typically employed in the acoustic model in order to reduce the number
of model parameters to be estimated during the training phase. Thus, the logmelspec features are further processed by applying the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),
which results in the approximately decorrelated MFCC features. The DCT represents
an approximation to the Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) in the sense that they are
asymptotically equivalent for stationary processes as the observation interval tends to
infinity [SGP+ 95]. This is one of the reasons why the DCT is widely used in multimedia applications for data decorrelation. The application of the DCT can be seen as a
frequency analysis of the logmelspec coefficients. Therefore, the 0-th MFCC describes
the logarithmic energy of the corresponding frame and the following coefficients describe the change of the logmelspec features across the melspec channels. Since the
goal of the feature extraction is to capture the envelope of the time-frequency pattern,
only the first – typically 13 – MFCCs are used as speech features.
However, also temporal changes in the short-time spectra play an important role
for the discrimination of phonemes [Fur86]. Therefore, STFT-based feature vectors,
such as MFCCs, are extended by the first and second-order derivatives, denoted as ∆
and ∆∆ features. Melspectral, logmelspec, and MFCCs are led static features, while
the derivatives are termed dynamic features. The ∆ features for frame n are typically
approximated by simple differences of the neighboring frames n − l and n + l with l
between 1 and 4 [HAH01].
Another widely-used feature extraction step is the application of Cepstral Mean
11
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z1
z2

z4

z3

Figure 2.2: Example of a Bayesian network.
Subtraction (CMS) in order to obtain coefficients of zero-mean [HAH01]. The underlying idea is that convolutive distortions in the time domain lead to an additive
distortion component in the cepstral domain. This assumption only holds for impulse
responses being shorter than the frame length used for feature extraction. Such distortions can be efficiently removed by calculating and subtracting the linear mean of
a sequence of cepstral coefficients [HAH01]. This technique, however, yields limited
gains for long reverberation, where the length of the impulse response exceeds the
frame length [ATH97, GM01]. We revisit this problem in Section 2.6.

2.2

Bayesian Networks

Once the feature vector sequence is extracted from an observed speech signal, it is to
be classified by the recognizer’s acoustic model. Acoustical modeling can be seen as
a particular statistical data modeling problem. We will, therefore, broaden the view
for a moment – from ASR to machine learning and pattern recognition in general –
and discuss an important class of statistical data models: Bayesian networks.

2.2.1

Conditional Independence

We start with a concise review, published in abbreviated form in [MSY+ 13], of
Bayesian networks and the concept of conditional independence. For a more detailed
treatment, we refer to [Bis06], which also served as a basis for this section.
Bayesian networks are diagrammatic descriptions of joint pdfs and provide a powerful framework for many kinds of regression and classification problems. Consisting
of nodes (random variables) and directed links (probabilistic relationships), they are
employed to define the factorization properties of joint pdfs through the following
rule:
p(z1 , z2 , ..., zN ) =

N
Y

n=1
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p zn | par(zn ) ,

(2.4)

2.2. Bayesian Networks
z1

z2

z3

Figure 2.3: Bayesian network with links meeting head-to-tail in node z2 .
z1

z2

z3

Figure 2.4: Bayesian network with links meeting tail-to-tail in node z2 .
z1

z2

z3

Figure 2.5: Bayesian network with links meeting head-to-head in node z2 .
where {par(zn )} is the set of all parent nodes of the node zn .
We illustrate this basic definition of Bayesian networks by the following example:
The joint pdf over the random variables z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 as defined in Figure 2.2 factorizes
to
p(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 ) = p(z1 ) p(z2 |z1 ) p(z3 |z1 , z2 ) p(z4 |z3 ),

(2.5)

where the pdf of each random variable is conditioned on its parent nodes (if any).
From this fundamental factorization property, several rules of conditional independence can be derived. Consider, e.g., three independent random variables z1 , η, ε,
which we use to define two further random variables:
z2 = z1 + ε,

(2.6)

z3 = z2 + η.

(2.7)

The probabilistic relationship of z1 , z2 , z3 can be represented by the Bayesian network
depicted in Figure 2.3, where we omitted the variables η and ε as we want to focus
on the head-to-tail relationship in z2 . Clearly, z1 and z3 are statistically dependent.
However, exploiting (2.4), it can easily be shown that z1 and z3 are conditionally
independent given z2 :
p(z1 , z2 , z3 ) (2.4) p(z1 ) p(z2 |z1 ) p(z3 |z2 )
=
p(z2 )
p(z2 )
p(z1 ) p(z2 |z1 )
p(z3 |z2 ) = p(z1 |z2 ) p(z3 |z2 ).
=
p(z2 )

p(z1 , z3 |z2 ) =

(2.8)
(2.9)

The same conditional independence property can be derived for the case of a tail-totail relationship as in Figure 2.4. In contrast, two independent random variables z1
and z3 are conditionally dependent given z2 if they share a head-to-head relationship
as in Figure 2.5, which would, e.g., be the case if z2 was defined as z2 = z1 + z3 .
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z1:N

u1:N

v1:N

Figure 2.6: Example of two sets u1:N , v1:N of random variables being conditionally
independent given the set z1:N since all paths from u1:N to v1:N are
blocked.
Generalizing the above, it can be shown that two sets u1:N , v1:N of random variables are conditionally independent given a third set z1:N if all paths leading from
u1:N to v1:N are blocked. A path is called blocked if the path contains a node,
• where the arrows meet head-to-tail or tail-to-tail, and the node is in the set z1:N
or
• where the arrows meet head-to-head and neither the node, nor any of its descendants, is in the set z1:N [Bis06].
If all paths are blocked, then u1:N is called d-separated from v1:N by z1:N . For the proof
of the d-separation property, we refer to the original publication [Pea88]. Figure 2.6
shows an example of two sets u1:N , v1:N being d-separated by z1:N , where the one
path is blocked due to the tail-to-tail relation in z1:N and the other path is blocked
due to the head-to-head relation in a node that is not in z1:N .

2.2.2

Learning, Inference, and Decision

Bayesian networks can be applied to a broad range of machine learning problems.
Consider a set of observed random variables u1:N and a set of unobserved (latent)
random variables v1:N , where a concrete estimate of vN shall be derived. Given the
parametric form of the joint pdf p(u1:N , v1:N ) with unknown deterministic parameters
w, the following steps are to be accomplished:
• learning (or training) of the pdf parameters w by maximizing a certain cost
function, e.g., the maximum likelihood criterion of the observed data u1:N :
b ML = arg max p(u1:N );
w
w
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a)

b)

c)
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Figure 2.7: Example of a data set u1:N , where the cluster assignments are a) known,
b) unobserved, and c) estimated according to (2.19) (after [Bis06]).
• inference of the posterior pdf p(vN |u1:N ), e.g., by applying Bayes’ rule and by exploiting the conditional independence properties of the corresponding Bayesian
network;
bN of vN as a function of the observed data
• decision for a particular estimate v
u1:N , e.g., based on the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion:
MMSE
bN
bN ||2 }
v
= arg min E{||vN − v
b
v
Z N
=
vN p(vN |u1:N ) dvN

= E{vN |u1:N }

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

or the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) criterion:
MAP
bN
bN ||)}
v
= arg min E{1 − δ(||vN − v

(2.14)

bN
v

= arg max p(vN |u1:N ).

(2.15)

vN

If the random variable vN is discrete-valued, the problem of estimating vN is termed
classification. In the case of vN being continuous, it is called a regression problem
[Bis06].
Example 2.1.
Consider a set of observed data points u1:N , where we assume each data point to belong
to one of K clusters and to be statistically independent of all other data points. The
cluster assignment (or label) is denoted by v1:N and is unobserved. Fig. 2.7 shows an
exemplary data distribution for N = 450, K = 3, and un ∈ R2 . Label vn = 2 would,
for example, mean that the data point un belongs to Cluster 2. The goal shall be to
estimate the cluster assignment vN of data point uN . Since vN is discrete-valued, we
15
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v1

v2

vn

vN

...

u1

...

u2

uN

un

Figure 2.8: Bayesian network representation of the joint pdf in (2.16).
can think of this task as being a classification problem. We assume the following joint
pdf:
N
Y
p(u1:N , v1:N ) =
πvn N (un ; µvn , Cvn ),
(2.16)
n=1

which can be represented via the Bayesian network in Fig. 2.8. In order to accomplish
the classification task, we need to perform the three steps of learning, inference, and
decision:

• The deterministic pdf parameters π1:K , µ1:K , C1:K can be derived by maximizing
the likelihood of the observed data:
arg max

p(u1:N ) =

π1:K ,µ1:K ,C1:K

arg max
π1:K ,µ1:K ,C1:K

K
X
k=1

πk N (un ; µk , Ck ),

(2.17)

which is usually iteratively performed using the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm [DLR77].
• Secondly, the posterior pdf is to be inferred:
p(vN |u1:N ) = p(vN |uN ) =

πv N (un ; µvn , Cvn )
p(uN , vN )
= PKn
,
p(uN )
k=1 πk N (un ; µk , Ck )

(2.18)

where we exploited the independence of vN and u1:N −1 , cf. Fig. 2.8.

• Finally, we have to choose a decision criterion, e.g., MAP, in order to obtain
an estimate vbN of vN :
vbNMAP = arg max p(vN |u1:N ) = arg max πk N (uN ; µk , Ck ),
vN

(2.19)

k∈{1,...,K}

which is depicted in Fig. 2.7 c).

2.3

Acoustic Modeling

After this general introduction to Bayesian networks, we return to the context of ASR,
where the unknown word sequence W in (2.1) plays the role of the variable vN to be
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predicted in Subsection 2.2.2. From that perspective, the estimated word sequence
c in in (2.1) can be seen as a MAP estimate, cf. (2.14).
W
A particularity w.r.t. ASR is that not the entire joint pdf p(y1:N , W) is modeled
in a single Bayesian network. Instead, the joint pdf is split into two parts,
p(y1:N , W) = p(y1:N |W)p(W),

(2.20)

cf. (2.3), where only the acoustic score p(y1:N |W) is modeled by a Bayesian network
while the language score p(W) is typically modeled by bigrams or trigrams [HAH01]
or – in more recent investigations – by DNNs [ASKR12].
In this thesis, we focus on the task of reverberation-robust speech recognition.
Since the language score is independent of the (potentially) reverberant observed
feature vector sequence y1:N , we neglect the language model in the remainder of the
thesis and investigate the possibility of adapting the acoustic model to reverberation.
The Bayesian network type predominantly used for acoustical modeling in both
original [Rab89] and modern [MPR08] ASR systems are so-called HMMs, more precisely, HMMs of Bakis topology without state-skipping. Such HMMs consist of
hidden states q modeling phonetic (sub-) units and state transition probabilities
aij = p(q = j|q = i) describing the likelihood of changing from a state q = i to
a state q = j. Each HMM state is “equipped” with a GMM as emission pdf p(y|q)
modeling the distribution of feature vectors y corresponding to the phonetic content,
cf. Fig. 2.9. Note that in recent years remarkable results have been achieved with
acoustic models based on DNNs combined with HMMs [HDY+ 12]. Nevertheless, the
conventional GMM-HMMs still play an important role in modern ASR systems and
are in the focus of this thesis.
Acoustic models are typically based on a dictionary of small phonetic units, such
as triphones, where each phonetic unit is modeled by a separate HMM, typically
consisting of three hidden states [MPR08]. Such HMMs can be represented in two
ways:
• as state transition diagram, cf. Fig. 2.9, where – independent of the time instant
– the sample space of a single random variable, namely of the hidden state q, is
unfolded [Bis06],
• or as Bayesian network, cf. Fig. 2.10, where each node represents a separate
random variable, in our case, the hidden states qn and the “generated” feature
vector yn at time instant n.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.10, the HMMs used in ASR exhibit particular factorization
properties. Applying (2.4) to the joint pdf p(q1:N , y1:N ) results in:
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =

N
Y

n=1

p(qn |qn−1 ) p(yn |qn ),

(2.21)

with q0 := ∅. These properties are often termed as
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a12
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a23

q =2

p(y|q = 1)

q =3
p(y|q = 3)

p(y|q = 2)

Figure 2.9: State transition diagram of an HMM as used in ASR together with an
exemplary alignment to an observed feature vector sequence.
q1

q2

qn
...

y1

y2

qN
...

yn

yN

Figure 2.10: Bayesian network representation of an HMM as used in ASR together
with an exemplary alignment to an observed feature vector sequence.
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• the (first-order) Markov assumption implying that the likelihood of the current
state qn only depends on the previous state qn−1 ,
• and the conditional independence assumption stating that the likelihood of the
current feature vector yn depends only on the current state qn [HAH01].
These (simplifying) properties are extremely beneficial as they allow for the derivation
of efficient algorithms. As pointed out in Subsection 2.2.2, there are two major steps
c of the true word sequence can be
to be accomplished before the MAP estimate W
obtained in the decision phase:
• Firstly, the parameters of the HMMs need to be learned. In ASR, this step is
usually referred as training.
• Secondly, the posterior pdf needs to be inferred. Due to the decomposition in
(2.3), this results in inferring the acoustic score p(y1:N |W) and maximizing the
joint acoustic and language score (2.20), which yields a MAP estimate of W and
is therefore usually referred to as (MAP) decoding.
We consider the decoding and training of HMMs in more detail in Sections 2.4 and
2.5, respectively, where the factorization properties of (2.21) will play a central role.
While beneficial in terms of mathematical tractability, the HMM’s factorization
properties also have their downside: The main drawback of the Markov assumption is
an exponentially decaying state duration behavior [Rab89]. The conditional independence assumption on the other hand severely limits the HMM’s capacity of modeling
temporal correlation. Although clean speech feature vector sequences are temporarily correlated to a certain extent due to the nonwhiteness of speech signals and not
least due to the overlap of the analysis time frames, HMM-based recognizers achieve
remarkable recognition rates under anechoic conditions. In the case of reverberant
speech features, however, the statistical correlation is strongly increased such that the
conditional independence assumption becomes a severe limitation of HMMs [Seh09].
This fundamental problem is the linchpin of this thesis and will be analyzed more
thoroughly in Section 2.6.

2.4

Decoding

This section is based on [MSY+ 13] and reviews the concept of decoding in the context
of HMMs. In order to recognize an observed feature vector sequence y1:N , the likelihood score of the acoustic model p(y1:N |W) is to be determined by summing over all
possible state sequences q1:N :
p(y1:N |W) =

X

p(y1:N , q1:N ),

(2.22)

q1:N
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state

3
2
1
frame

Figure 2.11: Illustration of the Viterbi decoder via a trellis diagram, where the
circled bullets represent the most likely state sequence qb1:N .

where we omitted the dependency on W on the right-hand side for notational convenience. As the direct evaluation of (2.22) is computationally very expensive, the
Viterbi algorithm [Vit67] is often used in practical applications for approximating the
value of (2.22) by the most likely state sequence [HU11]:
X
(2.23)
p(y1:N , q1:N ) ≥ max p(y1:N , q1:N )
q1:N

q1:N

=

max p(y1:N , q1:N ),

q1:N −1

(2.24)

where qN is assumed to be a fixed super-final state without loss of generality [MPR08].
The postulated Bayesian network structure, cf. Figure 2.10, allows the following decomposition of the joint pdf in (2.24):


max p(y1:N , q1:N ) = max p(yN |qN ) p(qN |qN −1 ) p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 ) .
(2.25)
q1:N −1

q1:N −1

Finally, the fundamental Viterbi recursion becomes obvious by reformulating the optimization problem [Vit67]



max p(y1:N , q1:N ) = p(yN |qN ) max p(qN |qN −1 ) · max p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 ) (2.26)
q1:N −1
qN −1
q1:N −2
{z
}
|
=γ(y1:N −1 ,qN −1 )

with the Viterbi score γ(y1:N −1 , qN −1 ) representing the highest likelihood of observing
y1:N −1 (given W) and occupying state qN −1 at time N −1. Without loss of generality,
the above derivations (2.24) to (2.26) hold for any 1 ≤ n ≤ N such that the Viterbi
score is given by the following recursion:


γ(y1:n , qn ) = p(yn |qn ) max p(qn |qn−1 ) γ(y1:n−1 , qn−1 ) .
(2.27)
qn−1
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By performing this Viterbi recursion for all n = 1, ..., N , we obtain the lower-bound
approximation of the acoustic score in (2.24). Moreover – as a “side effect” – the
Viterbi recursion also (implicitly) provides a most likely state sequence (or best path)
qb1:N :
qb1:N = arg max p(y1:N , q1:N ).
(2.28)
q1:N

The best path can also be seen as state-frame alignment: Consider Fig. 2.11, where
N = 9 and
qb1:9 = (b
q1 , ..., qb9 ) = (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3).
(2.29)

Here, the first three frames are assigned to state 1, frames 4, 5, 6, 7 to state 2, and
the last two frames are assigned to state 3. The very same state-frame alignment is
also reflected in Fig. 2.9. The term state-frame alignment, moreover, nicely fits to
the Bayesian network representation, cf. Fig. 2.10, where each feature vector yn is
considered as being “generated” by state qn .
We close this section by pointing out that, in the general case of continuous speech
recognition, HMM networks are constructed incorporating the grammar of the recognition task, the language model, and the pronunciation lexica, which specify the
subword units making up a word [HAH01]. Depending on the size of the vocabulary,
the grammar, and the acoustic model, the number |Ω| of possible states qn at decoding time can be several thousand [hA96], which requires the decoding algorithm
to be particularly efficient. The Viterbi approximation (2.23) not only reduces the
decoding complexity from O(|Ω|N ), i.e., the summation over all possible state sequences, to O(N |Ω|2 ), it also ensures the state sequences to be feasible sequences of
consecutive HMM states. For practical applications, the decoding complexity can be
further reduced by so-called pruning techniques, which dynamically drop out decoding paths if their likelihood up to the current state falls below a certain threshold
[hA96]. In modern ASR systems, the decoding network is represented as so-called
Weighted Finite-State Transducers (WFST) [MPR08], where the concept of decoding
is formulated in terms of graph operations on semirings, i.e., sets with two binary
operations satisfying certain distributivity and commutativity properties [Gol03]. In
this context, the Viterbi approximation corresponds to moving from the log to the
tropical semiring [MPR08]. While the framework of WFSTs offers a generalized representation and treatment, the Viterbi algorithm remains the underlying search method
used for determining the best decoding path.

2.5

Training

Before the decoding of an observed feature vector sequence can be carried out, the
deterministic parameters of the acoustic model need to be estimated. These parameters comprise the unknowns in the emission pdfs p(y|q = i) as well as the transition
probabilities ai,i , ai,i+1 of each HMM state i. Given a set of labeled training data
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y1:N , the traditional criterion to learn these parameters is to maximize the observation likelihood, cf. (2.10). An iterative method to (locally) solve this optimization
problem is the well-known Baum-Welch algorithm [BPSW70]. This algorithm – just
like the underlying EM algorithm – exhibits two alternatingly repeated parts: the
E (Expectation) and the M (Maximization) step. For each feature vector yn in the
training set and each HMM state i, the probability that yn has been generated by
state i is determined in the E step. In the M step in turn, these probabilities are
“frozen” while the observation likelihood is maximized w.r.t. the HMM parameters.
It can be shown that this iterative procedure converges – under certain assumptions
– to a local optimum [DLR77].
The Baum-Welch algorithm implicitly marginalizes over all possible state sequences as in the left-hand side of (2.24). In order to speed up the training procedure,
Viterbi training can be used, where the same lower-bound approximation as in (2.24)
is employed [ME91]. As a consequence, the Viterbi training is less accurate compared
the Baum-Welch approach. This effect, however, vanishes if enough training data is
available [ME91].
During the past two decades, the so-called discriminative training became popular
[SMK+ 97]. Instead of maximizing the likelihood of the training data for each HMM
separately, discriminative criteria aim at minimizing the classification errors. Thus,
competing HMMs are taken into account leading to boundaries that are considered to
optimize the class separability [HNSW12]. Typical misclassification measures are the
minimum mutual information [VOWY97, WP02] and the minimum phone error criteria [PWG03]. Due to the fact that these training criteria match (directly or indirectly)
the optimality criterion at decoding time, namely minium word or sentence error rate,
discriminative training usually outperforms conventional approaches [HNSW12].

2.6

Effect of Reverberation

After this short review of the fundamental tasks in an ASR system, we turn to the
particularities of ASR in presence of reverberation. Note that the following results
and conclusions are largely based on [YSD+ 12] and [SK10]. The insights into the
dependency of the ASR performance on the aggressiveness of the employed reverberation suppression algorithm (cf. Fig. 2.16) are original to this thesis and published in
[MHSK12].
The phenomenon perceived as reverberation results from multipath propagations
of sound waves in enclosed rooms [Kut09]. Multiple delayed and attenuated copies
of a desired signal occur due to reflections of the sound waves at boundaries and
other objects in the room [Kut09]. A reverberant speech signal y(t), captured at a
microphone position m, can be described as the linear convolution of the underlying
clean speech signal x(t), uttered at a speaker position s, and the room impulse response
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Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of a room impulse response [YSD+ 12].
c 2011 IEEE.
h(t). The latter represents the acoustic response of the room, measured at position
m, to an impulsive sound, emitted at position s [Sch65, Sch71, Kut09, YSD+ 12].
Considering continuous-time signals, the following relation holds:
Z Th
y(t) =
h(τ)x(t − τ)dτ,
(2.30)
0

where Th denotes the length of the room impulse response.
The room impulse response can be divided into three parts, cf. Fig. 2.12 [Kut09,
YSD+ 12]. Within approximately 50 ms after the arrival of the direct sound, the
early reflections occur, followed by a series of indistinguishable reflections, called late
reverberation [YSD+ 12]. While the early (and direct) part strongly depends on the
speaker and microphone positions relative to the room boundaries [Sch65, Sch71],
the late part is an approximately diffuse sound field with exponentially decaying
magnitude. The time required for the late reverberation magnitude to decay by 60 dB
relative to the direct sound is called the (average) reverberation time T60 [YSD+ 12].
The T60 is determined by the room characteristics and is independent of speaker
movements.
The reverberant signal y(t) can also be considered as the sum of the early (and
direct) part d(t) and the late reflections r(t):
y(t) = d(t) + r(t).

(2.31)

From this perspective, y(t) can be interpreted as being a desired signal d(t) distorted by additive noise r(t). In fact, this viewpoint is often taken on together
with the uncorrelatedness assumption of d(t) and r(t) in order to justify the application of noise or interference compensation techniques to reverberant signals
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Figure 2.13: Logmelspec representation of the utterance “three, five, eight” for a)
clean and b) reverberant recording.
[LB01, Hab07, SRK12a, SK14]. This perspective is partly justified as the autocorrelation coefficients of clean speech signals are rather small for time lags greater than 50 ms
[SRK12a, YSD+ 12]. Furthermore, the early reflections, i.e., short convolutive noise,
can be very well compensated with conventional techniques, such as cepstral mean
normalization [HAH01]. Nevertheless, there are certain particularities in conjunction
with reverberant signals: First, r(t) is a highly nonstationary signal, which makes
many noise compensation techniques that are tailored to stationary noise, rather ineffective. Second, the autocorrelation coefficients of the reverberant signal y(t) itself
are significantly larger (in magnitude) than those of a clean signal. This property is
boon and bane at the same time. On the one hand, the late part r(t) can be predicted
from past observations (y(τ))τ≤t as both r(t) and y(t) are filtered copies of the clean
signal x(t) [YSD+ 12]. Note that while d(t) and r(t) are approximately uncorrelated,
y(t) and r(t) are strongly correlated due to (2.31). This opens the door to various
reverberation compensation techniques by exploiting the long-term relationship. We
will see in Chapter 4 that the main concept presented in this thesis is also based on
this property. On the other hand, however, the extended temporal range of significant autocorrelation of y(t) represents a fundamental contradiction to the conditional
independence assumption of HMMs, cf. (2.21), which constitute the acoustic model
in ASR systems. To further investigate this aspect, we next consider the effect of
reverberation in the feature domain.
Fig. 2.13 depicts the logmelspec representation of the utterance “three, five, eight”
for a clean (anechoic) and reverberant (distant) recording. It can be seen that the
reverberant feature vector sequence exhibits a smearing along the time axis causing a
strong increase of the inter-frame correlation [SK10]. This effect results from the fact
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Figure 2.14: Normalized auto-covariance functions for clean (upper row) and for
reverberant (middle row) feature vector sequences compared to the
auto-covariance functions modeled by HMMs (lower row) for different
states j of a 16-state word-level HMMs [SK10].

that the length of the room impulse response Th significantly exceeds the frame length
of the short-time signal analysis used for feature extraction [YSD+ 12]. At this point,
it seems worthwhile stressing the distinction of the auto-correlation of y(t) and the
cross-correlation of d(t) and r(t): While d(t) and r(t) are approximately uncorrelated,
the auto-correlation of y(t) is significantly increased due to the dispersive effect of
reverberation. As a consequence, reverberation cannot be represented as a simple
multiplication in the feature domain. We refer to Section 4.2 for an approximate
description of reverberation in the feature domain.
As mentioned before, the increased temporal window length of correlation contradicts the HMM’s conditional independence assumption. To illustrate this contradiction, Fig. 2.14 depicts the estimated normalized autocovariance coefficients of the
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of a) word accuracy and b) definition D50 of an oracle
reverberation suppression algorithm that attenuates the reflections arriving with a delay greater than T after the direct sound by a level of
A dB [SHMK10a].
utterance “seven” in the (static) logmelspec domain for clean (upper row) and reverberant (middle row) recordings as well as the autocovariance coefficients modeled by
an HMM. The left and right columns show the autocovariance coefficients for state
j = 4 and j = 6, respectively, of a 16-state word-level HMM modeling the word
“seven”. State j = 4 corresponds to the transition from the fricative /s/ to the vowel
/eh/ in “seven” while state j = 6 describes the more stationary part of the vowel /eh/
[SK10]. We see that for both states, the autocovariance coefficients of the reverberant
recording decay significantly more slowly than those of the clean utterance. Although
never being truly fulfilled for speech signals, we can state that the HMM’s conditional
independence assumption is considerably more severely “violated” for reverberant
feature vector sequences than for clean speech.
It has been shown in several investigations that the performance of HMM-based
ASR systems decreases all the more with increasing reverberation time T60 [Seh09] and
increasing definition D50 [NHDN07, SHMK10a], where the latter measure describes
the energy ratio of the early (and direct) part to the total energy, which reads in the
case of a sampled RIR h(n):
PN50 −1 2
h (n)
· 100%
(2.32)
D50 = Pn=0
N −1 2
n=0 h (n)
with N50 = fs · 50 ms, N = fs · Th , and sampling frequency fs . Further investigations
evidenced that especially the late reverberation is harmful for the ASR performance
while the early reverberation can – under certain circumstances – even be beneficial
[SHMK10a, MHSK12]: Consider, e.g., an oracle reverberation suppression algorithm
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of word accuracies for rooms a) C and b) E4, cf. Table 5.1,
using the reverberation suppression algorithm [Hab07] that attenuates
the reflections arriving with a delay greater than T after the direct
sound by a level of A dB [MHSK12].
that attenuates the reflections arriving with a delay greater than T after the direct
sound by a level of A dB. Fig. 2.15 a) and b) depict the word accuracy of a connecteddigit recognition task and the definition D50 of the processed RIR, respectively, as a
function of A and T for a room impulse response with T60 = 900 ms and D50 = 74%,
cf. room E4 in Section 5.1. We observe that for low attenuation levels A < 15 dB,
the word accuracy exhibits a global maximum around T ≈ 50 ms. This behavior
might seem surprising considering the fact that a statistical classifier (here: the ASR
system) performs better if there is a “match” instead of a “mismatch” between the
training and test conditions. This paradox can be resolved by investigating the D50 in
Fig. 2.15 b): For “imperfect” attenuation, the ratio of the energy of direct sound and
early reflections to the total energy actually decreases when T is reduced below 50 ms.
Similar to the human perception [Kut09], we can state that, also for ASR systems, the
early reflections can be beneficial in presence of late reflections as they contribute to
dominate/mask the latter. Theses findings were also verified for a genuine (instead of
an idealized) reverberation suppression algorithm [MHSK12], as depicted in Fig. 2.16.
The fact that the word accuracy severely degrades for delays T ≥ 100 ms shows the
distorting effect of late reverberation on the desired signal components and, thus,
confirms the aforementioned (approximate) uncorrelatedness of late reverberation and
early reflections.
In summary, it has been demonstrated in this section that accounting for longterm acoustic context is vital for an ASR system to be robust against reverberation. It
is the conditional independence assumption between neighboring feature vectors that
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prevents the HMMs from effectively modeling the statistical dependencies between reverberant feature vectors extending over several hundred milliseconds [YSD+ 12]. The
strong violation of this conditional independence assumption in presence of reverberation also implies that training-based approaches alone are insufficient to successfully
cope with reverberation [YSD+ 12]. Such approaches comprise, e.g., matched training,
where the training data is recorded in the target/test room, or multi-style training,
where the HMMs’ parameters are learned from data collected in different rooms. Dynamic features [Fur86], extended feature vectors [GW11], RASTA-PLP [KM97], and
modulation spectra features [MGH11] increase the temporal coverage of each feature
vector to a certain extent. Of course, long-term relationships could also be captured by
extending the conventional (first-order) HMMs to HMMs of higher order or – similarly
– to HMMs with longer left context [DP97]. However, the commonly used triphone
HMMs [HAH01] exhibit a relatively short context being insufficient for this purpose
[YSD+ 12]. A higher context length or HMM order would imply a massive increase
of model parameters, which would make a reliable training of HMM parameters extremely challenging, if not impossible [YSD+ 12]. In a study on combined-order HMMs
[MKSK12] for example, two predecessor-dependent pdfs are employed per HMM state
in order to explicitly cope with the increased inter-frame correlation in presence of
reverberation. While results show an improved perfomance for highly reverberant
rooms, the word accuracy in moderately reverberant environments degraded due to
the increased number of model parameters for the same amount of training data.
In conclusion, we can state that techniques are required that account for the longterm acoustic context more directly by exploiting the characteristics of reverberation.
The REMOS concept, presented in this thesis, is an example of such a technique.
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Robust Speech Recognition
This chapter provides an overview of several fundamental techniques for robust ASR.
Such techniques are of special interest in distant-talking scenarios, where the ASR system usually has to deal with additive interferences and reverberation. If no countermeasures are taken, the ASR performance strongly suffers under such circumstances
due to mismatched training and test conditions. Approaches coping with this mismatch can be divided into front-end and back-end-based approaches. While the former
aim at enhancing the observed speech signals or features in order to meet the usually
clean training conditions, the latter approaches seek to compensate for the distorted
test conditions in the acoustic model of the ASR system. Both approaches have their
assets and drawbacks, as we will point out in the following.
Since the main focus of this thesis is on the REMOS concept, a back-end-based
technique, the review provided in this chapter is strongly biased towards approaches
that compensate for noise- and/or reverberation in the back-end, cf. Section 3.1. The
broad field of front-end-based techniques is only concisely reviewed at the end of this
chapter in Section 3.2.
As already indicated by the title of this chapter, we will take on an abstract perspective for this state-of-the-art review by motivating as many of the existing techniques as possible from a Bayesian network view. Bayesian networks, cf. Section 2.2,
represent a powerful machine learning framework exhibiting several interesting aspects:
• Bayesian networks are a graphical language describing random variables and
their relationship in an illustrative manner.
• Bayesian networks provide a broad range of both analytically exact inference
rules and approximate inference techniques.
• Bayesian networks, thus, allow to conveniently illustrate and analyze different
concepts and to highlight their structural differences and similarities.
• Using such a unified language can moreover open the door to new concepts as
unexplored (and potentially promising) directions might be more easily identified [Jor99].
Since ASR is a classical machine learning discipline, Bayesian networks are already
frequently employed for the derivation and description of back-end-based approaches
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to robust ASR. Front-end-based techniques, especially those operating in the time
or frequency domain, can be more attributed to the signal processing community,
where Bayesian networks are less common. This is why Section 3.1 is consistently
composed from a Bayesian network perspective while Section 3.2 only gives a few
generic examples of how Bayesian networks could be adopted for signal processing
tasks.

3.1

Back-End-based Techniques

Based on [MHSK15], we first provide a Bayesian network view on back-end-based
methods that adapt or modify the acoustic model of a conventional HMM-based
ASR system. Note that only a few of the techniques presented in the following are
tailored to reverberation such as to overcome the HMM’s conditional independence
assumption. These concepts are revisited and discussed in Section 4.1 in order to
motivate the main focus of this thesis, the REMOS concept.
Back-end-based methods have several advantages over front-end methods: The
former accomplish the reverberation/noise compensation and speech recognition using the same features and the same acoustic model [YSD+ 12]. Thus, the compensation can exploit the information provided by the acoustic model and can be tailored
to the acoustic model in order to reduce the mismatch between the distorted observations and the acoustic model as effectively as possible [YSD+ 12]. Moreover,
back-end-based compensation allows for different compensation parameters for different regions of the acoustic space, if the mismatch is not uniform across the acoustic/phonetic space [HU11]. On the other hand, many back-end-based methods lead
to an increased computational load, especially in the case of large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. Their integration into an ASR system or combination with
other advanced recognition techniques, such as feature-space minimum phone error
[PKM+ 05] or semi-tied transforms [Gal99], is moreover less straight-forward compared
to front-end-based methods.
Back-end based methods are also termed (acoustic) model-based or model compensation approaches and comprise the following sub-categories: So-called model adaptation techniques mostly adapt the parameters of the acoustic model, i.e., of the HMMs,
prior to the recognition of a set of observed feature vectors. In contrast, decoder-based
approaches re-adapt the HMM parameters for each observed feature vector. The
most common decoder-based approaches are uncertainty decoding and missing feature
techniques that incorporate additional time-varying uncertainty information into the
evaluation of HMMs’ pdfs.
Various model compensation techniques exhibit two (more or less) distinct steps
that are taken alternatingly: First, the compensation parameters need to be estimated
and, second, the actual compensation rule is applied to the acoustic model. The
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compensation rules can often be motivated based on an observation model that relates
the clean and distorted feature vectors.
In this section, we show how the compensation rules can be deduced from the
Bayesian network representations of the observation models of several model adaptation [Gal95, ADKZ00, DRN95, LW95, Chi03, WG11, HF08, RNS06, SMK11, TNA06],
uncertainty decoding [AC02, DDA05, DAD02, Lia07, MSY+ 13], and missing feature
techniques [CGJV01, RS05, KKO05, AK12]. In addition, we give a Bayesian network
description of the generic uncertainty decoding approach of [IHU08], of the MAP adaptation technique [GL92], and of some alternative HMM topologies [MS96, MKSK12].
While Bayesian networks have been sporadically employed before in this context
[Lia07, IHU08, AK12], we give novel derivations for some of the considered algorithms in order to fill existing gaps with this section. More specifically, the following
contributions are original to this thesis and published in [MHSK15]:
• The Bayesian networks in Figures 3.2(b), 3.2(c), 3.4, 3.5(b), 3.5(c), 3.6(b),
3.8, 3.9(b) representing the concepts of SPLICE (3.1.2-C), joint uncertainty decoding (3.1.2-D), Ion and Haeb-Umbach (3.1.2-F), CMLLR/MLLR
(3.1.4-C/3.1.4-D), MAP (3.1.4-E), Bayesian MLLR (3.1.4-F), Takiguchi
(3.1.4-I), and conditional/combined-order HMMs (3.1.4-J), respectively, constitute new representations.
• Moreover, the links to the Bayesian framework via the mathematical reformulations in (3.60)/(3.61), (3.69), (3.80), (3.86), (3.91), (3.97) for the concepts of significance decoding (3.1.2-G), modified imputation (3.1.3-C), CMLLR (3.1.4-C),
MAP (3.1.4-E), Bayesian MLLR (3.1.4-F), and Takiguchi (3.1.4-I), respectively,
are explicitly stated for the first time in [MHSK15].
Before turning to the various individual techniques in Subsections 3.1.2, 3.1.3, and
3.1.4, we first discuss some important aspects of the generic Bayesian network perspective that we use to compare the different algorithms. Given a sequence of observed
feature vectors y1:N , we know from Section 2.4 that the acoustic score p(y1:N |W) of
a sequence W of conventional HMMs, as depicted in Fig. 3.1 a), is given by [HU11]
X
p(y1:N |W) =
p(y1:N , q1:N )
(3.1)
q1:N

=

N
XY
q1:N

n=1


p(yn |qn ) p(qn |qn−1 ) ,

(3.2)

where p(q1 |q0 ) = p(q1 ) and q1:N denotes a state sequence through W. We hence ignore
the explicit dependency on W on the right-hand side of (3.1) and (3.2). Note that the
emission pdf p(yn |qn ) can be scaled by p(yn ) without influencing the discrimination
capability of the acoustic score with respect to changing word sequences W. We thus
define p̊(yn |qn ) := p(yn |qn )/p(yn ) for later use.
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Figure 3.1: Bayesian network representation of a) a conventional HMM and b) an
HMM incorporating latent feature vectors. Subfig. b) is based on
[IHU08].
The compensation rules of a wide range of model adaptation, uncertainty decoding and missing feature approaches can be expressed by modifying the Bayesian
network structure of a conventional HMM and applying the inference rules of Bayesian
networks [Bis06] – potentially followed by suitable approximations to ensure mathematical tractability. While some approaches postulate a certain Bayesian network
structure, others indirectly define a modified Bayesian network by assuming an observed feature vector yn to be a distorted version of an underlying clean feature vector
xn that is introduced as latent variable in the HMM as, e.g., in Fig. 3.1 b). In the
latter case, the relation of yn and xn can be expressed by an analytical observation
model F (·) that incorporates certain compensation parameters wn :
yn = F (xn , wn ).

(3.3)

Note that yn can be the output of a front-end enhancement process or a noisy or
reverberant observation that is directly fed into the recognizer. By converting the
observation model to a Bayesian network representation, the pdf p(yn |qn ) in (3.2) can
be derived exploiting the inference rules of Bayesian networks [Bis06]. For the case of
Fig. 3.1 b), the observation likelihood in (3.2) becomes:
Z
Z
p(yn |qn ) = p(xn , yn |qn )dxn = p(xn |qn )p(yn |xn )dxn ,
(3.4)

where the actual functional form of p(yn |xn ) depends on the assumptions on F (·) and
the statistics p(wn ) of wn .
This abstract perspective reveals a fundamental difference between model adaptation approaches on the one hand and decoder-based techniques, such as uncertainty
decoding and missing feature approaches on the other hand: Model adaptation techniques usually assume wn to have constant statistics over time [Lia07, KHU11a], i.e.,
p(wn ) = const., for n ∈ {1, ..., N }.
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or to be a deterministic parameter of value w, i.e.,
p(wn ) = δ(wn − w).

(3.6)

In contrast, uncertainty decoding and missing feature approaches typically assume
p(wn ) to be a time-varying pdf [Lia07, KHU11a]. Note that, along a different axis,
we can also distinguish deterministic/classical adaptation, as in (3.6), from probabilistic/Bayesian adaptation, as in (3.5), uncertainty decoding and missing feature
approaches.
As exemplified in the following, the Bayesian network view conveniently illustrates
the underlying statistical dependencies of model-based approaches. If two approaches
share the same Bayesian network, their underlying joint pdfs over all involved random
variables share the same decomposition properties. However, some crucial aspects are
not reflected by a Bayesian network: The particular functional form of the joint pdf,
potential approximations to arrive at a tractable algorithm, as well as the estimation
procedure for the compensation parameters. While some approaches estimate these
parameters through an acoustic front-end, others derive them from clean or distorted
data. For clarity, we focus on the compensation rules in the following while only commenting on the parameter estimation step. Approaches that apply a modified training
method to conventional HMMs without exhibiting a distinct compensation step, as
it is characteristic for discriminative [HNSW12], multi-style [MOGS02, HNH+ 05] or
matched training [GMOS99, SFB01, CC01, SHMK10b], are briefly reviewed in Section 2.5 and Subsection 3.1.5.
Note that throughout the following review, features vectors v are specified to be
either in the logmelspec or MFCC domain depending on the respective concept under
consideration. If no domain is specified, then the concept under consideration is valid
for any feature space.

3.1.1

The Log-Sum Observation Model

The perspective taken on in this generic treatment motivates various techniques from
an analytical observation model F (·). We therefore briefly review one of the most
important observation models that underlies many of the existing concepts.
A fundamental question in model compensation techniques is the influence of
additive noise on speech features. Assume the following relation of clean and corrupted
speech in the continuous-time domain:
y(t) = h(t) ∗ x(t) + b(t),

(3.7)

where b(t) represents an additive noise source and h(t) denotes convolutive (e.g.,
channel) noise that is shorter than the DFT frame length used for feature extraction.
Applying the short-term DFT to (3.7) and taking the magnitude square yields:
|yn(i),DFT |2 = |h(i),DFT |2 |x(i),DFT
|2 + |b(i),DFT
|2 + 2|h(i),DFT ||x(i),DFT
||b(i),DFT
| cos(φ(i)
n
n
n
n
n ),
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(i),DFT

(i),DFT

(i)

for the i-th
and bn
where φn is the phase difference between h(i),DFT xn
frequency bin. Moving to the melspec domain results in [HRR13]:
q
(i),mel (i),mel (i),mel (i),mel
(i),mel
(i),mel (i),mel
(i),mel
yn
= hn
xn
+ bn
xn
bn
Φn
+ 2 hn
,
(3.8)
where

yn(i),mel =

X
j

h(i),mel
n
Φ(i),mel
n

=
=

P

j

P

j

Mij |yn(j),DFT |2 analogously for x(i),mel
and b(i),mel
,
n
n

(3.9)

(j),DFT 2

Mij |h(j),DFT |2 |xn
(i),mel
xn
(j),DFT

Mij |h

(j),DFT

| |xn

|

,
(j),DFT

| |bn

q
(i),mel (i),mel (i),mel
xn
bn
hn

(3.10)
(i)

| cos(φn )

.

(3.11)

Converting (3.8) into the logmelspec domain finally yields (in vector notation):

(3.12)
yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(bn ) + 2 exp(hn + xn + bn )/2) ⊙ Φn .
From this interaction model, several further simplifications have been derived, such
as

• the log-sum model [Gal95, MRS96, FDAK01], which omits the phase term:

yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(bn ) ,
(3.13)

• and the max model [NNP89, VM90, HRR13]:

yn = max(hn + xn , bn ),

(3.14)

which is an accurate approximation to (3.13) if one of the terms hn + xn and
bn strongly dominates the other.
For the remainder of this section, we investigate the log-sum model as it will be of a decisive importance for the following literature review. For notational convencience, we
neglect the convolutive noise term hn as it is straight-forward to extend the following
derivations to case of hn 6= 0. In the sense of our previously introduced observation
model notation, we define

yn = F (xn , wn ) := log exp(xn ) + exp(wn ) ,
(3.15)

where wn = bn plays the role of the above-mentioned compensation parameters. In
order to compensate the acoustic model of an ASR system using this observation
model, the adapted output pdf p(yn |qn ) is to be inferred. If wn is modeled as deterministic parameter, the compensation step is analytically tractable exploiting the
known bijective transform rule for random variables [PP02]:
p(yn |qn ) =
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| det(JF (xn ))|

(3.16)
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with Jacobian matrix JF (·) of F (·) and xn = F −1 (yn ). The inference of p(yn |qn ),
however, becomes significantly more complex if wn is modeled as random variable.
Assume for example xn (given qn ) and wn to be independent and normally distributed.
Then, the mapping (3.15) corresponds to the problem of deriving the pdf of the logsum of two log-normally distributed random variables, which results in an analytically
intractable integral, i.e., without closed-form solution [Fen60]:
Z Z
p(yn |qn ) =
p(yn , xn , wn |qn )dxn dwn
(3.17)
Z Z
=
p(yn |xn , wn ) p(xn |qn ) p(wn )dxn dwn
(3.18)
Z Z 

=
δ yn − F (xn , wn ) p(xn |qn ) p(wn )dxn dwn .
(3.19)
The approximation of p(yn |qn ) has been studied for decades [Fen60, SY82, BADM95,
BX04, Mah10], especially in the scope of communication systems. We will summarize
some important techniques in the following and start with a fundamental differentiation: While the moments of the variable zn := exp(xn ) + exp(wn ) can be derived
in an analytically exact way [Fen60], its pdf is intractable. As a consequence, neither
the moments nor the pdf of yn can be inferred analytically [Fen60, SY82]. This fact
gives rise to different approximation techniques for the pdf of yn :
• The Fenton-Wilkinson approach [Fen60] proposes to derive the (analytically
exact) moments of zn . Under the (inexact) assumption of yn being normally
distributed, the mean and (co-)variance of yn can then be derived such that the
first and second-order moments of exp(yn ) analytically match the corresponding
moments of zn . Alternatively, the third and fourth-order moments of exp(yn )
can be matched to the corresponding moments of zn . The former approach is
known in the context of noise-robust ASR as the log-normal approximation in
Gales’ parallel model combination framework [Gal95]. The Fenton-Wilkinson
approach typically represents a good approximation to the true distribution in
the tail region of the pdf [Fen60].
• The technique of Schwartz-Yeh [SY82] aims at deriving an analytical approximation to the first and second-order moments of yn itself. Subsequently, yn
is modeled as Gaussian with the same moments. Note the fundamental difference between estimating the moments of yn before fitting a Gaussian to it
(Schwartz-Yeh) and matching the moments of exp(yn ) and zn after assuming yn
to be Gaussian (Fenton-Wilkinson). The Schwartz-Yeh approximation typically
outperforms the Fenton-Wilkinson approximation in the “body region” of the
distribution and vice versa in the tail region [SY82].
• An approach to accurately estimate the moments of yn is to approximate the
integral (3.17) by the numerical sampling method of Gauss-Hermite [SCF69].
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• Another way of tackling the integral (3.17) is to analytically approximate the
mapping function F (·), e.g., by its vector Taylor series [Gal95] or Lagrange polynomials [RNS04]. These approximations can be arbitrarily accurate, however,
only in a local region around the evaluation point.
• One of the simplest (and computationally most efficient) approaches is the logadd approximation, which can be considered as a simplification of the log-normal
approximation assuming that the variance of wn is negligibly small and Cyn =
Cxn [Gal95]. As a consequence, the adapted mean vector of yn can be obtained
by transforming the mean vectors of xn and wn according to (3.15):

µyn = log exp(µxn ) + exp(µwn ) ,
(3.20)

This approximation can thus be seen as deterministic as opposed to probabilistic
since only the mean of wn is considered.

• In [MSY+ 13], we proposed to approximate the integral (3.17) by a MAP estimation of the latent variables:
Z Z
p(yn |qn ) =
p(yn , xn , wn |qn )dxn dwn
(3.21)
≈ max p(yn , xn , wn |qn )

(3.22)

= p(yn , xMAP
, wnMAP |qn ),
n

(3.23)

xn ,wn

where the notion of “MAP” estimation can be justified by rescaling (3.22):
(xMAP
, wnMAP ) := arg max p(yn , xn , wn |qn )
n

(3.24)

xn ,wn

p(yn , xn , wn |qn )
p(yn |qn )
xn ,wn
= arg max p(xn , wn |qn , yn ).
= arg max

(3.25)
(3.26)

xn ,wn

We refer to this approximation as LOG-MAP approximation in the remainder of
this thesis. Note that the estimates (xMAP
, wnMAP ) are not well-defined as (3.24)
n
can have several global solutions, cf. Section 4.4 and [Maa09]. A numerical
analysis of the LOG-MAP approximation performance is given in Section 5.2,
where the Gauss-Hermite integration is considered as reference method as it
represents the most accurate of all above approximations (for a high number of
samples).
We will encounter several of these approximation techniques in the following literature
review. The LOG-MAP approximation will be of central interest in Chapter 4 as it
lies at the heart of the REMOS concept. Note that – besides the log-sum observation
model – affine mismatch functions F (·) are also often employed to model various
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Figure 3.2: Bayesian network representation of different model compensation techniques. A detailed description is given in the text. Subfig. d) is based
on [Lia07].
kinds of feature distortions, such as additive noise, reverberation, speaker variations,
or residual components from front-end enhancement processes, cf. Subsections 3.1.2,
3.1.3, and 3.1.4. Although commonly distinguished [LDGHU14], we refer to all kinds
of mismatch functions F (·) as observation models, be they physically inspired or affine
models, explicitly stated in the original papers or implicitly assumed.

3.1.2

Uncertainty Decoding

After these preliminary considerations, we turn to the actual state-of-the-art review
and start by considering the compensation rules of several uncertainty decoding techniques from a Bayesian network view. While the formulations in Paragraphs 3.1.2-A,
3.1.2-B, 3.1.2-D, and 3.1.2-E are similarly given in the original papers, those in Paragraphs 3.1.2-C, 3.1.2-F, 3.1.2-G have not been presented before from this perspective.

3.1.2-A

Generic Example of Uncertainty Decoding

A generic example of uncertainty decoding can, e.g., be extracted from [HHG97, AC02,
KF02, DDA02, BST+ 04, SVHW06, DNW09]. The underlying observation model can
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be identified as
yn = xn + wn with wn ∼ N (0, Cwn ),

(3.27)

where yn and Cwn often play the role of an enhanced feature vector, e.g., from a
Wiener filtering front-end [BST+ 04], and a measure of uncertainty from the enhancement process, respectively. Thus, the point estimate yn can be seen as being enriched by the additional reliability information Cwn , which can in practice, e.g., be
obtained from the variance of the MMSE estimate in the front-end [AO13]. The observation model is representable by the Bayesian network in Fig. 3.2 a). Exploiting
the conditional independence properties of Bayesian networks, cf. Section 2.2, the
compensation of the observation likelihood in (3.2) leads to
Z
p(yn |qn ) =
p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn )dxn
(3.28)
Z
=
N (xn ; µx|qn , Cx|qn ) N (yn ; xn , Cwn )dxn
(3.29)
= N (yn ; µx|qn , Cx|qn + Cwn ).

(3.30)

Without loss of generality, a single Gaussian pdf p(xn |qn ) is assumed since, in the
case of a GMM, the linear mismatch function (3.27) can be applied to each Gaussian
component separately.
3.1.2-B

Dynamic Variance Compensation

The concept of dynamic variance compensation [DDA05] is based on a reformulation
of the log-sum observation model [DDA02]:
b n − xn )) + wn
yn = xn + log(1 + exp(b

(3.31)

b n being a noise estimate of an arbitrary noise tracking algorithm and wn ∼
with b
N (0, Cwn ) a residual error term. Since the analytical derivation of p(yn |qn ) is intractable, an approximate pdf is evaluated based on the assumption of p(xn |yn ) being
a single Gaussian and that the compensation can be applied to each Gaussian component of the GMM separately [DDA05]. According to Figure 3.2 a), the observation
likelihood in (3.2), in its scaled version p̊(yn |qn ), hence becomes:
Z
Z
p(xn |yn )
p̊(yn |qn ) =
p(xn |qn )
dxn ≈ p(xn |qn ) p(xn |yn )dxn
(3.32)
p(xn )
Z
≈
N (xn ; µx|qn , Cx|qn ) N (xn ; µx|yn , Cx|yn )dxn
(3.33)
= N (µx|qn ; µx|yn , Cx|qn + Cx|yn ),

(3.34)

where the approximation in (3.32) can be justified if p(xn ) is assumed to be of single
mode and significantly “flatter”, i.e., of larger variance, than p(xn |yn ). The inference
of the moments µx|yn , Cx|yn of p(xn |yn ) represents the core of [DDA05].
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3.1.2-C

SPLICE

The Stereo Piecewise LInear Compensation for Environment (SPLICE) approach,
first introduced in [DAPH00] and further developed in [DAJ+ 01, DDA03], is a popular method for cepstral feature enhancement based on a mapping learned from stereo
(i.e., clean and noisy) data [LDGHU14]. While SPLICE can be used to derive an
MMSE [DAJ+ 01] or MAP [DAPH00] estimate that is fed into the recognizer, it is
also applicable in the context of uncertainty decoding [DAD02], which we focus on
in the following. In order to derive a Bayesian network representation of the uncertainty decoding version of SPLICE [DAD02], we first note from [DAD02] that one
fundamental assumption is:
p(xn |yn , kn ) = N (xn ; yn + µkn , Ckn ),

(3.35)

where kn denotes a discrete region index, µkn the mean, and Ckn the uncertainty in
that region. Exploiting the symmetry of the Gaussian pdf
p(xn |yn , kn ) = N (xn ; yn + µkn , Ckn ) = N (yn − xn ; −µkn , Ckn )

(3.36)

and defining wn = yn − xn , we identify the observation model to be
yn = xn + wn

(3.37)

given a certain region index kn . In the general case of kn depending on xn , the
observation model can be expressed by the Bayesian network in Figure 3.2 b) with
p(wn |kn ) = N (wn ; −µkn , Ckn ).

(3.38)

This reveals that the introduction of different regions kn is equivalent to assuming an
affine model (3.38) with p(wn ) being a GMM instead of a single Gaussian density. By
introducing a separate prior model
X
X
p(yn ) =
p(kn ) p(yn |kn ) =
p(kn ) N (yn ; µy|kn , Cy|kn ),
(3.39)
kn

kn

for the distorted speech yn , the likelihood in (3.2) can be adapted according to
Z
Z
p(xn , yn )
p(yn |qn ) =
p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn )dxn = p(xn |qn )
dxn
(3.40)
p(xn )
P
Z
p(xn |yn , kn ) p(yn |kn ) p(kn )
=
p(xn |qn ) P Rkn
dxn . (3.41)
p(xn |yn , kn ) p(yn |kn ) p(kn )dyn
kn

Although analytically tractable, the second term in (3.41) corresponding to p(yn |xn ) is
typically approximated for the sake of runtime efficiency [DAD02]. More specifically,
the denominator is replaced by a single Gaussian pdf p(xn ) = N (xn ; µx , Cx ) such
that p(yn |xn ) becomes [DAD02]:
P
kn p(xn |yn , kn ) p(yn |kn ) p(kn )
(3.42)
p(yn |xn ) =
p(xn )
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=
=

P

kn

X
kn

N (xn ; yn + µkn , Ckn ) p(yn |kn ) p(kn )
N (xn ; µx , Cx )

(3.43)

N (xn ; µx , Cx ) p(yn |kn ) p(kn )

(3.44)

with µx = (Cx (yn + µkn ) − C2kn µx )/(Cx − C2kn ) and Cx = (Cx C2kn )/(Cx − C2kn )
[DAD02].
3.1.2-D

Joint Uncertainty Decoding

Model-based joint uncertainty decoding [Lia07] assumes, similarly to CMLLR, cf.
Subsection 3.1.4-C, an affine observation model in the cepstral domain
yn = Akn xn + wn

(3.45)

with the deterministic matrix Akn and p(wn |kn ) = N (wn ; µw|kn , Cw|kn ) depending
on the considered Gaussian component kn of the GMM of the current HMM state qn :
p(xn |qn ) =

X
kn

p(kn ) p(xn |kn ).

(3.46)

The Bayesian network is depicted in Fig. 3.2 c) implying the following compensation
rule:
Z
p(yn |kn ) = p(xn |kn ) p(yn |xn , kn )dxn ,
(3.47)
which can be analytically derived analogously to (3.30). In practice, the compensation parameters Akn , µw|kn , Cw|kn are not estimated for each Gaussian component kn
but for each regression class comprising a set of Gaussian components [Lia07]. The
compensation parameters are in practice estimated from stereo data or by using a
clean speech and a noise model together with a mismatch function describing how the
two combine both models [Lia07].
3.1.2-E

REMOS

As many other techniques, the REMOS concept [SMK10b, MSY+ 13], presented in this
thesis, assumes the environmental distortion to be additive in the melspectral domain.
However, REMOS also considers the influence of the L previous clean speech feature
vectors xn−L:n−1 in order to model the dispersive effect of reverberation and to relax
the conditional independence assumption of conventional HMMs. The observation
model reads in the logmelspec domain:
yn = log
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exp(bn ) + exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an )

L
X
l=1



exp(µl + xn−l ) , (3.48)
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where the normally distributed random variables bn , hn , an model the additive noise
components, the early part of the room impulse response (RIR), and the weighting
of the late part of the RIR, respectively, and the parameters µ1:L represent a deterministic description of the late part of the RIR. The Bayesian network is depicted
in Fig. 3.3 with wn = [bn , an , hn ]. In contrast to most of the other compensation
rules discussed in this section, the REMOS concept necessitates a modification of the
Viterbi decoder due to the introduced cross-connections. We refer to Chapter 4 for a
detailed treatment.
3.1.2-F

Ion and Haeb-Umbach [IHU08]

Similarly to REMOS, the generic uncertainty decoding approach given in [HU11],
and first proposed by [IHU08], considers cross-connections in the Bayesian network in
order to relax the conditional independence assumption of HMMs. The concept, as
described in [HU11], is an example of uncertainty decoding, where the compensation
rule can be defined by a modified Bayesian network structure – given in Figure 3.4
a) – without fixing a particular functional form of the involved pdfs via an analytical
observation model. In order to derive the compensation rule, we start by introducing
the sequence x1:N of latent clean speech vectors in each summand of (3.1):
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =
=
∼

Z

Z

Z

p(y1:N , x1:N , q1:N )dx1:N
p(y1:N |x1:N )
p(x1:N |y1:N )
p(x1:N )

N
Y

(3.49)

p(xn |qn ) p(qn |qn−1 )dx1:N

(3.50)

p(xn |qn ) p(qn |qn−1 )dx1:N ,

(3.51)

n=1
N
Y

n=1

where we exploited the conditional independence properties defined by Fig. 3.4 a)
(respecting the dashed links) and dropped p(y1:N ) in the last line of (3.51) as it
represents a constant factor with respect to a varying state sequence q1:N . The pdf in
the numerator of (3.51) is next written as
p(x1:N |y1:N ) =
≈

N
Y

n=1
N
Y

n=1

p(xn |y1:N , x1:n−1 )

(3.52)

p(xn |y1:N ),

(3.53)

where the conditional dependence – due to the head-to-head relation relative to yn
– of xn and x1:n−1 is neglected (3.53). This corresponds to omitting the respective
dashed links in Fig. 3.4 a) for each factor in (3.52) separately. The denominator in
(3.51) can also be further decomposed if the dashed links in Fig. 3.4 b), i.e., the
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Figure 3.3: Bayesian network representation of the REMOS concept (Paragraph 3.1.2-E). The figure is based on [MSY+ 13].
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Figure 3.4: Bayesian network representation of the decoding rule of [IHU08], where
the dashed links are disregarded in the different steps of the derivation
(Paragraph 3.1.2-F).
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head-to-tail relations in qn , are disregarded:
p(x1:N ) ≈

N
Y

p(xn ).

(3.54)

n=1

With (3.53) and (3.54), the update rule (3.51) is finally turned into the following
simplified form:
N Z
Y
p(xn |y1:N )
p(y1:N , q1:N ) ∼
p(xn |qn )dxn p(qn |qn−1 )
p(x
)
n
n=1

(3.55)

that is given in [HU11]. Due to the approximations in Fig. 3.4 a) and b), the compensation rule defined by (3.55) exhibits the same decoupling as (3.2) and can thus be
carried out without modifying the underlying decoder. In practice, p(xn ) may, e.g.,
be modeled as Gaussian density estimated on clean speech and p(xn |y1:N ), separately
from the HMM, as a Markov process [HU11].
3.1.2-G

Significance Decoding

Assuming the affine model (3.27), the concept of significance decoding [AK12] first
derives the moments of the posterior p(xn |yn , qn ):
p(xn |yn , qn ) = R

p(yn |xn , qn ) p(xn |qn )
p(yn |xn ) p(xn |qn )
=R
(3.56)
p(yn |xn , qn ) p(xn |qn )dxn
p(yn |xn ) p(xn |qn )dxn

= N (xn ; µx|yn ,qn , Cx|yn ,qn ),

(3.57)

where the Bayesian network properties of Figure 3.2 a) have been exploited in the
numerator and the denominator and a single Gaussian pdf p(xn |qn ) is assumed without
loss of generality. In a second step, the clean likelihood p(xn |qn ) is evaluated at µx|yn ,qn
after adding the variance Cx|yn ,qn to Cx|qn , cf. (3.59).
In terms of probabilistic notation, this compensation rule corresponds to replacing
the score calculation in (3.2) by an expected likelihood, similarly to [Arr03, AO13]:
Z
p(yn |qn ) ≈ Exn |yn ,qn {p(xn |qn )} = p(xn |yn , qn ) p(xn |qn )dxn
(3.58)
= N (µx|yn ,qn ; µx|qn , Cx|yn ,qn +Cx|qn ).

(3.59)

For the case of single Gaussian densities, the (in the Bayesian sense) exact score
p(yn |qn ) is given by (3.30) and is shown here to be bounded from above by the
modified score (3.59):
Z
Exn |yn ,qn {p(xn |qn )} =
p(xn |yn , qn ) p(xn |qn )dxn
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=

R

p(yn |xn ) p2 (xn |qn )dxn
p(yn |qn ),
p2 (yn |qn )
{z
}
|

(3.60)

α

where
α =

≥

s

s

det(Cx|qn +Cbn ) N (y; µx|qn , 21 Cx|qn +Cbn )
det(Cx|qn )
N (y; µx|qn , 12 Cx|qn + 21 Cbn )
det(Cx|qn +Cbn ) det( 21 Cx|qn + 21 Cbn )
≥ 1.
det(Cx|qn ) det( 21 Cx|qn +Cbn )

(3.61)

A closer inspection of α reveals that the expected likelihood computation scales up
p(yn |qn ) for large values of Cbn , which acts as an alleviation of the (potentially overly)
flattening effect of Cbn on p(yn |qn ), cf. (3.30).
Summary
We have encountered different uncertainty decoding approaches in this section, as
summarized in Table 3.1. While conventional uncertainty decoding and significance
decoding use the fundamental affine model with single Gaussian densities to incorporate uncertainty, typically stemming from a front-end process, SPLICE uses a more
complex density, i.e., a GMM [LDGHU14]. Joint uncertainty decoding combines an
affine transform, as known from popular techniques such as CMLLR, with a bias
variance. The concepts of REMOS and dynamic variance compensation are based
on physically inspired distortion models for noise and reverberation, respectively. Ion
and Haeb-Umbach [IHU08] propose a generic decoding scheme in order to cope with
noise and reverberation.

3.1.3

Missing Feature Techniques

In the following, we consider the compensation rules of several missing feature techniques from a Bayesian network view. While the formulations in Paragraphs 3.1.3-A
and 3.1.3-B are already given in [HU11], the one in Paragraph 3.1.3-C has not been
presented before from this perspective. Missing feature techniques are typically used
to cope with the degradation of speech signals due to noise or other types of interferences [HU11], and have also been applied to reverberant data [PBB04].
3.1.3-A

Feature Vector Imputation

A major subcategory of missing feature approaches is called feature vector imputation
(i)
[CGJV01, RS05, KHU11a], where each feature vector component yn is either classified
as reliable (i ∈ Rn ) or unreliable (i ∈ Un ), where Rn and Un denote the set of reliable
and unreliable components of the n-th feature vector, respectively [HU11]. While
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Method, Section

Model

Figure

Primary
Application

conventional
uncertainty
decoding
3.1.2-A

yn = xn + wn ,
wn : Gaussian

3.2 a)

front-end
uncertainty

dynamic variance
compensation
3.1.2-B

b n − xn )) + wn ,
yn = xn + log(1 + exp(b
wn : Gaussian

3.2 a)

noise/
interference

SPLICE
3.1.2-C

yn = xn + wn ,
wn : GMM

3.2 a)

acoustic noise/
interference

joint uncertainty
decoding
3.1.2-D

yn = Akn xn + wn ,
wn |kn : Gaussian

3.2 c)

noise/
interference

REMOS
3.1.2-E


yn = log exp(bn ) + exp(hn + xn )

PL
+ exp(an )
l=1 exp(µl + xn−l ) ,

3.3

reverberation

3.4

reverberation
and noise

3.2 a)

front-end
uncertainty

wn = [bn , an , hn ]: Gaussian

Ion and
Haeb-Umbach
3.1.2-F
significance
decoding
3.1.2-G

p(xn |y1:N )
p(xn )

instead of p(yn |xn )

yn = xn + wn ,
wn : Gaussian

Table 3.1: Simplified summary of the reviewed uncertainty decoding methods. Note
that “front-end uncertainty” typically refers to the uncertainty introduced
by a preprocessing front-end.
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(i)

unreliable components are withdrawn and replaced by an estimate x
bn of the original
(i)
observation yn , reliable components are directly “plugged” into the pdf. The score
calculation in (3.2) therefore becomes:
Z
Z
p(xn |yn )
p̊(yn |qn ) = p(xn |qn )
dxn ≈ p(xn |qn ) p(xn |yn )dxn
(3.62)
p(xn )
with
p(xn |yn ) =

D
Y

d=1

(i)
p(x(i)
n |yn )

(3.63)

and [HU11]
(i)
p(x(i)
n |yn )

(

=

(i)

(i)

δ(xn − yn ) i ∈ R
(i)
(i)
δ(xn − x
bn ) i ∈ U

(3.64)

with the general Bayesian network in Fig. 3.5 a). The approximation in (3.62) follows
the same reasoning as (3.32).
3.1.3-B

Marginalization

The second major subcategory of missing feature techniques is called marginalization
[CGJV01, RS05, KHU11a], where unreliable components are “replaced” by marginal(i)
izing over a clean-speech distribution p(xn ) that is usually not derived from the HMM
but separately modeled. The posterior likelihood in (3.64) thus becomes [HU11]:
(

(i)
p(x(i)
n |yn ) =

(i)

(i)

δ(xn − yn ) i ∈ R
(i)
p(xn )
i∈U

(3.65)

with the general Bayesian network in Fig. 3.5 a).
3.1.3-C

Modified Imputation

The approach presented in [KKO05] assumes the affine observation model (3.27) and
evaluates the clean likelihood p(xn |qn ) for an enhanced feature vector given by
bn = arg max p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn ).
x

(3.66)

p(yn |xn ) = N (yn ; xn , Cwn ) = N (xn ; yn , Cwn ) = p(xn |yn ).

(3.67)

xn

bn as a
In order to fit this technique into our Bayesian perspective, we first consider x
MAP estimate due to (3.24). We furthermore note that for the affine model (3.27),
we have
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Method, Section

Model

feature vector
imputation, 3.1.3-A

(i) (i)
p(xn |yn )

marginalization
3.1.3-B

(i) (i)
p(xn |yn )

modified
imputation, 3.1.3-C

=

(

δ(xn − yn ) i ∈ R

=

(

δ(xn − yn ) i ∈ R

Primary
Application

3.5 a)

noise/
interference

3.5 a)

noise/
interference

3.2 a)

front-end
uncertainty

(i)

(i)

(i)
δ(xn

Figure

−

(i)

(i)
x
bn )

i∈U

(i)

(i)
p(xn )

i∈U

bn )
p(xn |yn ) = δ(xn − x

Table 3.2: Simplified summary of the reviewed missing feature methods.

Starting off with the conventional compensation rule following from (3.27), i.e., Figure 3.2 a), we can show that [KKO05] implicitly assumes p(xn |yn ) to be sharply
bn :
peaked around the MAP estimate x
Z
Z
p(yn |qn ) =
p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn )dxn = p(xn |qn ) p(xn |yn )dxn
(3.68)
Z
bn )dxn ,
≈
p(xn |qn ) δ(xn − x
(3.69)
bn .
where (3.69) corresponds to evaluating the clean state-dependent likelihood at x
It seems finally interesting to note that (3.67) also explains the fact that the
concept of modified imputation has been independently described in the following
two forms:
bn = arg max p(xn |qn ) p(xn |yn ) = arg max p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn )
x
xn

(3.70)

xn

in [KKO05] and [AK12], respectively.
Summary

The revisited missing feature approaches are summarized in Table 3.2. While feature
vector imputation methods treat unreliable spectral components as missing components and attempt to reconstruct them [LDGHU14], marginalization approaches performs optimal classification directly based on the observed values of the reliable and
unreliable input data [RS05]. Modified imputation can be seen as a particular feature
vector imputation method, where all feature components are replaced by a weighted
average of the observed feature and an a priori value, where the weights are obtained
from reliability information [HU11].
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a)
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c)

b)
qn
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qn
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yn
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qn−1

qn

yn−1

yn
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w

yn
Figure 3.5: Bayesian network representation of a) different model compensation techniques, b) CMLLR (Paragraph 3.1.4-C) and MLLR (Paragraph 3.1.4-D), and c) MAP adaptation (Paragraph 3.1.4-E). A detailed
description is given in the text.

3.1.4

Acoustic Model Adaptation and other Model-based
Approaches

In the following, we consider the compensation rules of several acoustic model adaptation and other model-based approaches from a Bayesian network view. While the
formulations in Paragraphs 3.1.4-A, 3.1.4-B, 3.1.4-G, and 3.1.4-H are similarly given
in related papers, those in Paragraphs 3.1.4-C, 3.1.4-D, 3.1.4-E, 3.1.4-F, 3.1.4-I, and
3.1.4-J have not (or only partly) been presented before from this perspective.
3.1.4-A

Parallel Model Combination

The observation model of the Parallel Model Combination (PMC) concept [Gal95] is
based on the log-sum distortion model, cf. Subsection 3.1.1, and reads in the static
logmelspec domain:
yn = log(α exp(xn ) + exp(wn )),

(3.71)

where the deterministic parameter α accounts for level differences between the clean
speech xn and the distortion wn . Under the assumption of a stationary distortion,
i.e.,
p(wn ) = const.,
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(3.72)
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the underlying Bayesian network corresponds to Fig. 3.2 a). This explains the name
of PMC as (3.71) combines two parallel models: the clean-speech HMM and the
distortion model p(wn ). Since the resulting adapted pdf
Z
p(yn |qn ) = p(xn |qn ) p(yn |xn , wn ) p(wn )d(xn , wn )
(3.73)
cannot be derived in an analytical closed form, a variety of approximations to the true
pdf p(yn |qn ) have been investigated [Gal95], such as the before-mentioned log-normal
approximation, cf. Subsection 3.1.1. For nonstationary distortions, [Gal95] proposes
to employ a separate HMM for the distortion wn , estimated from various noise types,
leading to the Bayesian network representation of Fig. 3.2 d). Marginalizing over the
distortion state sequence qe1:N as in (3.2) reveals the acoustic score to be
X
p(y1:N |W) =
p(y1:N , q1:N , qe1:N )
(3.74)
q1:N
qe1:N

N
XY

=

q1:N
qe1:N

where
p(yn |qn , qen ) =

Z

n=1


p(yn |qn , qen ) p(qn |qn−1 ) p(e
qn |e
qn−1 ) ,

p(xn |qn )p(yn |xn , wn )p(wn |e
qn )d(xn , wn ).

(3.75)

(3.76)

The overall acoustic score can be approximated by a 3D Viterbi decoder, which can
in turn be mapped onto a conventional 2D Viterbi decoder [Gal95].
3.1.4-B

Vector Taylor Series Model Compensation

The concept of Vector Taylor Series (VTS) is frequently employed in practice yielding promising results [LDGHU14]. Its fundamental idea is to linearize a nonlinear
distortion model by a Taylor series [Mor96, ADKZ00, LDY+ 09]. The standard VTS
approach [Mor96] is based on the log-sum model:
yn = log(exp(hn + xn ) + exp(bn )),

(3.77)

where p(hn ) = N (hn ; µh , Ch ) captures short convolutive distortion and p(bn ) =
N (bn ; µb , Cb ) models additive noise components, which can be estimated using EM
[LDY+ 07]. The Bayesian network is represented by Fig. 3.2 a) with wn = [hn , bn ].
Note that in contrast to uncertainty decoding, p(wn ) is constant over time. As the
adapted pdf is again of the form of (3.73) and thus analytically intractable, it is
assumed that (3.77) can, firstly, be applied to each Gaussian component p(xn |kn ) of
the GMM
X
p(xn |qn ) =
p(kn ) p(xn |kn )
(3.78)
kn
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individually and, secondly, be approximated by a Taylor series around [µx|kn , µh , µb ],
where µx|kn denotes the mean of the component p(xn |kn ). There are various extensions to the VTS concept, such as using higher-order Taylor series, a phase-sensitive
observation model, or employing VTS for feature enhancement. For a more comprehensive review of VTS, we refer to [LDGHU14].
3.1.4-C

Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression

CMLLR [DRN95, Gal97] can be seen as the deterministic counterpart of joint uncertainty decoding (Paragraph 3.1.2-D) with observation model
yn = Akn xn + bkn

(3.79)

and deterministic parameters wn = [Akn , bkn ]. The term “constrained” comes from
the fact that the matrix Akn is tied among mean and variance transform (3.81) and
(3.81), respectively. The adaptation rule of p(yn |kn ) has the same form as (3.47) with
p(yn |xn , kn ) = δ(yn − Akn xn − bkn ).

(3.80)

The Bayesian network corresponds to Fig. 3.5 b), where the use of regression classes
is again reflected by the dependency of the observation model parameters on the
Gaussian component kn (cf. Paragraph 3.1.2-D). Note that the affine observation
model in (3.79) is equivalent to transforming the mean vector µx|kn and covariance
matrix Cx|kn of each Gaussian component of p(xn |kn ):
µy|kn = Akn µx|kn + bkn

(3.81)

Cy|kn = Akn Cx|kn ATkn .

(3.82)

CMLLR represents a very popular adaptation technique in practice due to its promising results and versatile fields of application, such as speaker adaptation [Gal97], adaptive training [YG06] as well as noise [VBW+ 13] and reverberation-robust [KDY+ 13]
ASR. Furthermore, the adaptation parameters are estimated on the adaptation data
using EM and therefore do not require clean or stereo data.
3.1.4-D

Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression

The Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) concept [LW95] can be considered as a generalization of CMLLR as it allows for a separate transform matrix Skn
in (3.82):
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µy|kn = Akn µx|kn + bkn

(3.83)

Cy|kn = Skn Cx|kn STkn .

(3.84)
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In practice, however, MLLR is frequently applied to the mean vectors only [AMSM96,
YEK+ 02, DKN+ 11, XMR+ 14] while neglecting the adaptation of the covariance matrix:
Cy|kn = Cx|kn .

(3.85)

This principle is also known from other approaches that are applicable to both means
and variances but often only carried out on the former (e.g., for the sake of robustness)
[Gal95, Hir01].
If applied to the mean vectors only, MLLR can in turn be considered as a simplified
version of CMLLR, where the observation model (3.79) and the Bayesian network in
Fig. 3.5 b) is assumed while the compensation of the variances in (3.84) is omitted.
The Bayesian network representation in Figure 3.5 b) also underlies the general
MLLR adaptation rule (3.83) and (3.84). In this case, however, it seems impossible
to identify a corresponding analytic observation model representation analogous to
(3.79).
3.1.4-E

Maximum A Posteriori Adaptation

We next describe the MAP adaptation [GL92] applied to any parameters w of the
pdfs of an HMM. In MAP, these parameters are considered as Bayesian parameters,
i.e., random variables that are drawn once for all times as depicted in Fig. 3.5 c)
[Bis06]. As a direct consequence, any two observation vectors yi , yj are conditionally
dependent given the state sequence. The predictive pdf in (3.1) therefore explicitly
depends on the adaptation data that we denote as yL:0 , L < 0, and becomes:
Z
p(y1:N , q1:N |yL:0 ) =
p(y1:N , q1:N , w|yL:0 )dw
Z
=
p(y1:N , q1:N |w, yL:0 ) p(w|yL:0 )dw
≈ p(y1:N , q1:N |wMAP , yL:0 ),

(3.86)

where the posterior p(w|yL:0 ) is approximated as Dirac distribution δ(w − wMAP ) at
the mode wMAP :
wMAP = arg max p(w|yL:0 ) = arg max p(yL:0 |w)p(w).
w

(3.87)

w

An iterative (local) solution to (3.87) is obtained by the EM algorithm. Note that due
to the MAP approximation of the posterior p(w|yL:0 ), the conditional independence
assumption is again fulfilled such that a conventional decoder can be employed.
3.1.4-F

Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression

As mentioned before, uncertainty decoding techniques allow for a time-varying pdf
p(wn ), while model adaptation approaches, such as in Paragraphs 3.1.4-A, 3.1.4-B,
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Figure 3.6: Bayesian networks representing a) typical uncertainty decoding and
model adaptation with probabilistic parameter wn and b) Bayesian
model adaptation.
and 3.1.4-G, mostly set p(wn ) to be constant over time. In both cases, however, the
“randomized” model parameter wn is assumed to be redrawn in each time step n as
in Fig. 3.6 a). In contrast, Bayesian estimation – as mentioned before – usually refers
to inference problems, where the random model parameters are drawn once for all
times [Bis06] as in Fig. 3.6 b).
Another example of Bayesian model adaptation, besides MAP, is Bayesian MLLR
[Chi03] applied to the mean vector µx|qn of each pdf p(xn |qn ):
µy|qn = Aµx|qn + b

(3.88)

with diagonal matrix A and w = [A, b] being usually drawn from a Gaussian distribution [Chi03]. Here, we do not consider different regression classes and assume
p(xn |qn ) to be a single Gaussian pdf since, in the case of a GMM, the linear mismatch
function (3.88) can be applied to each Gaussian component separately. The likelihood
score in (3.1) thus becomes1 :
XZ
X
p(y1:N , q1:N , w)dw
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =
q1:N

q1:N

=

XZ
q1:N

1

p(y1:N , q1:N |w) p(w)dw.

(3.89)

In contrast to (3.86), we do not explicitly mention the dependency on the adaptation data yL:0
for notational convenience.
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Figure 3.7: Bayesian network representation of reverberant VTS (Paragraph 3.1.4-G) a) before and b) after approximation via an extended
observation vector with L = 1. The figure is based on [WG11]. See
Fig. 3.3 for a generalized version of Subfig. a).
This score can, e.g., be approximated by a frame-synchronous Viterbi search [JHH99].
Another approach is to apply the Bayesian integral in a frame-wise manner and use
a standard decoder [Chi03]. In this case, the integral in (3.89) becomes:
Z

p(y1:N , q1:N |w)p(w)dw =
≈

Z Y
N

n=1
N
YZ

n=1

p(yn , qn |w) p(w)dw

(3.90)

p(yn , qn |w) p(w)dw,

(3.91)

where the original assumption of w being identical for all time steps n was relaxed
to the case of w being identically distributed for all times steps n. This transition of
(3.90) to (3.91) is representable by the conversion of the Bayesian network in Fig. 3.6
b) to the one in a) with constant pdf p(wn ) = p(w) for all n.
3.1.4-G

Reverberant Vector Taylor Series

Reverberant VTS [WG11] is an extension of conventional VTS (Paragraph 3.1.4-B)
to capture the dispersive effect of reverberation. Its observation model reads for static
features in the logmelspec domain:
yn = log

X
L
l=0

exp(xn−l + µl ) + exp(wn )



(3.92)
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with wn being an additive noise component modeled as normally distributed random
variable and µ0:L being a deterministic description of the reverberant distortion. For
the sake of tractability, the observation model is approximated in a similar manner as
in the VTS approach. This concept can be seen as an alternative to REMOS (Paragraph 3.1.2-E): While REMOS tailors the Viterbi decoder to the modified Bayesian
network, reverberant VTS avoids the computationally expensive marginalization over
all previous clean-speech vectors by averaging – and thus smoothing – the clean-speech
statistics over all possible previous states and their Gaussian components. Thus, yn
is assumed to depend on the extended clean-speech vector xn = [xn−L , ..., xn ], cf.
Fig. 3.7 a) vs. b). This technique of extended feature vectors has also been realized
for CMLLR [GW11].
3.1.4-H

Convolutive Model Adaptation

Besides the previously mentioned REMOS, reverberant VTS, and reverberant CMLLR concepts, there are three related approaches employing a convolutive observation model in order to describe the dispersive effect of reverberation [HF08, RNS06,
SMK11]. All three approaches assume the following model in the logmelspec domain:

X
L
exp(xn−l + µl ) ,
(3.93)
yn = log
l=0

where µ0:L denotes a deterministic description of the reverberant distortion that is differently determined by the three approaches: [HF08] infers the compensation parameters by estimating the T60 , [RNS06] uses an Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation
approach based on a few calibration utterances, and [SMK11] requires a rough RIR
estimate. The observation model (3.93) can be represented by the Bayesian network
in Fig. 3.3 without the random component wn . Both [HF08] and [SMK11] use the
log-add approximation [Gal95] to derive p(yn |qn ), i.e.,


L
X
(3.94)
µy|kn = log exp(µx|kn + µ0 ) +
exp(µx|qn−l + µl ) ,
l=1

where µy|kn and µx|kn denote the mean of the kn -th Gaussian component of p(yn |qn )
and p(xn |qn ), respectively. The previous means µx|qn−l , l > 0, are averaged over all
means of the corresponding GMM p(xn−l |qn−l ). On the other hand, [RNS06] employs
the log-normal approximation [Gal95] to adapt p(yn |qn ) according to (3.93). While
[HF08] and [RNS06] perform the adaptation once prior to recognition and then use
a standard decoder, the concept proposed in [SMK11] performs an online adaptation
based on the best partial path [WG11].
3.1.4-I

Takiguchi et al. [TNA06]

In contrast to the approaches of Paragraphs 3.1.4-G and 3.1.4-H, the concept proposed
in [TNA06] assumes the reverberant observation vector yn−1 at time n − 1 to be an
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Figure 3.8: Bayesian network representation of [TNA06] (Paragraph 3.1.4-I).
approximation to the reverberation tail at time n in the logmelspec domain:


yn = log exp(h + xn ) + exp(α + yn−1 ) ,

(3.95)

where h and α are deterministic parameters modeling short convolutive distortion
and the weighting of the reverberation tail, respectively. Thus, each summand in
(3.1) becomes:
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =

N
Y

n=1

p(yn |qn , yn−1 ) p(qn |qn−1 )

(3.96)

with the Bayesian network of Fig. 3.8. It seems interesting to note that (3.95) can
be analytically evaluated as yn−1 is observed and, thus, (3.95) represents a nonlinear
mapping F (·) of one random vector xn : yn = F (xn ) with
p(yn |qn , yn−1 ) =

p(xn |qn )
| det(JF (xn ))|

(3.97)

and xn = F −1 (yn ) as in (3.16).
3.1.4-J

Conditional HMMs and Combined-Order HMMs

We close this subsection by turning to two model-based approaches that cannot be
classified as “model adaptation” as they postulate different HMM topologies rather
than adapting a conventional HMM. Both approaches aim at relaxing the conditional
independence assumption of conventional HMMs in order to improve the modeling of
the inter-frame correlation.
The concept of conditional HMMs [MS96] models the observation yn as depending
on the previous observations at time shifts l = (l1 , ..., lL ) ∈ NL . Each summand in
(3.1) therefore becomes:
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =

N
Y

n=1

p(yn |yn−l1 , ..., yn−lL , qn ) p(qn |qn−1 )

(3.98)
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Figure 3.9: Bayesian network representation of a) conditional and b) combinedorder HMMs (Paragraph 3.1.4-J). Subfig. a) is based on [Bis06].
according to Fig. 3.9 a). Such HMMs are also known as autoregressive HMMs [Bis06].
In contrast to conditional HMMs, combined-order HMMs [MKSK12] assume the
current observation yn to depend on the previous HMM state qn−1 in addition to state
qn :
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =

N
Y

n=1

p(yn |qn , qn−1 ) p(qn |qn−1 )

(3.99)

according to Fig. 3.9 b).
While conditional HMMs represent the statistically more accurate model for correlated speech feature vectors, combined-order HMMs circumvent the mathematically
more complex inference step by a higher amount of HMM parameters [MKSK12].

Summary
The reviewed acoustic model-based methods are summarized in Table 3.3. While
CMLLR, MLLR, and Bayesian MLLR are based on affine transforms, PMC, VTS,
reverberant VTS, the convolutive model adaptation techniques, and the approach by
Takiguchi employ physically inspired distortion models. The MAP method can be seen
as a Bayesian version of a conventional HMM. In contrast, conditional and combinedorder HMMs assume modified network topologies. All of the above methods are
typically applied in the MFCC domain. The methods formulated in the logmelspec
domain can be easily extended to the MFCC domain by incorporating the DCT
transform matrix into the observation models. Note that the physical assumptions
underlying the PMC, VTS, and convolutive adaptation techniques are more realistic as
they approximate the actual interaction model (3.12). However, the concepts based
on affine transforms, such CMLLR and MLLR, are extremely popular in practice
[LDGHU14] due to their simplicity, robustness, and the fact that they can both model
environmental and speaker-specific influences.
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Method, Section

Model

Figure

Primary
Application

PMC
3.1.4-A

yn = log(α exp(xn ) + exp(wn ))
wn or wn |e
qn : Gaussian

3.2 a)
3.2 d)

noise/
interference

VTS
3.1.4-B

yn = log(exp(hn + xn ) + exp(bn ))
wn = [hn , bn ]: Gaussian

3.2 a)

noise/
interference

CMLLR
3.1.4-C

yn = Akn xn + wkn

3.5 b)

noise/
interference

MLLR
3.1.4-D

µy|kn = Akn µx|kn + wkn ,
Cy|kn = Skn Cx|kn BTkn

3.5 b)

noise/
interference

MAP
3.1.4-E

p(y1:N , q1:N |yL:0 )
≈ p(y1:N , q1:N |wMAP , yL:0 )

3.5 c)

noise/
interference

Bayesian MLLR
3.1.4-F

µy|qn = Aµx|qn + b
w = [A, b]: Gaussian

3.6 b)

noise/
interference

3.7

reverberation

3.3

reverberation

Takiguchi et al.
3.1.4-I


yn = log exp(h + xn )

+ exp(α + yn−1 )

3.8

reverberation

conditional HMMs
3.1.4-J

p(yn |yn−l1 , ..., yn−lL , qn )
instead of p(yn |qn )

3.9 a)

inter-frame
correlation

comb.-order HMMs
3.1.4-J

p(yn |qn , qn−1 )
instead of p(yn |qn )

3.9 b)

reverberation

Reverberant VTS
3.1.4-G

convolutive model
adaptation, 3.1.4-H

yn = log

P

µy|kn = log

P

L
exp(µl + xn−l )
l=1
+ exp(wn ) , wn : Gaussian
L
l=1 exp(µx|qn−l

+ exp(µx|kn + µ0 )



+ µl )

Table 3.3: Simplified summary of the reviewed model-based approaches methods.
The parameters that are not explicitly stated as ’Gaussian’ are deterministic. Note that the observation models for PMC and VTS have also been
extended for dynamic features [Gal95].
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3.1.5

Training-based Techniques

We finally review techniques that apply a modified training method to conventional
HMMs without exhibiting a distinct compensation step. In the context of reverberation, it is interesting to note that none of the following approaches do conceptually
overcome the shortcomings of the conditional independence assumption as all of them
are based on the fundamental Bayesian network of Fig. 3.1 a).
3.1.5-A

Matched Training

A quite obvious approach to avoid mismatched test and training conditions is to
simply train the acoustic model on data that “match” the test conditions. In the
case of reverberation, this could, e.g., be achieved by recording a complete set of
training data in the desired test environment, which is of course highly impractical
due to the tremendous effort. The data collection costs can be strongly reduced by
using artificially reverberated data, i.e., by convolving the (clean) training data with
RIRs measured in the application environment [GMOS99]. This procedure leads to
only slightly worse results [HNH+ 05], although artificially reverberated data do not
capture the following two properties of real reverberant data:
• The altered spectral pattern, known as the Lombard effect [HA90], due to an
increased vocal effort in presence of reverberation or noise [Jun93, Seh09].
• Even minuscule position changes, temperature variations, or other environmental changes can change the RIR describing the acoustic path between the speaker
and microphone [SHT99, RWK00, Kut09, Seh09].
Using RIRs measured at different positions [SFB01] further increases the robustness
to speaker movements. The effort for measuring the RIRs for each new environment
can be reduced by using synthetically generated RIRs [SGK06]. An alternative is to
train sets of acoustic models for different reverberation conditions in advance and to
select the model that best matches the current conditions [CC01, Seh09].
3.1.5-B

Multi-Style Training

Instead of training different models for different environmental conditions, it is more
common in practice to train a single acoustic model on a data set that comprises
various reverberation (or noise) conditions [MOGS02, VBW+ 13]. The mismatch between training and deployment environments is reduced since environments identical
or similar to the target room are expected to be included in the training environments [YSD+ 12]. Due to the wide range of covered environmental conditions in the
training set, multi-style (also called multi-condition) acoustic models typically exhibit
“broader” variances and thus a less “sharper” discrimination capability than matched
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models. To reduce this undesired effect, the concept of adaptive training can be applied [AMSM96, Gal01]. By incorporating model-based techniques, such as MLLR,
into the training procedure, the environmental influence can be separately modeled
from the data-inherent variability leading to a more canonical acoustic model.
3.1.5-C

Retraining with Stereo Data

Training matched or multi-style acoustic models can be realized more efficiently if
a clean acoustic model and stereo data exist. The term “stereo data” implies that
for each distorted (e.g., reverberant) training sample the underlying clean sample is
available. This knowledge is, e.g., exploited by the concept of single-pass retraining [Gal95] that estimates the mean vectors and covariance matrices of a matched
or multi-style HMM using the distorted data together with the clean-speech alignment. This technique has been refined for the case of reverberant training leading
to the ICEWIND (Information Combining Estimation WIth Non-reverberant Data)
algorithm [SHMK10b].

3.1.6

Conclusions

In the past decades, numerous survey papers and books have been published summarizing the state-of-the-art in noise and reverberation-robust ASR [Gon95, Lee98,
HL01, Dro08, KHU11a, YSD+ 12, VSR13]. Recently, a comprehensive review of noiserobust ASR techniques was published in [LDGHU14] providing a taxonomy-oriented
framework by distinguishing whether, e.g., prior knowledge, uncertainty processing
or an explicit distortion model is used or not. In contrast to [LDGHU14] and previous survey articles, the goal of the Bayesian review presented in the Subsections
3.1.2 to 3.1.4 was to classify all considered techniques along the same dimension by
motivating and describing them with the same Bayesian formalism. As a result of
this, Bayesian network representations are derivable providing an intuitive graphical
illustration that allows to easily overview a broad class of algorithms and to immediately identify their similarities and differences in terms of the underlying statistical
assumptions. In particular, the following properties can be inferred:
• The cross-connections depicted in Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.7(a), 3.8, 3.9 show that the
underlying concept aims at improving the modeling of the inter-frame correlation, e.g., to increase the robustness of the acoustic model against reverberation.
If applied in a straightforward way, such cross-connections would entail a costly
modification of the Viterbi decoder. We summarized some important approximations that allow for a more efficient decoding of the extended Bayesian network, cf. Subsections 3.1.2-E, 3.1.2-F, 3.1.4-G, 3.1.4-H. Some of these typically
empirically motivated or just intuitive approximations, especially neglected statistical dependencies, become obvious from a Bayesian network, as shown in
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Figures 3.4 and 3.7.
• The approaches introducing instantaneous (here: purely vertical) extensions
to the Bayesian network, as in Figures 3.2(a)-(c) and 3.5(c), usually aim at
compensating for nondispersive distortions, such as additive or short-ranging
convolutive noise.
• The arcs in Figures 3.2(c) and 3.5(b) illustrate that the observed vector yn does
not only depend on the state qn (or mixture component kn ) through xn . As a
consequence, one can deduce that the compensation parameters do depend on
the phonetic content, as in Subsections 3.1.2-D, 3.1.4-C, and 3.1.4-D.
• The graphical model representation also succinctly highlights whether a
Bayesian modeling paradigm is applied, as in Figures 3.5(c) and 3.6(b), or not,
as in Figures 3.5(a) and (b).
• The existence of the additional latent variable xn in most of the presented
Bayesian network representations expresses that an explicit observation model
or an implicit statistical model between the clean and the corrupted features is
employed. In contrast, the graphical representations in Figures 3.5(c) and 3.9
show that – instead of a distinct compensation step – a modified HMM topology
is used.
This perspective gives rise to interesting new avenues of research: We can for example
think of combining extended HMM topologies, such as combined-order HMMs, with
model compensation techniques, such as dynamic variance compensation, in order to
exploit the improved inter-frame modeling at the training step already while at the
same time allowing for online adaptation. The fundamental idea of marginalization,
which is to only compensate for feature vector components that are unreliable, could
be exploited in the context of model adaptation techniques, such as Takiguchi’s approach, in order to adjust only for parameters that are actually distorted. A more
accurate temporal noise model, such as the noise HMM in PMC, seems also to naturally comply with offline adaptation techniques, such as MAP. It might furthermore
be promising to adopt the concept of regression class-based compensation parameters, as in CMLLR, in the context of explicit distortion modeling, such as in VTS,
in order to account for errors due to approximate observation models depending on
the phonetic content. There are of course many more combinations and extensions to
explore. The Bayesian network perspective should be a useful tool for both identifying
and inferring the corresponding adaptation rules.
Finally, note that the survey given in this chapter is meant to cover and outline
a wider class of back-end techniques. The sub-class of reverberation compensation
methods is revisited in the context of the REMOS concept in Section 4.1.
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3.2

Front-End-based Techniques

After this review of back-end-based techniques under a strictly Bayesian perspective,
we turn to the front-end-based approaches, which aim at enhancing the distorted observation data before feeding them to the ASR system. The enhancement is either
performed in the signal or in the feature domain. The major advantage of front-endbased methods over back-end techniques is that they do not require changes to the
ASR processing steps [YSD+ 12]. As a consequence, the computational complexity of
front-end-based approaches is independent of the size of the acoustic model. Moreover, the combination of these approaches with advanced speech recognition techniques, such as the above-mentioned feature-space minimum phone error [PKM+ 05]
or semi-tied transforms [Gal99], is typically less complex compared to back-end-based
techniques. On the other hand, the enhancement is carried out irrespectively of the
underlying phonetic content, as the phoneme hypothesis is only available in the backend [HU11]. The enhanced observation data inevitably contain estimation errors,
which may degrade the recognition performance of conventional decoders [YSD+ 12].
The decoder-based approaches presented in Section 3.1 can be combined with frontend-based techniques to mitigate the impact of estimation errors [YSD+ 12].
While the review of back-end approaches in Section 3.1 addressed both noise and
reverberation robustness, we restrict the following short overview to concepts tailored
to reverberation. More general treatments can be found in [VM06, BSH08, HS08,
WM09, NG10, KHU11a, VSR13].

3.2.1

Signal-Domain Methods

Signal-Domain methods for speech dereverberation aim at estimating the clean speech
signal underlying a reverberant observation before the features are extracted. Such
techniques are often distinguished according to whether a single or multiple channels
are employed. From another perspective, these methods can also be split into the
following categories [Hab07, NG10, Seh09]:
• Reverberation cancellation approaches attempt to invert the RIR. There are a
number of aspects that make this task very challenging [Seh09, NG10]: The
structure of an RIR is very complex and usually has to be described with thousands of coefficients. Furthermore, an RIR is time-varying and a causal singlechannel inverse filter is unstable as an RIR is usually non-minimum-phase. Techniques that aim at separately estimating and inverting the RIR (identificationand-inversion approach [BK10]) therefore often exploit the properties of the
Multiple input/output INverse Theorem (MINT) [MK88] stating that multichannel recordings allow for an exact realization of the inverse filter if the RIRs of
all channels are known and do not share common zeros. In practice, however, it is
extremely challenging to implement MINT-based algorithms as errors in the RIR
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estimation lead to large deviations from the optimum solution [NG10, KD12].
An alternative to identification-and-inversion approaches are direct-inverse techniques that directly estimate an inverse filter. Many of these methods are based
on linear filtering or, more precisely, on long-term linear prediction aiming at
estimating the clean signal based on a linear convolution of an inverse filter with
the reverberant observation [NYK+ 10, TS06, KDNM09, BK10]. Such techniques
have already been successfully applied to meeting data [HAY+ 12] and other multiple speaker scenarios with additive noise [YNMO11]. Motivated by the observation that the early reflections in room acoustics are typically neither harmful
to speech intelligibility nor to ASR, channel shortening or partial equalization
techniques aim at canceling only the late part of an RIR [ZKN09, YN12, KD13].
Another subcategory of reverberation cancellation techniques can be seen in
beamforming: Beamforming methods, such as delay-and-sum or adaptive beamformers [BSH08], employ microphone arrays to perform spatial filtering. Hereby,
dereverberation can (partly) be achieved by steering the main lobe of the beamformer to the desired source while attenuating reflections arriving from different
directions. The major drawback of these methods is their limited capability of
suppressing diffuse noise and, thus, late reverberation.
• Reverberation suppression techniques circumvent the estimation of (inverse) RIR
filters and are, thus, typically computationally less expensive and less sensitive
to estimation errors than reverberation cancellation techniques. Many reverberation suppression techniques are based on the assumption that late reverberation
can approximately be considered as uncorrelated additive noise. Partial dereverberation is then achieved by applying spectral enhancement algorithms, such as
spectral subtraction [Bol79] or the minimum mean-square error amplitude estimator by Ephraim and Malah [EM84]. A variety of approaches exist in this context both for single and multi-channel scenarios [LB01, KNM06, Hab07, LV09].
A decisive design criterion is the way the late reverberation components are
estimated. The concepts proposed by [LB01, Hab07, HGC09] exploit an RIR
model that assumes an exponential decay. A comprehensive overview of different
decay rate estimators is presented in [SH14]. In case of multiple microphones,
the different coherence of the early and late reverberation components can be
exploited [JV10, WBD13, SK14]. Finally, a reference for the late reverberation
components can be obtained by applying a blocking matrix, i.e., a beamformer,
to suppress the direct path and the early reflections arriving from a point source
[HG07, SRK12b].

3.2.2

Feature-Domain Methods

While the MFCCs are widely used in ASR, there are several alternative speech representations that are more robust to reverberation. We briefly summarize the most
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important feature types:
• The principle of channel normalization, as used for short convolutive distortion in Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN), cf. Section 2.1, can be applied
to longer impulse responses: In [ATH97, GM01], long-time windows of about
one second were used to compute an average to be subtracted from the current
frame in a log-spectral domain. Although, the tail of the RIR is still contained
in each observed segment, a more substantial part of the RIR is captured within
one frame and can thus be canceled by subtracting the mean. Alternatively,
[GPO11] uses frequency-domain linear prediction to estimate long-term spectral envelopes, which can be gain-normalized in order to remove the influence
of the RIR.
• By applying a logarithmic compression in the spectral domain followed by bandpass filters, the log-RelAtiveSpecTrA (RASTA) features [HM94] are able to remove short convolutive distortions. However, the increased analysis window
lengths of, e.g., 160 ms [HM94], that have been considered are still shorter than
typical RIRs.
• Instead of removing the influence of an RIR, TempoRAl Patterns (TRAPs)
features use very long windows of about one second to cover a longer acoustic
context [HS98].
• Several studies of human speech perception revealed that amplitude modulations
in the speech spectrum with rates below 16 Hz contribute significantly to the
speech intelligibility [KMG98]. Features incorporating the low-frequency modulation spectrogram are shown to also capture the long-term acoustic context
[KMG98] [FC10].
• The already mentioned dynamic features ∆ and ∆∆, cf. Section 2.1, enlarge the
temporal coverage of static features and, thus, model the inter-frame correlation
to a certain extent [Seh09]. This coverage was nevertheless shown to be too
limited for long reverberation [MS96].
• The feature enhancement approach of [Wöl09] concatenates two techniques: At
first, a late reverberation estimate is derived using multi-step linear prediction
in the time domain, as proposed in [KNM06]. In a second step, this estimate is
incorporated into particle-filtering-based Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs) that
track and estimate nonstationary noise components in the logmelspec domain.
• Similar to the REMOS concept, [KHU11b] models reverberation as discrete
convolution in the logmelspec domain:

X
L
exp(hl + xn−l ) ,
(3.100)
yn = log
l=1
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Figure 3.10: Bayesian network representation of the feature enhancement approach
of [KHU11b].
where hl is an approximate feature-domain representation of an RIR [YSD+ 12].
The clean features xn are modeled as latent states and sequentially estimated
employing an extended Kalman filter, cf. Bayesian network in Fig. 3.10. As opposed to the back-end-based techniques in Section 3.1, a separate speech model
– instead of the recognizer’s acoustic model – is used. The enhanced features
and their reliability are fed into the recognizer in form of the pdf p(xn |y1:n ) in
(3.55), where no influence of yl for l > n is assumed. The concept has also been
extended to compensate for additive noise [KHU11b].

3.2.3

Linear Signal Estimation from a Bayesian Network
Perspective

We close this chapter by moving back to the concept of Bayesian networks. In the
following, a generic example of how Bayesian networks can be employed to describe
front-end-based methods is presented, illustrating some conceptual similarities between front-end and back-end approaches.
A concept underlying many front-end signal processing algorithms is linear signal estimation, which aims at iteratively identifying the filter coefficients of a (typically linear) system as a signal estimator. Linear signal estimation techniques are
for example applied in the context of beamforming and interference cancellation
[GJ82], dereverberation [HB02, HG07, WOK+ 12], and acoustic echo cancellation
[Hay02, HS05, VM06]. In many cases, the corresponding update rules are derived
by minimizing an MMSE cost function:
b
zMMSE
= arg min E{||zn − b
zn ||2 },
n

(3.101)

b
zn

where zn represents an observable error signal at time instant n. The estimation of
zn is typically realized by imposing a specific functional, e.g., linear, form on the
estimator b
zn [Kay93]:
b
zn = f (xn , hn ),
(3.102)
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where xn and hn represent an observed random variable and the unknown deterministic parameters of the signal estimator, respectively. With this restriction, the
minimization in (3.101) w.r.t. b
zn reduces to a minimization w.r.t. hn , which is typically iteratively realized. Depending on the specific application, the minimization
in (3.101) can be carried out w.r.t. additional constraints, as, e.g., in Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (LCMV) beamforming.
In contrast to this statistical signal processing approach to estimation theory
[Kay93], the Bayesian network philosophy aims at inferring a posterior pdf of the random variable of interest, as explained in Subsection 2.2.2. In the following, we build
the bridge between statistical signal processing and Bayesian networks by showing that
a certain class of adaptive filtering algorithms can be represented as probabilistic inference problems. It will be shown that the probabilistic description can offer a unifying
perspective and also motivate new approaches. Note that there have been several publications considering the framework of probabilistic graphical models in the context of
times series analysis and Kalman filtering in general [BZ02, BJ04, LDH+ 07, BC10].
In contrast to other publications, we showed in [MHHK14, MHS+ 14], on which this
section is based, how the Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS)-type adaptive filtering algorithms, which play a central role in statistical signal processing, result
from a Bayesian network description and thereby we establish a new link between the
underlying probabilistic assumptions and the EM estimation technique.
After the initial generic Bayesian view on linear system identification, we exemplarily consider the application of the NLMS algorithm to the task of supervised
system identification, as in acoustic echo cancellation, and highlight at the end of this
chapter how the Bayesian network perspective can be exploited for other tasks, such as
dereverberation. Consider a linear system identification scenario, where xn ∈ RD and
yn ∈ R represent the system input and output observed at time instant n, respectively.
The coefficient vector h ∈ RD modeling the unknown system is assumed to be a (timeinvariant) random vector, h ∼ N (h; µh , Ch ), with known hyperparameters µh , Ch .
The input vector xn is regarded as observed random variable whose existence will,
for notational convenience, not be explicitly stated in the later probabilistic calculus.
As exemplified in Section 2.2 and Section 3.1, a Bayesian network representation can
often be derived from a – potentially physically motivated – observation model. Here,
we postulate an affine model:
yn = hT xn + wn ,

(3.103)

where the additive uncertainty wn ∼ N (wn ; 0, Cwn ) is assumed to be temporally white
and could be seen as residual error caused by an inaccurate observation model, additive
noise or interferers. The corresponding Bayesian network is depicted in Fig. 3.11.
We remember from Subsection 2.2.2 that the major tasks in Bayesian networks are
the inference of a posterior pdf of interest and the learning of the unknown model
parameters. In our case, the random variable of interest is the coefficient vector
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Figure 3.11: Bayesian network representation of the observation model for adaptive
filtering defined in (3.103) [MHHK14].
h of the unknown system. Given a sequence of observed system output samples
y1:n , the inference step thus aims at deriving the posterior pdf p(h|y1:n ), whose mean
vector and covariance matrix shall be denoted as µh,n and Ch,n . The unknown model
parameter to be estimated in the learning step is the variance Cwn describing the
additive uncertainty.
Conditional independence assumption
Before diving into the derivations of an adaptive estimation algorithm for h, we consider the statistical relation of yn−1 and yn . From the observation model (3.103), we
obtain:
yn−1 = hT xn−1 + wn−1 ,
T

yn = h xn + wn .

(3.104)
(3.105)

Clearly, yn−1 and yn are statistically dependent as they both depend on h and on the
overlapping part of xn−1 and xn . This is in line with the physical intuition of the
signal yn being non-white (in a temporal sense). However, if h as well as xn−1 and xn
are observed, the statistical dependency of yn−1 and yn reduces to the dependency on
wn−1 and wn . In the following, we will assume the estimation uncertainty wn to be
temporally white and the system input x1:n to be observed. Hence, yn−1 and yn are
conditionally independent given h. The assumption of wn being white appears to be
more realistic in single-talk scenarios as opposed to double-talk scenarios as an active
interfering speaker might increase the temporal correlation of wn . We will revisit the
role of wn later and show that the well-known fact that adaptive filtering algorithms
diverge in presence of double-talk coincides with the statistical assumptions on wn .
It seems interesting to note that, in the traditional derivation of the (N)LMS
algorithm, the elements of xn are assumed to be white [Kay93]. In contrast, the
conditional independence considered here represents a weaker assumption as it only
requires the additive noise / modeling error components to be white. However, we will
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at some point in the following derivation assume xn xTn to be approximately diagonal,
which resembles the whiteness assumption in the traditional derivation.
Inference
We first turn to the inference step. In order to derive an expression for p(h|y1:n ), we
rewrite
p(h|y1:n ) = p(yn , h|y1:n−1 )/cn
(3.106)
with the scaling factor cn = p(yn |y1:n−1 ). Decomposing (3.106) and exploiting the
conditional independence of yn and y1:n−1 given h, cf. Fig. 3.11, results in
cn p(h|y1:n ) = p(yn |h, y1:n−1 ) p(h|y1:n−1 ) = p(yn |h) p(h|y1:n−1 ).

(3.107)

We detail the left and right-hand side of (3.107):
cn N (h; µh,n , Ch,n ) = N (yn ; hT xn , Cwn ) N (h; µh,n−1 , Ch,n−1 )

(3.108)

With the product rules of conditional Gaussian distributions (see, e.g., [Bis06, Sec.
2.3.3] or [PP12, Sec. 8.1.3]), we obtain:


N (h; µh,n , Ch,n ) = N h; Ch,n (xn Cw−1n yn + C−1
µ
),
C
(3.109)
h,n
h,n−1 h,n−1
Ch,n = (Ch,n−1 + xn Cw−1n xTn )−1

(3.110)

We next apply the Woodbury matrix identity (see, e.g., [Bis06, App. C] or [PP12,
Sec. 3.2.2]) to the covariance (3.110):
Ch,n = (Ch,n−1 + xn Cw−1n xTn )−1
= Ch,n−1 − Ch,n−1 xn (Cwn + xTn Ch,n−1 xn )−1 xTn Ch,n−1


= I − Ch,n−1 xn (Cwn + xTn Ch,n−1 xn )−1 xTn Ch,n−1
{z
}
|

(3.111)
(3.112)
(3.113)

=:vn

= (I −

vn xTn )Ch,n−1

(3.114)

We finally reformulate the expression of the mean (3.109):
µh,n = Ch,n (xn Cw−1n yn + C−1
h,n−1 µh,n−1 )

(3.115)

= Ch,n xn Cw−1n yn + (I − vn xTn )µh,n−1

(3.116)

= µh,n−1 + vn (yn − µTh,n−1 xn ).

(3.118)

= vn xn + µh,n−1 − vn xTn µh,n−1

(3.117)

As typical for Bayesian estimation, the posterior covariance matrix Ch,n can be seen
as a measure of uncertainty of the estimate µh,n . In a practical scenario, the entries
of Ch,n converge to zero with increasing n if the true system response is indeed timeinvariant, of similar “length” as D, and no additive interferers are active [MHHK14].
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Figure 3.12: Bayesian network representation of the observation model defined in
(3.122) and (3.123) [MHHK14].
Learning
The deterministic variable to be estimated in order to evaluate µh,n is Cwn . Although
the ML problem
(3.119)
= arg max p(y1:n )
CwML
n
C wn

has a closed-form solution, it can be convenient, e.g., for online processing, to iteratively approximate the ML solution by the EM algorithm, which leads to [Bis06, Sec.
13.3.2]:
b T xn )2 + xT Ch,n−1 xn ,
CwEM
= (yn − h
(3.120)
n−1
n
n

where the maximization step at time n is carried out based on the result of the expectation step at time n−1. A closer look at (3.120) reveals an interesting interpretation:
The first summand in (3.120) can be seen as an error term for near-end interferences
since this one can be nonzero even if the estimation uncertainty Ch,n−1 is zero. The
latter summand in (3.120) in contrast scales with the power of the input signal xn
and the estimation uncertainty Ch,n−1 and can thus be considered as an error term
for the estimate µh,n [MHHK14].
Decision
b n of the unknown system coefficient vector h at
Extracting a particular estimate h
time instant n is rather trivial if the posterior pdf p(h|y1:n ) is given. The application
of the MMSE criterion, cf. Subsection 2.2.2, immediately implies:
b n := E{h|y1:n } = µh,n ,
h

(3.121)

which concludes this regression problem of linear system identification.
Relation to Kalman filtering, NLMS, and PNLMS
The presented generic system identification example is easily identified as special case
of a Kalman filter or Linear Dynamical System (LDS) [Bis06], which becomes obvious
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by rewriting the original observation model (3.103) into the following equivalent form:
hn = hn−1 ,

(3.122)

yn = hTn xn + wn ,

(3.123)

where the single node h in the Bayesian network of Fig. 3.11 is “artificially” split into
n connected nodes h1 ,...,hn as in Fig. 3.12. Hence, the generalization of (3.122) leads
to the Kalman filter equations:
hn = An hn−1 + bn ,

(3.124)

yn = hTn xn + wn ,

(3.125)

While (3.103) can be generalized to the Kalman filter equations, its specialization on
the other hand provides a probabilistic explanation of the well-known adaptive filtering
algorithms of NLMS and Proportionate Normalized Least Mean Square (PNLMS)
[Dut00]. To this end, certain (simplifying) assumptions have to be imposed: The
NLMS is obtained if the filter coefficients are assumed to be uncorrelated and of equal
estimation uncertainty, i.e., Ch,n = βI with β > 0. Considering (3.114), it can be
seen that this restriction corresponds to the assumption of xn xTn being approximately
diagonal, which, as mentioned before, resembles the whiteness assumption in the
conventional (N)LMS derivation [Kay93]. In addition, we suppose the variance Cwn
to be proportional to the current loudspeaker power (which is not reasonable for the
double-talk scenario) and the estimation uncertainty Ch,n−1 :
Cwn = α
exTn Ch,n−1 xn
= α
exTn βxn

(3.126)
(3.127)

with α
e ≥ 0 [MHHK14]. In comparison to (3.120), we see that the near-end error term
is assumed to be zero in (3.126) and the current observation vector xn is used for the
estimation of Cwn rather than the previous one. In single-talk situations, assumption
(3.126) can be justified considering that a residual error being caused by an inaccurate
b n increases with increasing power of the
observation model or inaccurate estimate h
loudspeaker signal [MHHK14]. In contrast, assumption (3.126) seems to be violated
for additive disturbances, which might serve as an explanation for the fact that the
NLMS diverges in presence of double-talk [MHHK14]. With these restrictions, (3.118)
results in the known NLMS update equation:
b T xn )
(yn − h
n−1
b
b
hn = hn−1 + α ·
xn
T
xn xn

(3.128)

with stepsize as α = (1 + α
e)−1 [MHHK14]. Similarly, the PNLMS [Dut00] can be
derived based on assumption (3.126) if the filter taps are assumed to be uncorrelated
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Figure 3.13: Extension of the Bayesian network in Fig. 3.12 for non-stationary interferers.
and of proportional estimation uncertainty relative to the current estimate:

Ch,n−1 =

1
b n−1 ||1
||h





(1)
b
hn−1

...
(D)
b
hn−1




,

(3.129)

where || · ||1 denotes the ℓ1 -norm. The PNLMS update equation hence reads [Dut00]:
bT
bn = h
b n−1 + α · (yn − hn−1 xn ) Ch,n−1 xn .
h
xTn Ch,n−1 xn

(3.130)

In the same fashion, the exponentially weighted NLMS [MKK93] can be derived,
which arises if a matrix-valued stepsize is assumed in (3.127) instead of a scalar one:



Cwn = 

α1−1 − 1

...



 T
 xn βxn .
−1
αD − 1

(3.131)

The corresponding update equation reads:


bn = h
b n−1 + 
h




α1
..

.
αD

b T xn )
 (yn − h
n−1
xn
·
T
xn xn

(3.132)

with stepsize values αi = α0 γ i−1 and exponential attenuation ratio γ.
Summary and Outlook
While comprehensively unifying different adaptive filtering algorithms, it is important
to note that the Bayesian network perspective also gives rise to a variety of other
applications:
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• The (potentially nonstationary) additive interferers could also be modeled as
a single dynamic process in the temporal or spectral domain, cf. Fig. 3.13,
where the conditional independence properties, cf. Section 2.2, offer the necessary inference rules. A variety of other extensions, such as switching LDSs, are
summarized in [BC10].
• The observation model and the role of the involved latent random variables
can be adapted to different signal processing tasks, such as multichannel dereverberation [SME12], feature domain denoising [RKOG06] or nonlinear acoustic
echo cancellation [ME12, HHM+ 14] while exploiting approximate inference rules,
such as variational Bayesian inference or particle filtering [Bis06].
• Besides, complex Bayesian networks can be used, e.g., for independent component analysis and Bayesian blind source separation [RAF07, HYZ08, HC10,
HC11].
• A significant number of other algorithms, that were independently invented
by different communities, have been shown to be derivable as special cases of
Bayesian networks, such as GMMs and K-means clustering, principal component
analysis [Bis06], turbocodes [MMC98], factor analysis [RG99], vector quantization [RG99], Kalman filters, HMMs, and many more [Bis06].
• Note that many of the before-mentioned techniques belong to the same family of
linear Gaussian models and share strong conceptual similarities, such as in the
following example: The fundamental difference between a conventional HMM,
as used in ASR, cf. Fig. 3.1 a), and a conventional LDS, as used here to derive the
NLMS, cf. Fig. 3.12, is that the latent states qn in an HMM are discrete-valued
while their equivalent hn are continuous-valued in the case of an LDS [Bis06].
The underlying inference framework, however, is the same [Bis06]. This fact
underlines that Bayesian networks also offer a natural framework for comparing
and fusing front and back-end approaches.
Although many aspects of graphical models and their application to signal processing tasks have already been well-explored, a seemingly endless amount of possible
extensions remains, especially in the context of model-based, nonlinear adaptive, or
multi-channel signal processing [AMDL11].
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4 Uncertainty Decoding with
REMOS
After surveying several approaches to robust speech recognition, we introduce the
REMOS concept in detail. The basic idea underlying REMOS was first introduced in [SZK06b] and has been extended in various publications [SZK06a, SK07,
SZNK07, SK08b, SK08c, SWKN08, SK08a, SGK09, WSNK09, Seh09, MSGK10,
MSK10, SMK10a, SMK10b, MWS+ 11, MTSK13, MSY+ 13]. REMOS is an uncertainty decoding approach that allows adapting the acoustic model of a conventional
HMM-based recognizer to reverberant environments. This achieved by incorporating
a convolutive observation model which relaxes the HMMs’ conditional independence
assumption. For this, the Viterbi algorithm needs to be extended resulting in a nonlinear optimization problem that is to be solved in each step of the Viterbi decoder.
While the underlying convolutive observation model and the adaptation of the Viterbi
decoder by means of a nonlinear optimization problem were proposed by [Seh09], the
following contributions are original to this thesis:
• In Section 4.3, a conclusive derivation of the REMOS concept and its decoding
routine is developed from a Bayesian network perspective revealing REMOS’
inherent uncertainty decoding character [MSY+ 13]. The generalized description
also allows to clearly identify the genuine and innovative assumptions underlying
the REMOS concept.
• In Section 4.4, the mathematical optimization problem underlying the REMOS
algorithm for logmelspec features is analyzed in detail and an approximation to
the nonlinear constraint is derived [MSGK10, MTSK13]. Extending [MSGK10,
MTSK13], we present for the first time in this thesis an efficient numerical solver,
which exploits the specific structure of the approximated nonlinear constraint.
• In order to extend the REMOS concept towards state-of-the-art features, a new
set of partly decorrelated Frequency-Filtering features [MWS+ 11] is derived in
Section 4.5. Extending [MWS+ 11], the numerical solver underlying the REMOS
decoding routine is conceptually adapted to these features.
• In Section 4.6, the REMOS concept is further extended to cope with additional
background noise sources, which also necessitates the development of a tailored
numerical approximation of the nonlinear constraint [MTSK13].
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• In the experimental part of the thesis in Section 5.2, the statistical properties
of the LOG-MAP approximation underlying the REMOS concept are analyzed
and the relation to REMOS’ ASR performance is revealed.
• In Section 5.3, also the statistical properties of the Frequency-Filtering features
are analyzed and related to REMOS’ ASR performance.
• Finally, in Sections 5.5 to 5.7, REMOS is shown to be robust to speaker position
changes, rapidly adaptable to new environmental conditions [MSK10, Seh10],
and even well performing in presence of strong background noise [MTSK13].

4.1

Motivation

We demonstrated in Section 2.6 the need of developing techniques for robust ASR
that compensate for long-term acoustic contexts. Performing this compensation in
the back-end requires HMM emission pdfs of the form p(yn |qn , (yk )k<n ) [YSD+ 12].
Figuratively speaking, the conditional independence assumption is to be relaxed by
statistical cross-connections in the Bayesian network, such as in Figures 3.3, 3.4,
3.8, and 3.9. The known approaches tailored to this requirement have been outlined
in Section 3.1. All of these techniques are facing the same dilemma between the
relaxation of the HMMs’ conditional independence assumption and the compatibility
with the Viterbi decoder.
We illustrate this difficulty by considering the Bayesian network of a typical backend-based compensation approach in Fig. 4.1 a): In order to determine its acoustic
score, the probability of the observed feature vector sequence y1:N being generated by
this network is to be determined, which necessitates the marginalization over all latent
random variables, as discussed in Section 3.1. Due to the “absence” of additional
cross-connections in Fig. 4.1 a), the conditional independence assumption still holds
such that adapting the overall Viterbi score, cf. Section 2.4,

XZ
X
p(y1:N , x1:N , q1:N )dx1:N
(4.1)
p(y1:N , q1:N ) =
q1:N

q1:N

=

N
XY
q1:N

n=1

p(yn |qn ) p(qn |qn−1 )



results in adapting each emission pdf p(yn |qn ) individually in (4.2):
Z
p(yn |qn ) = p(xn , yn |qn )dxn ,

(4.2)

(4.3)

which is still conceptually compatible with the Viterbi decoding routine. Relaxing the
conditional independence assumption, as in Fig. 4.1 b), however, also implies that the
decomposition properties exploited for (4.2) and in the Viterbi decoder, cf. (2.25), no
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Figure 4.1: Bayesian network representations of a) a typical back-end-based compensation approach and b) an approach relaxing the HMMs’ conditional
independence assumption.
longer hold. In the example of Fig. 4.1 b), it is therefore not possible to individually
adapt the emission densities in (4.2):
X

p(y1:N , q1:N ) =

q1:N

XZ

p(y1:N , x1:N , q1:N )dx1:N

q1:N

6=

N Z
XY
q1:N

n=1



p(yn , xn−L:n |qn )dxn−L:n p(qn |qn−1 )

(4.4)


(4.5)

which can be easily verified with the decomposition properties of Bayesian networks
discussed in Section 2.2. The brute-force extension of the Viterbi decoder to the
network in Fig. 4.1 b) would result in a nonrecursive update scheme and, thus, lead
to a computational decoding complexity scaling exponentially with the number N of
observed feature vectors, cf. Section 4.3.
In summary, one can state that relaxing the conditional independence assumption
is at the same time desired and unwanted. We have encountered different ways of
addressing this dilemma in Section 3.1:
• The approach proposed in [IHU08], cf. Paragraph 3.1.2-F, disregards certain
statistical dependencies in different steps of the derivations in order to arrive at
a tractable Viterbi decoder.
• The reverberant variants of VTS [WG11] and CMLLR [GW11], cf. Paragraph 3.1.4-G, preserve the original HMM network structure while averaging
over all possible predecessors leading to smoothed clean-speech statistics.
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• The adaptation techniques proposed by [HF08] and [RNS06], cf. Paragraph 3.1.4-H, perform an offline adaptation prior to recognition.
• The approach proposed by [SMK11], cf. Paragraph 3.1.4-H, approximates the
latent clean-speech variables xn by their mean values.
• The adaptation method by [TNA06], cf. Paragraph 3.1.4-I, assumes that the
reverberation tail is entirely captured by the previous observation yn−1 , which
does not capture the true energy decay of real-world RIRs [Seh09].
• Finally, the derivatives of higher-order HMMs proposed in [MS96] and
[MKSK12], cf. Paragraph 3.1.4-J, exhibit a demand of training data that exponentially increases with the number of considered predecessors per observation.
The REMOS concept, presented in the following, follows a different approach to overcome the conditional independence assumption and exhibits the following characteristics:
• Starting from Fig. 4.1 b), a trade-off between the conventional Viterbi decoder
and its (practically infeasible) brute-force extension is achieved by computing a
lower-bound approximation to (4.4).
• This extended Viterbi decoder implicitly provides a MAP sequence of cleanspeech estimates used to compute a state-wise late reverberation estimate.
• In addition, the REMOS concept offers the known advantage of other model
compensation approaches: The condensation of the environmental influences
into few adaptation parameters.
• Finally, the environmental influence is modeled by random variables, i.e., from
an uncertainty decoding perspective. Hence, REMOS allows for an individual
adaptation of the HMM’s emission pdfs in each step of the Viterbi decoder while
coping at the same time for the uncertainty of the time-varying reverberation
and noise components.
We will see in the following that the price to pay for these benefits is a mathematically
sophisticated decoding routine that needs to be tailored to the employed features and
emission densities. Moreover, although less complex as the exact decoding of (4.4),
the REMOS decoder is still computationally more expensive relative to the other
reviewed compensation techniques.

4.2

Observation Model

Section 3.1 highlighted that a broad class of back-end-based techniques can be motivated from an observation model, also called interaction model or mismatch function,
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Figure 4.2: RIR of room C, cf. Table 5.1 depicted as a) h(t) in the time domain and
(i)
as b) logmelspec representation αl using a dB color scale.
relating clean and corrupted feature vectors. In the following, we motivate the observation model underlying the REMOS concept. Note that any feature vector v without
an explicit superscript is meant to be in the logmelspec domain. The corresponding
melspec feature vector is denoted by vmel and related by v = log(vmel ).
As mentioned before, an RIR typically exceeds the frame length represented by a
single feature vector implying that the time-domain convolution cannot be represented
as an intra-frame multiplication. A feature-domain model that is often used in the
literature to describe reverberation is a discrete convolution in the melspectral domain
[RNS06, HF08, Seh09, GW11, KHU11b]. We refer to this model as the “melspec
convolution”:
L
X
mel
yn =
αmel
⊙ xmel
(4.6)
l
n−l ,
l=0

mel
where y1:N
and xmel
1:N are a reverberant and the corresponding clean speech feature
vector sequence, respectively, and αmel
0:L a parametric description of the RIR in the
melspectral domain. Of course, the melspec convolution is only an approximation
to the exact relation of clean and reverberant data in the melspec domain as several
aspects are disregarded, such as the frame overlap, the phase contribution, and the
cross terms occurring with the squared magnitude calculation. We refer to [Seh09]
for a detailed derivation.

Example 4.1.
Consider the RIR h(t) of Fig. 4.2 a), measured in room E4, cf. Table 5.1, a lecture
room with T60 ≈ 900 ms and microphone source distance of 4 m. The corresponding
parametric description α0:L in the logmelspec domain is estimated with a Monte Carlo
method, cf. Section 4.7, and depicted in Fig. 4.2 b). The performance of the melspec
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Figure 4.3: Melspec feature vector sequence of utterance “three, five, eight” in dB
color scale: a) clean, b) reverberant, approximated according to c) (4.6),
and d) (4.7).

convolution is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The clean logmelspec feature vector sequence
x1:N and the exact reverberant sequence y1:N of the utterance “three, five, eight” are
depicted in subfigures a) and b), respectively. We see that the approximation with the
melspec convolution, Fig. 4.3 c), does not capture the exact time-frequency pattern
of the exact reverberant sequence but models the envelope very well [Seh09]. Using a
simple intra-frame compensation,

ynmel = αmel ⊙ xmel
n ,
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the REMOS concept as Bayesian network.
with the averaged melspec frequency response
αmel =

L
X

αmel
l ,

(4.8)

l=0

to mimic CMS [Ata74] as depicted in Fig. 4.3 d), is insufficient for modeling the dispersive effect of reverberation. Intra-frame methods that assume additive distortion in
the cepstral (or correspondingly multiplicative distortion in the melspec domain), such
as CMS [Ata74], consequently seem to be unsuitable for reverberation compensation
[Seh09].
So far, the melspec convolution (4.6) represents a static reverberation approximation. In practice, however, RIRs are highly time-varying, as mentioned in Subsection 3.1.5. We therefore increase the flexibility of the melspec convolution by modeling the early part α0 of the RIR in the logmelspec domain as normally distributed
random variable hn ∼ N (µh , Ch ) and introduce another Gaussian random variable
an ∼ N (µa , Ca ) capturing the uncertainty of the late part α1:L of the RIR [Seh09]:
ynmel

=

hmel
n

⊙

xmel
n

+

amel
n

⊙

L
X
l=1

αmel
⊙ xmel
l
n−l

(4.9)

The sequences of random variables h1:N and a1:N are assumed to be independent. We
will experimentally investigate the robustness of the Reverberation Model (RM) to
RIR changes in Section 5.6.
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As final step, we need to compensate for additive distortion, such as background
noise. During the past decades, a range of successful techniques have been developed
in this context, as outlined in Section 3.1. Generally, additive noise or convolutive
noise with an impulse response being shorter than the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
frame length can for feature extraction be very well described by the phase-sensitive
log-sum model of speech distortion in the logmelspec domain. By omitting the phase
term, the well-known log-sum model (3.13) arises, cf. Subsection 3.1.1, which assumes
a purely additive relation in the melspec domain. The exploitation of the log-sum
model for the derivation of model compensation technique is not straightforward and
led to various approaches, cf. Section 3.1. For our purposes, the log-sum model seems
perfectly suitable as it complies with the melspec convolution that also ignores the
phase terms. Incorporating the log-sum model into our existing observation model
(4.9), results in:
ynmel

=

hmel
n

⊙

xmel
n

+

amel
n

⊙

L
X
l=1

mel
αmel
⊙ xmel
l
n−l + bn ,

(4.10)

where the additive noise term is again modeled as normally distributed random variable bn ∼ N (µbn , Cbn ) in the logmelspec domain. We finally convert the overall
observation model to the logmelspec domain:


yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an + rn (xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn )
(4.11)
and define the reverberation tail as
rn (xn−L:n−1 ) := log

L
X

exp(αl + xn−l )

l=1

!

(4.12)

with
xn−l := −∞ for l ≥ n.

(4.13)

for consistency. The corresponding Bayesian network is depicted in Fig. 4.4. As
studied in Section 3.1, an observation model, such as (4.11) defining a mapping of
random variables, implies the task of deriving a transformed pdf given the pdfs of
the input variables. It will prove convenient in the following to consider (4.11) as the
cascade of two identical mappings: Introducing


F (u, v) := log exp(u) + exp(v) ,
(4.14)
we can rewrite (4.11):


yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an + rn (xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn )


= log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(en (xn−L:n−1 ))
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= F hn + xn , en (xn−L:n−1 )
with the joint additive distortion
en (xn−L:n−1 ) := log



(4.17)



exp(an + rn (xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn )

= F an + rn (xn−L:n−1 ), bn .



(4.18)
(4.19)

In other words, the observation model (4.11) can be understood as two subtasks of
similar structure:
• First, the pdf of the joint additive distortion en (xn−L:n−1 ) is to be derived given
the pdfs of the arguments in (4.19).
• In a second step, the pdf of yn is to be derived given the pdfs of the arguments
in (4.17).
Problems of this form have been extensively studied, especially in the context of
the approximation of the sum of log-normal random variables, as discussed before in
Subsection 3.1.1 in the context of the log-sum model (3.13). The major difference
to the existing approaches is the dependency on the reverberation tail rn (xn−L:n−1 ),
which necessitates the above-mentioned extension of the Viterbi decoder. We will
show in the next subsection that the extension of the Viterbi decoder due to the
cross-connections in the Bayesian network of Fig. 4.4, i.e., due to the existence of
rn (xn−L:n−1 ), will nicely comply with the approximation of the statistics of yn in
(4.17).

4.3

Extended Viterbi Decoding

Having introduced the REMOS observation model, we need to adapt the acoustic score
calculation [MSY+ 13]. It has been shown in Section 4.1 that the cross-connections
in the Bayesian network of Fig. 4.4 necessitate a conceptual extension of the Viterbi
decoder. In the following, a conclusive derivation of the REMOS concept and its
decoding routine is developed from a Bayesian network perspective revealing REMOS’
inherent uncertainty decoding character. The generalized description represents one
of the major contributions of this thesis as it allows to clearly identify the genuine
and innovative assumptions underlying the REMOS concept.
We start by recalling the fundamental Viterbi approximation of (2.24), cf. Section 2.4. The acoustic score of an observed feature vector sequence y1:N given a
certain word hypothesis is estimated by evaluating the following lower bound:
X
(4.20)
p(y1:N , q1:N ) ≥ max p(y1:N , q1:N )
q1:N

q1:N

=

max p(y1:N , q1:N ).

q1:N −1

(4.21)
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At this point, we incorporate the genuine assumption of the REMOS concept into
(4.21) by introducing the latent variables x1:N while exploiting the specific conditional
independence properties of the Bayesian network in Fig. 4.4, which lies at the heart
of REMOS:
Z
max p(y1:N , q1:N ) = max p(y1:N , q1:N , x1:N )dx1:N
(4.22)
q1:N −1
q1:N −1
Z
= max
p(yN , xN , qN |xN −L:N −1 , qN −1 )
q1:N −1

· p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 , x1:N −1 )dx1:N
(4.23)
Z
p(yN |xN −L:N ) p(xN |qN ) p(qN |qN −1 )
= max
q1:N −1

· p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 , x1:N −1 )dx1:N ,
(4.24)
where we exploited that yN is conditionally independent of qN −1:N given xN −L:N as
well as that xN is conditionally independent of qN −1 , xN −L:N −1 given qN and that qN
is conditionally independent of xN −L:N −1 given qN −1 . At this stage, we are facing a
fundamental problem: The dimension of the multivariate integral in (4.24) increases
with the sequence length N and does not allow for a recursive score calculation and
thus leads to a decoder of exponential complexity in N . To overcome this problem,
we propose to fix the variables xN −L:N −1 in the factor p(yN |xN −L:N ) of (4.24) based
bN −L:N −1 that we shortly show to be naturally proon certain optimum estimates x
vided by the extended Viterbi decoder as a function of the previous state qN −1 . This
simplification is vital in order to arrive at a recursive calculation formula – similar to
the conventional Viterbi decoder – as we can now split the integral in (4.24) into two
independent parts:
Z
bN −L:N −1 ) p(xN |qN )dxN p(qN |qN −1 )
max p(y1:N , q1:N ) ≈ max
p(yN |xN , x
q1:N −1
q1:N −1

Z
· p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 , x1:N −1 )dx1:N −1
(4.25)
Z
bN −L:N −1 ) p(xN |qN )dxN p(qN |qN −1 )
= max
p(yN |xN , x
qN −1

Z

· max
p(y1:N −1 , q1:N −1 , x1:N −1 )dx1:N −1 .
(4.26)
q1:N −2

Comparing (4.22) and (4.26), we identify the recursive structure of the Viterbi algorithm, cf. (2.24) vs. (2.26). Without loss of generality, the above derivations (4.22)
to (4.26) hold for any 1 ≤ n ≤ N such that the original Viterbi score γ(y1:n , qn ),
cf. Section 2.4, is turned into a modified score γ̇(y1:n , qn ) and given by the following
recursion:
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn )dxn p(qn |qn−1 )
γ̇(y1:n , qn ) := max
p(yn |xn , x
qn−1
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·γ̇(y1:n−1 , qn−1 ) ,

(4.27)

which reveals the core of the calculation of γ̇(y1:n , qn ) as being the evaluation of the
following integral:
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) = p(yn |xn , x
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn )dxn .
p(yn |qn , x
(4.28)

bn−L:n−1 will be later defined as a funcNote that (4.28) depends on qn−1 since x
tion of qn−1 , i.e., depending on the current best Viterbi path. We can consider
bn−L:n−1 ) as a modified or adapted output pdf of the HMM state qn and
p(yn |qn , x
identify the most decisive difference to the conventional Viterbi decoder: While originally the HMM’s output pdf was independent of the previous Viterbi state qn−1 and
thus outside of the maximum operator, cf. (2.27) vs. (4.27), here the adapted output
bn−L:n−1 ) is subject to the maximization w.r.t. qn−1 .
pdf p(yn |qn , x
The next problem that arises in the derivation of the REMOS decoder is the
bn−L:n−1 ). We investigate this task by marginalizing over the
evaluation of p(yn |qn , x
latent variables while setting en := en (b
xn−L:n−1 ) for notational convenience:
Z Z Z
bn−L:n−1 ) =
bn−L:n−1 )
p(yn |qn , x
p(yn , hn , en |xn , x
·p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn den
Z Z Z
=
p(yn |xn , hn , en ) p(hn ) p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 )

(4.29)

·p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn den
(4.30)
Z Z Z

=
δ yn − F (hn + xn , en ) p(hn ) p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 )
·p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn den

(4.31)

The integration in (4.31) precisely corresponds to the subtask (4.17) raised at the end
of Section 4.2, i.e., the derivation of the pdf of yn given the statistics of xn , hn , en ,
and the relation:


yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn ) ,
(4.32)
|
{z
}
exp(en )

where the underbraced part in (4.32) corresponds to the subtask related to (4.19). Assuming that a Gaussian approximation to the pdf of en is available (we will provide
this in Section 4.6), (4.32) essentially leaves us with the above-mentioned challenge:
The derivation of the pdf of the sum of log-normal random variables. However, this
pdf is not representable in a closed-form [SY82] and difficult to compute numerically
[BX04]. As pointed out in Subsection 3.1.1, the problem of approximating the sum
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of log-normal pdfs has been extensively investigated, not only in the context of ASR.
In this thesis, we propose the use of the LOG-MAP approximation (3.22), cf. Subsection 3.1.1, i.e., the approximation of the integral (4.31) over xn , hn , and en by its
maximum integrand. This technique has the advantage of implicitly providing a MAP
estimate of the involved random variables that we will exploit to derive the already
bn−L:n−1 of the previous clean-speech feature vectors. We thus
mentioned estimate x
obtain the following approximation of (4.31):
n
o

bn−L:n−1 ) ≈ max δ yn − F (hn + xn , en ) p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(en |b
p(yn |qn , x
xn−L:n−1 ) .
hn ,xn ,en

(4.33)
Plugging this approximation into (4.28) and, thus, in (4.27) finally leads to the extended Viterbi score γ̈(y1:n , qn ) of the REMOS decoder:

n
o

γ̈(y1:n , qn ) := max
max δ yn − F (hn + xn , en ) p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 )
qn−1
hn ,xn ,en

·p(qn |qn−1 ) γ̈(y1:n−1 , qn−1 ) ,
(4.34)
From this formulation, it becomes obvious that the extended Viterbi score γ̈(y1:n , qn )
does not only provide the most likely state sequence qb1:n−1 (qn ) up to state qn ,
qb1:n−1 (qn ) := arg γ̈(y1:n , qn ),

(4.35)

b 1:n (qn ) := arg γ̈(y1:n , qn ),
h

(4.36)

q1:n−1

as the conventional Viterbi decoder does, cf. Fig. 2.11, but also a sequence of MAP
estimates of the following vectors in the logmelspec domain:
h1:n

b1:n (qn ) := arg γ̈(y1:n , qn ),
x

(4.37)

x1:n

b
e1:n (qn ) := arg γ̈(y1:n , qn ),

(4.38)

e1:n

where we explicitly stated the dependency on the current state qn and omitted the
dependency on the observed feature vector sequence y1:n . While the MAP estimates
b 1:n (qn ) and b
h
e1:n (qn ) play a decisive role in the estimation of the RM parameters, cf.
Section 4.7, we can now close the gap of the provenance of the clean speech estimates
bn−L:n−1 , more precisely x
bn−L:n−1 (qn−1 ), in (4.34): They are implicitly obtained when
x
determining the extended Viterbi score of the previous state γ̈(y1:n−1 , qn−1 ):
bn−L:n−1 (qn−1 ) =
x

arg

γ̈(y1:n−1 , qn−1 ).

(4.39)

xn−L:n−1

Note that the extended Viterbi does moreover implicitly provide a MAP estimate of
the late reverberation component via (4.12):
!
L
X
bn−l ) .
b
exp(αl + x
(4.40)
rn := rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ) = log
l=1
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The basic structure of the REMOS decoder is now set. However, there are two
open questions that need to be addressed:
bn−L:n−1 and the pdfs of an and
• How can the pdf p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 ) be derived given x
bn , cf. (4.33)? This question will be answered in Section 4.6, where the known
approach numerical approximation of Gauss-Hermite sampling is compared to
a MAP approximation similar to (4.33).
• How can the nonlinear optimization problem in (4.33) – lying at the heart of
the extended score calculation – be solved? We will tackle this problem in
Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 for different feature domains.
As preliminary considerations, we exploit the nonnegativity of the cost function
in (4.33) in order to convert (4.33) into a constrained optimization problem:
max

hn ,xn ,en

s. t.:

p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 )


yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(en ) .

(4.41)

By defining the direct path component as dn := hn + xn , we can split (4.41) into two
b n to the first subproblem
subproblems [Seh09]. The solution d
max p(dn |qn ) p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 )

dn ,en

(4.42)

s. t.: yn = log (exp(dn ) + exp(en ))
serves as constraint for the second subproblem:
max p(xn |qn ) p(hn )

xn ,hn

b n = hn + xn .
s. t.: d

(4.43)

Since (4.43) can be solved in closed form [Seh09], the following sections are dedicated
to the resolution of (4.42).

4.4

Optimization in the Logmelspec Domain

As we have seen in the previous section, the REMOS decoding routine results in a
nonlinear optimization problem that needs to be solved in each Viterbi step. In this
section, we turn to a more fundamental analysis of the optimization problem (4.42) for
the case of logmelspec features and single Gaussian densities. Potential extensions to
the case of GMMs are discussed in Section 4.8. We furthermore assume the covariance
matrices to be diagonal in the logmelspec domain. While this assumption is wellknown to be not fulfilled in practice [NMH01], we investigate this case first before
generalizing the REMOS concept in Section 4.5 for decorrelated features. We start
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by applying the natural logarithm to the cost function in (4.42), followed by a negation
and normalization to obtain an equivalent problem:
min

dn ,an

∈RD

1
(dn
2

− µd|qn )T C−1
d|qn (dn − µd|qn )

+ 21 (en − µen |bxn−L:n−1 )T C−1
xn−L:n−1 )
en (en − µen |b
s. t.:

(4.44)

exp(yn ) = exp(dn ) + exp(en ).

A closer look at (4.44) reveals that a basic coordinate shift allows for the normalization
of the constraint. We therefore introduce the following definitions and omit the timedependency for notational convenience:
u := dn − yn ,

(4.45)

µu := µd|qn − yn ,

(4.47)

v := en − yn ,

(4.46)

µv := µen |bxn−L:n−1 − yn ,

(4.48)

Cu := Cd|qn ,

(4.49)

Cv := Cen ,

(4.50)

which turns (4.44) into the more canonical form:
min

1
T −1
f (u, v) := 12 (u − µu )T C−1
u (u − µu ) + 2 (v − µv ) Cv (v − µv ),

s. t.:

exp(u) + exp(v) = 1,

u,v∈RD

(4.51)

where we can solve the constraint for v and define
v = log(1 − exp(u)) =: g(u)

(4.52)

for later use. To obtain a better intuition of this problem, we illustrate the scalar
form of (4.51) in Fig. 4.5. The Lagrange function reads
L(u, v, λ) = f (u, v) + λ(exp(u) + exp(v) − 1),

(4.53)

where λ ∈ RD denotes the Lagrange multiplier. The corresponding Lagrange system,
i.e., the system of partial derivatives of L w.r.t. u, v, and λ, yields:
 −1
  
Cu (u − µu ) + λ ⊙ exp(u)
0

  
 −1
  
(4.54)
Cv (v − µv ) + λ ⊙ exp(v) = 0 .

  
exp(u) + exp(v)
1

We see that (4.54) does not allow for a closed-form solution. In fact, (4.54) can even
exhibit up to 2D local solutions, as shown in [Maa09]. The main question that arises
at this point is, therefore, how to choose or design a numerical solver for Problem
(4.51). It seems intuitive that a suitable solver should satisfy two conditions:
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the optimization problem (4.51) for D = 1 and different
choices for the parameters µu , µv , Cu , Cv . The circled points represent
solutions to (4.51).
a), b): contour plot of f (u, v) and the constraint v = g(u),
c), d): objective function along the constraint: f (u, g(u)).
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• Since Problem (4.51) is to be solved many thousand times per utterance, a
numerical solver should be computationally efficient.
• Since Problem (4.51) represents an approximation to the original Bayesian integral, cf. (4.31), we would expect the approximation to be better if a global
minimum among the 2D local ones is obtained. We refer to Section 5.2 for
experimental evidence of this claim.
Before answering the question of a suitable solver, we look into the theory behind
the well-established approaches. Most of the state-of-the-art nonlinear optimization
techniques, such as trust region, interior point, or Sequential Quadratic Programming
(SQP) methods, can be roughly condensed into one or several of the following steps
[The11]:
• Some techniques reformulate or eliminate constraints in each iteration or prior to
the actual execution. Interior point methods, for example, embed the inequality
constraints into the objective function via a penalty term and, hence, transform
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) to a parametrized Lagrange system. Active set
methods decide for each inequality constraint whether it is assumed to be active,
i.e., fulfilled with equality, or inactive in the next iteration. Reduction methods decrease the dimensionality of the optimization problem by eliminating the
variables that can be uniquely determined by resolving the equality constraints
[GK02].
• The core of most nonlinear optimization techniques is to replace the optimization problem in each iteration by a model, which is then optimized instead of
the original problem. Typically, the objective function is approximated by a
quadratic model, as, e.g., in line search or trust region methods, while the constraints – if any – can be linearized, as, e.g., in SQP methods. In many cases,
this is equivalent to directly linearizing the KKT system of the optimization
problem. The main conceptual degree of freedom in this step is, therefore, the
choice of the parameters of the model. A popular choice – but not the only one –
would be the coefficients of the corresponding Taylor series expansion resulting
in the Newton method [GK02]. In the case of an unconstrained problem, the
Hessian matrix of the Taylor series expansion can, e.g., be replaced by a scalar,
which results in the well-known gradient descent method, a special kind of line
search algorithm.
• Since the models are only local approximations to the original problem, the step
size or trust region needs to be controlled in order to assure global convergence,
i.e., convergence from any initial point [GK02].
The major drawback of the summarized optimization techniques is that they can only
assure convergence to a local optimum in the case of general nonconvex problems.
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Furthermore, such generic solvers do not fully exploit the structure of a particular
problem as they approximate the cost function locally in each iteration, which can
make them suboptimal in terms of computational efficiency. The limitation of local
optimality is sometimes addressed by evolutionary algorithms that are inspired by
biological mechanisms. These heuristic techniques typically consider a swarm of many
candidates that evolve over time – based on mutation, reproduction, and selection
– towards a potentially global optimum [DJ88]. While the computational load is
generally even worse compared to nonlinear optimization techniques, there is still no
guarantee of convergence to a global optimum. The same restriction holds if numerical
sampling methods, such as Monte-Carlo techniques, are used as initialization [RC04].
Considering the above, it seems necessary to design a numerical solver tailored to
Problem (4.51). To this end, we will integrate some basic ideas from the theory of
nonlinear optimization discussed above. We start by considering (4.51) for the case
of D = 1, as depicted in Fig. 4.5, where we see that the constraint curve rapidly
approaches the respective coordinate axis as u or v tends to −∞. This imposes the
idea of approximating the constraint by a sequence of linear functions, as depicted in
Fig. 4.6. While state-of-the-art numerical solvers are based on local approximations,
we aim for a global approximation of g to allow for the determination of a global optimum. Such a global approximation can, e.g., be achieved by a continuous piecewise
linear approximation of g. Since the objective function in (4.51) is quadratic, a piecewise linear approximation of g would result in a sequence of convex problems – similar
to the SQP method, where each is a so-called Quadratic Program (QP) and has a
unique solution. If the piecewise linear approximation is continuous, the sequence of
individual QPs exhibits adjacent constraints which allows for a computationally more
efficient implementation, as we will see later. The numerical solver to be developed
in this chapter aims at computing a global solution to an approximation of (4.51).
Hence, we have to address two major steps:

• Determine a continuous piecewise linear approximation of g (Subsection 4.4.1).
• Minimize f subject to the approximate constraint (Subsection 4.4.2).
Note that Problem (4.51) can be decomposed and treated separately for each logmelspec channel as we assumed the covariance matrices to be diagonal. We can hence
restrict our investigations to the scalar version of (4.51) (we will consider the case of
non-diagonal covariance matrices in Section 4.5):
min

u,v∈R

1 −1
C (u
2 u

− µu )2 + 21 Cv−1 (v − µv )2 ,

(4.55)

s. t.: v = g(u).
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Figure 4.6: Piecewise linear approximation of the nonlinear constraint g in (4.52)
for a) one, b) two, c) five knots [MSGK10]:
1.: exact constraint v = g(u),
2.: piecewise linear approximation of g.

It is furthermore interesting to note that the piecewise linear approximation needs to
be carried out once for all times as any parametrization of (4.44) can be converted
into the canonical form (4.51) by the coordinate normalizations steps (4.45) to (4.48).

4.4.1

Piecewise Linear Approximation of the Nonlinear
Constraint

Our first goal is to determine an approximation to g, such as the ones illustrated in
Fig. 4.6. Considering the different piecewise linear approximations depicted therein,
we identify the two major challenges related to this task:
• With increasing number of knots, the approximation error decreases while, at the
same time, the number of QPs to be solved increases. This multicriterial problem
is subject to practical considerations of runtime versus recognition performance
and therefore addressed in Section 5.2. For now, we set the optimum number of
knots for the piecewise linear approximation to K − 1 ∈ N.
• Given a fixed number of K − 1 knots, the parameters of the K line segments
need to be determined in some optimal sense.
Determining the line segment parameters is straightforward once the K − 1 knots
are placed. The optimum knot placement, however, is a generally unsolved problem
in the research on interpolation [MNSS89, VP10]. A similar problem occurs in the
field of regression analysis, which is related to interpolation but does not require an
exact fit to the data points. There, the knot placement can be considered as a special
case of the statistical problem of cluster identification and is typically referred to as
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the presented procedure to determine a piecewise linear
approximation of g [MTSK13]:
1.: sampled exact constraint g,
2.: piecewise linear approximation of g.
changepoint or breakpoint detection [BH92] or – in the case of continuous regression –
segmented or piecewise regression [Küc96, GR08]. Formulated as nonlinear optimization problem, the determination of the best knot placement corresponds to finding a
global optimum. As mentioned before, heuristic, e.g., genetic, algorithms can be useful in this context but do not assure a global solution [VP10]. For the special case of
segmented linear regression, as in Fig. 4.6, [Küc96] proposed a maximum-likelihoodbased algorithm that determines all local solutions to obtain a global one. In contrast,
the algorithm presented next, which is published in [MTSK13], determines a piecewise linear approximation to g in an iterative fashion while reducing the Mean Square
Error (MSE) in each cycle.
Consider the exact constraint g for D = 1, i.e., a single component of (4.52):
v = g(u) = log(1 − exp(u)).

(4.56)

and let b
g be a piecewise linear approximation of g. Since g(u) is symmetric with
respect to the bisectrix u = v, it is sufficient to determine b
g (u) only on the upper
branch of g(u) for u ∈ (−∞, − log(2)) and then mirror the resulting approximation,
e := K/2. Our
cf. Fig. 4.7. We thus assume K to be an even number and define K
goal in the following is to determine the parameters of gb such that the mean square
error on the upper branch
Z
|g(u) − gb(u)|2 du
(4.57)
(−∞,− log(2))

is minimum. Since the integral over g(u) is analytically intractable, we aim for min-
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imizing a discretized version of (4.57) and define U ⊂ (−∞, − log(2)) as ordered set
of points um ∈ R, for which g(u) is evaluated:
e
U = {u1 , ..., uM } with u1 < ... < uM = − log(2) and M ∈ N, M ≫ K.

(4.58)

This set corresponds to the blue dots in Fig. 4.7. The approximation of g, hence,
consists of two steps:
e disjunct subsets
• On the one hand, the set of points U needs to be divided into K
e corresponding to two
U1 , ..., UKe , where any two subsets Uk−1 , Uk (2 ≤ k ≤ K)
adjacent line segments overlap in exactly one point and
U = U1 ∪ ... ∪ UKe ,

(4.59)

as depicted in Fig. 4.7.
ek, γ
ek of the line segments b
• On the other hand, the parameters α
gk ,
eku + γ
ek for u ∈ Uk ,
gk (u) = α
b

(4.60)

have to be determined on each subset Uk .

The overall piecewise linear approximation b
g can, thus, be written on U as:
gb(um ) =

e
K
X
k=1

rmk b
gk (um ),

(4.61)

where the binary variable rmk indicates which subset Uk a given point um belongs to:
rmk = 1
rmk = 0

⇐⇒

⇐⇒

um ∈ U k ,

um ∈
/ Uk .

(4.62)
(4.63)

The overall cost function to be minimized is a discretized version of (4.57) subject to
a continuity constraint:
e
M X
K
X

m=1 k=1

rmk |g(um ) − b
gk (um )|2

e − 1.
with gbk (u) = gbk+1 (u) for u ∈ Uk ∩ Uk+1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ K

(4.64)
(4.65)

Instead of jointly optimizing the subset division and the line segment parameters, we
iteratively fulfill these steps:
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1) For constructing the initial sets U1 , ..., UKe , we adopt the well-known heuristic of
placing the knots more densely in areas, where the curvature is sharper [MK95,
LXZG05, HLLW12]. More precisely, we compute the two extreme slopes g ′ (u1 )
e disjunct
and g ′ (uM ) and equidistantly divide the interval [g ′ (uM ), g ′ (u1 )] into K
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subsets U′1 , ..., U′Ke such that U′k := g ′ (Uk ). Note that these sets are well-defined
since g ′ is bijective. The initial knots are then implicitly placed by assigning
each point um according to its slope:
um ∈ Uk ⇐⇒ g ′ (um ) ∈ U′k .

(4.66)

2) Given the current subset division U1 , ..., UKe of U, the cost function (4.64) is
e
ek, γ
ek , k = 2, ..., K,
minimized with respect to the line segment parameters α
resulting in an analytically tractable least-squares problem. The parameters
e1, γ
e1 of the first line segment are forced to zero in order to satisfy
α
lim g(u) = lim b
g (u).

u→−∞

u→−∞

(4.67)

and thus assure a reasonable approximation for u < u1 .
3) Given the current line segment parameters, the subset division U1 , ..., UKe of
U is updated by defining the intersecting point of each pair of consecutive line
segments gbk , gbk+1 as the new knots. More precisely, we determine the intersection
e − 1, and define
point uϕ(k) with b
gk (uϕ(k) ) = b
gk+1 (uϕ(k) ), for k = 1, ..., K
Uk := {uϕ(k−1) , ..., uϕ(k) }

(4.68)

with the special cases of uϕ(0) = u1 and uϕ(K)
e = uM .
4) Steps 2) and 3) are iteratively repeated until a suitable convergence criterion is
fulfilled.
5) After convergence, the line segments b
g1 , ..., gbKe are to be mirrored with respect
, ..., gbK . For
to the bisectrix u = v to obtain the remaining line segments gbK+1
e
later convenience, we finally formulate the line segments as sets:
G := G1 ∪ G2 ∪ ... ∪ GK ,

(4.69)

with α1 = γ1 = 0,

(4.70)

2

G1 := {(u, v) ∈ R | α1 u + β1 v + γ1 = 0 and u ≤ τ1 }
Gk := {(u, v) ∈ R2 | αk u + βk v + γk = 0 and τk−1 ≤ u ≤ τk }
for k = 2, ..., K − 1,

(4.71)

with βK = γK = 0,

(4.72)

GK := {(u, v) ∈ R2 | αK u + βK v + γK = 0 and v ≤ τK }

where the parameters arise from the previously estimated ones as follows:

−e
e
αk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
(4.73)
αk :=
1
e + 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
for K
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βk :=

γk


1

e
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
e + 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
for K

−e
αK−k+1

γ
e
ek
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
:=
γ
e +1≤k ≤K
eK−k+1 for K

(4.74)

(4.75)

with τk , k = 1, ..., K − 1 being the corresponding knots satisfying b
gk (τk ) =
gk+1 (τk ) and τK = τ1 .
b

The behavior of the presented algorithm at different cycles is depicted in Fig. 4.8
for K = 8 together with MSE between the exact curve and its approximation. We
see that the knots move away from the point of symmetry as the MSE decreases.
Fig. 4.9 a) shows the corresponding MSE plotted over the number of cycles. After
approximately 20 iterations, the MSE converges to a stable optimum. While we did
not carry out a formal convergence analysis, all our numerical experiments indicate
that the MSE indeed strictly monotonically decreases until an optimum is reached.
Fig. 4.9 b) indicates the MSE (after convergence) for different number of segments K,
where it becomes obvious that the error significantly drops around K = 6 and slowly
decreases afterwards. We will reconsider this aspect in Section 5.2 by investigating
the word error rate as a function of K.

4.4.2

Solving the Sequence of Quadratic Programs

After approximating the exact constraint g, we next need to determine a global solution to the resulting approximate optimization problem. The previously derived
line segment approximation (4.69) to (4.72) is again illustrated in Fig. 4.10 a). Note
that we defined G1 , ..., GK such that αk , βk ≥ 0 for all k = 1, ..., K. We furthermore
point to the fact that the inequality constraint in GK is applied to v as GK represents
a vertical line segment, which is symmetric to the horizontal line segment G1 with
symmetry axis v = u. In the following, we will mostly consider the general case of
1 < k < K as the special cases of k = 1 and k = K can be trivially deduced from
the general case. Introducing this approximate constraint in our original optimization
problem (4.55), we obtain:

 min 12 Cu−1 (u − µu )2 + 12 Cv−1 (v − µv )2
u,v∈R
(P1:K )
(4.76)
 s. t.: (u, v) ∈ G ∪ G ∪ ... ∪ G ,
1
2
K

Problem (P1:K ) is a QP with so-called complementarity constraints, i.e., several constraints that are connected with a logical “or”. This class of problems represents
an open and challenging area of research. The existing solvers for QPs with linear
complementarity constraints, such as mixed integer-based QP solvers [BMP12], do,
however, not exploit the specific character of our problem at hand. We will, therefore,
derive a solver tailored to (P1:K ) in the course of this chapter.
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Figure 4.8: Result of the proposed approximation algorithm for K = 8 at different
stages with corresponding MSE and
1.: exact constraint v = g(u),
2.: piecewise linear approximation of g.
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A straightforward approach to tackle (P1:K ) is to solve it for each complementarity
constraint individually, i.e., to consider it as sequence of K individual QPs as in
Fig. 4.10, where each subproblem on a line segment Gk reads:

 min 12 Cu−1 (u − µu )2 + 21 Cv−1 (v − µv )2
u,v∈R
(Pk )
(4.77)
 s. t.: (u, v) ∈ G .
k

Without inequality constraint in Gk , Problem (Pk ) would clearly be rather trivial to
solve as the Lagrange system of

 min 12 Cu−1 (u − µu )2 + 21 Cv−1 (v − µv )2
u,v∈R
(Pk )
(4.78)
 s. t.: (u, v) ∈ aff(G ) = {(u, v) ∈ R2 | α u + β v + γ = 0}
k
k
k
k

results in a system of linear equations:

  

Cu−1 0 αk
u
Cu−1 µu

  

 0 Cv−1 βk  v  = Cv−1 µv 
αk
βk
0
λ
−γk

(4.79)

with Lagrange multiplier λ. However, the inequality constraints make the solution
slightly more complicated as illustrated by the following examples.
Example 4.2.
Consider a single-variate equivalent of (Pk ), 1 < k < K, by setting αk = 0 and
ignoring the invariable v:
min
u∈R

s. t.:

1 −1
C (u
2 u

− µu )2

(4.80)

τk−1 ≥ u and u ≤ τk .

If µu satisfies the inequality constraints, the solution to (4.80) can simply be obtained
by solving the unconstrained version of (4.80) leading to u = µu , as depicted in
Fig. 4.11 a). In this case the inequality constraints are said to be ’inactive’. In
the case that µu < τk−1 or µu > τk , the solution to (4.80) must be situated on the
interval boundary, i.e., either u = τk−1 or u = τk , as depicted in Fig. 4.11 b). In this
case the corresponding inequality constraint is said to be ’active’.
Example 4.3.
Inspired by the preceding example, we can think of a simple algorithm to solve (Pk )
for 1 < k < K. Assuming the inequality constraints in (Pk ) to be inactive and only
considering (Pk ), we obtain the Lagrange system in (4.79). If the solution (u∗ , v ∗ , λ∗ )
of (4.79) satisfies τk−1 ≤ u∗ ≤ τk , then (u∗ , v ∗ , λ∗ ) is also the solution to the original
Problem (Pk ), as depicted in Fig. 4.12 a). However, if u∗ < τk−1 or u∗ > τk , then
one of the two inequality constraints needs to be active, as depicted in Fig. 4.12 b).
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Figure 4.10: The approximate optimization problem (P1:K ) can be seen as a sequence of K individual problems (Pk ), where each QP is to be solved
subject to a different line segment.
The above-mentioned active set methods [GK02] follow this principle by deciding in
each iteration – based on the values of the Lagrangian multipliers – which inequality constraint is assumed to be active or inactive. Note that there are also other
well-established approaches to solve a QP like (Pk ) as the mentioned interior points
methods that eliminate inequality constraints by embedding them as penalty term into
the objective function.
We see that one way to tackle Problem (Pk ) is to apply a state-of-the-art QP solver –
such as active set or interior point methods [GK02] – individually for each of the line
segments, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. We can, however, do much better by exploiting
the fact that the individual problems (Pk ) have adjacent constraints, i.e., that the line
segments together form a continuous constraint. To this end, we introduce the convex
hull of G, denoted by conv(G) and depicted as the red-shaded region in Fig. 4.13 a).
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of Example 4.2 with the solution of the constrained optimization problem (4.80) being a) the solution of the unconstrained
problem or b) on the interval boundary.
The convex hull satisfies:
conv(G) =

K
\

k=1

{(u, v) ∈ R2 | αk u + βk v + γk ≤ 0},

(4.81)

where the original equality constraints are relaxed to inequality constraints. As will
be shown in the following, the design of a numerical solver decisively depends on
whether the mean µ = (µu , µv ) is situated in or outside of conv(G).
Case 1: Mean outside the Convex Hull
We start by investigating the case, where µ ∈
/ conv(G). It seems intuitive from
Fig. 4.13 a) that f cannot exhibit a local minimum inside conv(G) but only on the
boundary, i.e., in G. As a consequence, we can state that minimizing f on G is
equivalent to minimizing f on the entire convex hull conv(G). This is a decisive finding
as it allows to turn (P1:K ) into a convex problem by transforming the equality into
inequality constraints and replacing the complementarity “or” into “and” constraints,
cf. (4.81):

 min 12 Cu−1 (u − µu )2 + 21 Cv−1 (v − µv )2
u,v∈R
(4.82)
(P△ )
 s. t.: (u, v) ∈ conv(G),
where the feasible set of (P△ ) corresponds to the red-shaded region in Fig. 4.13 a).
Proposition 4.4.
If µ ∈
/ conv(G), then the solution to (P△ ) is also the solution to (P1:K ).
Proof.
With (P△ ) being a convex problem, we know that f has exactly one KKT point in
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of Example 4.3. The feasible set Gk without inequality
constraints corresponds to the long red line. The solution of Problem
(Pk ) is either a) the solution (u∗k , vk∗ ) of the corresponding Problem
(Pk ) without inequality constraints (blue dot) or b) on the boundary
of Gk (blue square).
conv(G). Problem (P△ ) does not exhibit a local solution inside conv(G) as the KKT
conditions cannot be satisfied if all constraints are inactive and ∇f 6= 0. The KKT
point of f in conv(G), thus, has to be attained in G.

We identified the case of µ ∈
/ conv(G) to result in an ordinary QP. We could, thus,
apply one of the most popular QP solvers, namely the interior point method, to (P△ )
in order to search conv(G) for the solution. Interior point solvers would approach
the solution from the interior of the feasible set conv(G). It can, however, be more
efficient (for small values of K) to only search G as this reduces the dimensionality of
the optimization problem. Active set methods would – in our special case – exhibit
this behavior by “jumping” from one corner to the next adjacent corner until the
global minimum is found. The following examples shall illustrate this procedure.
Example 4.5.
Given the situation in Fig. 4.13 b), where nk is the outer normal to Gk , i.e., the
gradient nk = (αk , βk )T ≥ 0 of the k-th inequality constraint in conv(G). We initialize
the active set method with a point (uk , vk ) on line segment Gk . The first iteration will
return (u∗k , vk∗ ), which is precisely the solution to (Pk ). This point does, however, not
represent a KKT point to (P△ ) as the negative gradient is outside the conical hull of
the normals of the active inequality constraints:
− ∇f (u∗k , vk∗ ) ∈
/ cone{nk , nk−1 }.

(4.83)

In other words, the Lagrangian multipliers are (partly) negative and, hence, there is a
search direction (here: to the left), where f further decreases. After the second iteration, we obtain (u∗ , v ∗ ), cf. Fig. 4.13 c). This point is both the solution to subproblem
(Pk−1 ) and – as it satisfies the KKT conditions of (P△ )– also the solution to (P1:K ).
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b)
cone{nk , nk−1 }
nk−1

µ
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v

(uk , vk )
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nk−1
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nk−1
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(uk , vk )
(u∗ , v ∗ ) ∇f
∇f

(u∗ , v ∗ )
u

u

Figure 4.13: Illustration of Proposition 4.4, Example 4.5 and Example 4.6. If the
mean µ of f is not in conv(G), then (P1:K ) is equivalent to (P△ ).
Example 4.6.
Finally, consider the situation in Fig. 4.13 d), which goes along the same lines as
the previous example. We see that – depending on the parameters of f – the KKT
conditions can also be satisfied at the intersection of two line segments.

Case 2: Mean in the Convex Hull
Finally, we investigate the case, where µ ∈ conv(G) and also find an interesting result.
Consider our Problem (P1:K ) without inequality constraints as in Fig. 4.14 a). The
relaxed problem reads:

 min 12 Cu−1 (u − µu )2 + 12 Cv−1 (v − µv )2
u,v∈R
(P1:K )
(4.84)
 s. t.: (u, v) ∈ SK aff(G ).
k
k=1
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of Proposition 4.7. If the mean µ of f is in conv(G), then
the inequality constraints can be ignored for solving (P1:K ). The proof
is based on the idea that for a potential solution (u∗k , vk∗ ) to (Pk ) that
is outside conv(G), an even better solution, here (u∗j , vj∗ ), can be found
that is in G.
A closer look at Fig. 4.14 a) reveals that if µ ∈ conv(G), then the solution to the
relaxed Problem (P1:K ) is also the solution to the overall Problem (P1:K ). An intuitive
reason is that the growing equipotential contour lines first contact one of the bold red
lines in Fig. 4.14 a) before a dashed red line can be contacted.
Proposition 4.7.
If µ ∈ conv(G), then any solution to (P1:K ) is also solution to the overall Problem
(P1:K ).
Proof.
Assume that (u∗k , vk∗ ) is a global solution to (P1:K ). Clearly, if (u∗k , vk∗ ) ∈ G, then
(u∗k , vk∗ ) is also a global solution to (P1:K ) since
G⊂

K
[

aff(Gk ).

(4.85)

k=1

/ G, as depicted in Fig. 4.14 b). In that case, we can find a
Assuming that (u∗k , vk∗ ) ∈
∗ ∗
point (uj , vj ) on a line segment Gj with j ∈ {1, ..., K} and
(u∗j , vj∗ ) = λµ + (1 − λ)(u∗k , vk∗ ) and 0 < λ < 1.

(4.86)

The strict convexity and nonnegativity of the objective function f implies that
f (u∗j , vj∗ ) < λf (µ) + (1 − λ)f (u∗k , vk∗ ) = 0 + (1 − λ)f (u∗k , vk∗ ) < f (u∗k , vk∗ ),

(4.87)

which represents a contradiction to the original assumption. Hence, (u∗k , vk∗ ) cannot
the global solution to (P1:K ), which is a contradiction to the original assumption. We,
thus, proved that any global solution to (P1:K ) is also a global solution to (P1:K ). 
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This result is of fundamental importance for the design of a numerical solver for
(P1:K ). It says: If the mean µ lies in conv(G),
• then solve the K individual problems (Pk ) and
• pick the best solution (such a solution surely exists since any (Pk ) is a QP and
thus uniquely solvable).
It is worth noting that, instead of considering the full Lagrange system (4.54), it is
more efficient to eliminate the linear constraint in (Pk ) and solve the unconstrained
problem. In case of 1 < k < K, we can set βk = 1 without loss of generality and
obtain:
u∗k = arg min f (u, −αk u − γk ),
(4.88)
u∈R

where we only need to set the derivative to zero:
∂f (u, −αk u − γk )
!
= 2Cu−1 (u − µu ) + 2Cv−1 (−αk u − γk − µv )(−αk ) = 0,
∂u

(4.89)

and verify, whether
u∗k =

Cu−1 µu − Cv−1 αk γk − Cv−1 αk µv
Cu−1 + Cv−1 α2k

(4.90)

satisfies
τk−1 ≤ u∗k ≤ τk .

(4.91)

Proposition 4.7 assures that we find such a solution for at least one k ∈ {1, ..., K}.
Summary
We saw that the solution scheme for (P1:K ) strongly depends on whether the mean
µ is situated in or outside of conv(G). In practice, the location of the mean can be
easily identified by considering conv(G) as intersection of K half-spaces, cf. (4.81).
If at least one inequality constraint in (4.81) is violated by µ, then µ ∈
/ conv(G). In
the special case of µ ∈ G, we trivially have µ as solution to (P1:K ). We summarize
the findings of this subsection in the following compact algorithm.

Algorithm 4.8 (Solver for (P1:K )).
if µ is in conv(G) then
solve (P1:K )
else
solve (P△ )
end if
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of runtime in seconds of the proposed Algorithm 4.8 for
Problem (P1:K ) as a function of the number of line segments K. The
runtimes are averaged over 1000 executions on an Intel Q9550 with
2.83 GHz with randomly generated parameters µu , Cu , µv , and Cv .
The “conventional” approach to (P1:K ) considered here is to solve (Pk )
for each complementarity constraint individually.

Fig. 4.15 shows the runtime duration of Algorithm 4.8 compared to the conventional
approach of solving (Pk ) for each complementarity constraint k individually. As
expected, both approaches scale linearly with the number of line segments. However,
the savings of the proposed algorithm over the conventional approach increases with
increasing number K of line segments. As we will see in the next section, these saving
are even more significant in the case of non-diagonal covariance matrices.

4.5

Optimization
Domain

in

the

Frequency-Filtering

After exploring the case of pdfs with diagonal covariance matrices in the logmelspec
domain, we turn to another feature domain. It is a well-known fact that logmelspec
features exhibit a higher correlation across the channels than MFCC features [NMH01]
so that the diagonality assumption for the covariance matrix is questionable. This is
one of the main reasons why most GMM-HMM-based ASR systems usually employ
MFCC features together with the assumption of diagonal covariance matrices of the
emission pdfs.
In the context of REMOS, MFCC features imply certain inconveniences: So far, we
exploited the assumption of diagonal covariance matrices in the logmelspec domain to
decompose (4.51) into bivariate subproblems (4.55). Diagonal covariance matrices in
the MFCC domain, however, lead to full covariance matrices in the logmelspec domain
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such that our original optimization problem (4.51) can no longer be decomposed
into subproblems of smaller dimension. In that case, the approximate optimization
problem to (4.51) reads:
min

u,v∈RD

s. t.:

1
T −1
f (u, v) := 12 (u − µu )T C−1
u (u − µu ) + 2 (v − µv ) Cv (v − µv )
(i)

(i)

(4.92)

(u , v ) ∈ G for i = 1, ..., D,

where the piecewise linear approximation with K line segments is applied to each of the
D feature dimensions separately resulting in a set of K D complementarity constraints.
The brute force approach to (4.92) is to minimize f for each of the K D constraint
combinations, which entails an enormous computational load O(K D ). To reduce the
computational complexity, we will develop a new type of features in this section that
both decorrelate the logmelspec channels and allow for a partial decomposition of
the one D × D problem (4.92) into D/D̊ subproblems of smaller size D̊ × D̊, where
D = k D̊, k ∈ N.
As preliminary considerations, we investigate the structure of the covariance matrices Cu , Cv in relation to the feature transform matrix S. We denote the feature
domain where we assume the channels to be decorrelated with superscript “dec”:
udec = Su,
v

dec

(4.93)

= Sv.

(4.94)

dec
The corresponding diagonal covariance matrices are denoted by Cdec
u , Cv and related
to the covariance matrices in the logmelspec domain by:

Cdec
= SCu ST ,
u

(4.95)

Cdec
v

(4.96)

T

= SCv S .

If S is the DCT matrix, the vectors udec , vdec represent MFCC features and Cu , Cv
are full matrices. On the other hand, if S is the identity matrix, the vectors udec , vdec
trivially represent logmelspec features and Cu , Cv are diagonal matrices. In the case
that S is of block-diagonal structure, e.g.,


S̊1


...
D×D
S=
, S̊i ∈ RD̊×D̊ , i = 1, ..., D/D̊,
(4.97)
∈R
S̊D/D̊

it can easily be seen that also Cu , Cv are block-diagonal matrices with the same block
size D̊. This block diagonal form in turn allows for decomposing Problem (4.92) into
D/D̊ independent subproblems of lower dimension RD̊ × RD̊ . It is interesting to note
that such decompositions are also possible if S is a permutation of a block-diagonal
matrix, i.e., if there are permutation matrices P1 , P2 such that P1 SP2 is of blockdiagonal structure.
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Example 4.9.
Let D = 4 and S ∈ R4×4 be of the following structure:

 (1)
S
0 S (2) 0
 0 S (3) 0 S (4) 


S =  (5)

(6)
S
0 S
0 
0 S (7) 0 S (8)
and a permutation matrix P defined as

1
0

P=
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0


0
0

.
0
1

(4.98)

(4.99)

Then S is evidenced to be the permutation of a block-diagonal matrix with block size
D̊ = 2:

 (1)
S
S (2) 0
0
S (5) S (6) 0
0 


PSP = 
(4.100)
.
(3)
(4)
 0
0 S
S 
0
0 S (7) S (8)

In terms of features, we can state that not all coefficients of the transformed feature
vector
udec = Su

(4.101)

are coupled by common logmelspec features but that the logmelspec channels 1 and 3 are
exclusively used to compute the coefficients 1 and 3 of udec (accordingly for channels 2
and 4). Hence, Problem (4.92) can be decomposed into two independent subproblems,
where each is minimized on R2 × R2 .
Besides the structural requirements, the transform matrix S does also need to be
regular, i.e., of size D × D and rank D. Otherwise, Problem (4.92) would exhibit
singular Lagrange system matrices and, thus, infinitely many (global) optima, which
would not allow to determine reasonable point estimates of u and v that are needed
for the Viterbi decoder. Note that there are other ways of incorporating singular
transform matrices into REMOS, as pointed out in Section 4.8.
After these introductory considerations, we formulate two goals for the remainder
of this section:
• the derivation of (partly) decorrelated features based on a regular (permuted)
block-diagonal transform matrix S (Subsection 4.5.1)
• and the derivation of an efficient numerical solver for the resulting decomposed
subproblems of (4.92) (Subsection 4.5.2).
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4.5.1

Adaptation of Frequency-Filtering Features

From a general pattern recognition or machine learning perspective, two properties
are to be fulfilled in order to achieve a good classification performance with generative
classifiers:
• The features have to exhibit a reasonably high discrimination capacity.
• The classifier, i.e., the modeled pdfs, must closely match the true data distribution.
In case of REMOS, the permuted block-diagonal structure of the transform matrix
is in addition to be respected. We will develop a compromise between all three
requirements in the following.
As mentioned before, the data modeling accuracy suffers if the (highly correlated)
logmelspec features are described by Gaussian (mixture) densities with diagonal covariance matrices [NHG95]. Thus, decorrelated features are desired. It can be easily
shown that a necessary condition for logmelspec (or in general log-spectral) features to
be uncorrelated is that the cepstral variance is constant [JRW87]. Assuming the logmelspec features (along the frequency axis) as stationary process with exponentially
decaying autocorrelation function, the cepstral variance decays inversely proportional
to the square of quefrency bin [JRW87]:
E

n

u


dec,(i) 2

o

∼

1
.
i2

(4.102)

This relationship also approximately holds for speech signals, as evidenced in several investigations [Toh87, JRW87, Jun04]. Although only a necessary condition, it
has been reported that equalizing the cepstral variance of logmelsec features leads to
approximately uncorrelated features [NHG95, NMH01]. This can, e.g., be achieved
applying a simple high pass filter, such as T1 (z) := 1 − 21 z −1 , cf. Fig. 4.16 [NHG95].
However, the different cepstral coefficients may exhibit different levels of discrimination capacity. Especially, high quefrencies – representing fast oscillations in the
logmelspec sequence – have been reported to not carry much useful information for
phone discrimination [JRW87, NMH01]. A reasonable compromise between decorrelation and discrimination might, thus, be achieved by a filter deemphasizing both very
low and very high quefrencies, such as T2 (z) := 1 − z −2 . In fact, [NHG95] reported
remarkable ASR performance with Frequency-Filtering (FF) features by using the
following structure as transform matrix S:


0 −1



1 0 −1
NHG
.
(4.103)
S
:= 


1
0 −1


... ... ...
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Figure 4.16: Cepstral variance of the TI digits corpus [Leo84] (at 8 kHz sampling
rate using 12 melspec bands) in comparison to the (suitably scaled)
inverse squared magnitude |T1 (z)|−2 of the filter T1 (z) = 1 − 12 z −1
√
[NHG95] with z = exp( −1 π i/13) being the normalized quefrency.
Although much sparser than the DCT matrix, matrix SNHG does not exhibit a (permuted) block-diagonal structure. We, therefore, remove every second pair of rows (as
well as the first and last row) from SNHG [MWS+ 11]:


1 0 −1


 1 0 −1



.
1
0
−1
SNHG −→ 
(4.104)




1 0 −1


..
.

To end up with a regular permuted block-diagonal matrix of size D × D, we need to
replace the suppressed lines and propose to introduce the average of the logmelspec
coefficients, T3 (z) := 1 + z −2 , adjacent to the current channel in order to include the
information about the original shape of the spectra [MWS+ 11]:


1 0 −1
1 0 1





 1 0 −1



 1 0

1




1 0 −1
SFF := 
(4.105)
.




1 0 1




1 0 −1




1
0
1


...
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Note that SFF satisfies the structural requirements as the permutation matrix




1 0 0 0
P̊
0 0 1 0




D×D
.
.
P=
with P̊ = 
(4.106)

.
∈R
0 1 0 0
P̊
0 0 0 1

turns SFF into a block-diagonal matrix:

1 −1
1 1



1 −1


1 1


FF
1 −1
S P=


1 1


1 −1


1 1




..

.









.








(4.107)

The averaging filter T3 is admittedly suboptimal w.r.t. decorrelation but an apparently
attractive compromise to satisfy the structural requirements of the REMOS concept.
We will further investigate this aspect in Section 5.3 and show that the transform SFF
does indeed achieve a partial decorrelation of the logmelspec features.

4.5.2

Solving the Sequence of Quadratic Programs

We see that the “full” optimization problem (4.92) can be decomposed into subproblems with u, v ∈ R2 :
u,v∈R2

1
T −1
f (u, v) := 12 (u − µu )T C−1
u (u − µu ) + 2 (v − µv ) Cv (v − µv )

s. t.:

exp(u) + exp(v) = 1.

min

(4.108)

In contrast to the situation for logmelspec features, Problem (4.108) exhibits two
constraint equations, i.e., one for each vector component:
exp(u(1) ) + exp(v (1) ) = 1,

(4.109)

exp(u(2) ) + exp(v (2) ) = 1.

(4.110)

A straight-forward extension of the technique applied in the logmelspec case is to simply individually approximate each constraint in (4.109) by piecewise linear segments
as before. Considering the same definition of G1 , ..., Gk as in Subsection 4.4.2, the
approximate optimization problem reads:

1
T −1
 min f (u, v) := 12 (u − µu )T C−1
u (u − µu ) + 2 (v − µv ) Cv (v − µv )
u,v∈R2
(P1:K,1:K )
 s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) , u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ G2 = G × G.
(4.111)
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It would again be possible to tackle (4.111) by solving it on each line segment separately, as in Fig. 4.10, where each individual subproblem reads:

min2 f (u, v)

 u,v∈R


(4.112)
(Pk,j ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ Gk ,




(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ Gj .

This leads to K 2 individual problems (Pk,j ) as all possible combinations of constraints
in the first and second vector component need to be investigated, i.e., k, j = 1, ..., K.
The question that arises at this point is whether we can decompose (P1:K,1:K ) into
more convenient replacement problems, as we did in the case of logmelspec features.
It will be shown next that such a procedure indeed exists, however, turns out to be
more complicated than before. We define the following four replacement problems.
The first replacement problem to consider extends the feasible set to the convex hull
in both components:

min f (u, v)



 u,v∈R2
(4.113)
(P△,△ ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ conv(G),




(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ conv(G).

Fig. 4.17 a) illustrates the feasible set of (P△,△ ) separately in the u(1) -v (1) -plane and
the u(2) -v (2) -plane. The feasible set of the next replacement problem is depicted in
Fig. 4.17 c) and defined as follows:

min2 f (u, v)

 u,v∈R


(P△,1:K ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ conv(G),
(4.114)



S

(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ K
k=1 aff(Gk ).
We furthermore define (P1:K,△ ) correspondingly, where the convex restriction is on
(u(2) , v (2) ) and the affine restriction on (u(1) , v (1) ). Finally, we introduce a replacement
problem with affine restrictions on both components:

min f (u, v)



 u,v∈R2
S
(4.115)
(P1:K,1:K ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ K
k=1 aff(Gk ),



S

(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ K
k=1 aff(Gk ),

as illustrated in Fig. 4.17 d). The feasible sets of all four replacement problems are
obviously supersets of G2 . Therefore, (P△,△ ), (P1:K,△ ), (P△,1:K ), (P1:K,1:K ) fulfill the
property that if any of their solutions is in G2 , it is also a solution to (P1:K,1:K ). We
can even show that the opposite is true, which leads us to the following fundamental
statement.
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Proposition 4.10.
Any solution to (P1:K,1:K ) is also a solution to either (P△,△ ), (P△,1:K ), (P1:K,△ ) or
(P1:K,1:K ).
Proof.
Let (ǔ, v̌) be a global solution to (P1:K,1:K ). Let ∇f (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ), i = 1, 2, be the projection
of the gradient ∇f (ǔ, v̌) onto the u(i) -v (i) -plane. Let furthermore nk be the outer
normal to Gk , i.e., the gradient nk = (αk , βk )T ≥ 0. We first note that the constraints
in (P1:K,1:K ) are applied component-wise and, thus, the optimality (KKT) conditions
must be fulfilled for each component (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ), i = 1, 2, separately. For a given
component i, we can identify one of the following cases:
• The solution (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) lies on the intersection of two line segments, i.e.,
(ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ aff(Gk−1 ) ∩ aff(Gk ) for exactly one k ∈ {2, ..., K}. In that case,
we have
− ∇f (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ cone{nk−1 , nk }
(4.116)
and, thus, the constraint (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ conv(G) is fulfilled. If (4.116) were not
fulfilled, there would be a feasible descent direction, which contradicts the assumption of (ǔ, v̌) being a global solution.

• The solution (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) lies on the interior of a line segment, i.e., (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈
S
aff(Gk ) and (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈
/ j6=k aff(Gj ) for exactly one k ∈ {1, ..., K}. In that
case, we have
− ∇f (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) = λk nk
(4.117)
with Lagrangian multiplier λk ∈ R. If λk > 0, then not only the constraint
(ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ aff(Gk ) but also (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ conv(G) is fulfilled. If λk < 0, we still
need to show that (ǔ(i) , v̌ (i) ) ∈ G is also a global solution if the feasible set is
S
k aff(Gk ) instead of G. For the proof, we refer to Proposition 4.7 noting that
if d = (d(1) , d(2) )T ∈ R2 is a descent direction for the projection of f onto the
u(1) -v (1) -plane, then also (d(1) , 0, d(2) , 0)T is a descent direction for f .
Hence, any global solution to (P1:K,1:K ) is also a global solution to either (P△,△ ),
(P△,1:K ), (P1:K,△ ) or (P1:K,1:K ).

The remainder of this subsection aims at developing an efficient solution scheme
for (P1:K,1:K ) by “searching” the replacement problems (P△,△ ), (P△,1:K ), (P1:K,△ ),
(P1:K,1:K ) for a global solution being feasible for (P1:K,1:K ). Proposition 4.10 assures
that such a solution exists for at least one of the replacement problems. We will – as
before – distinguish two cases according to position of the mean value of f .
Case 1: Mean outside the Convex Hull
(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

Assuming that µ := (µu , µv , µu , µv ) ∈
/ conv(G)2 , we consider the convex equivalent of (P1:K,1:K ), namely (P△,△ ), denote the solution to (P△,△ ) by (ů, v̊), and refer
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a)

a)

(ů(1) ,v̊ (1) )

(ů(2) ,v̊ (2) )
v (2)

v (1)

G

conv(G)
b)

b)

v (2)

v (1)

(ů(1) ,v̊ (1) )

(ů(2) ,v̊ (2) )

c)

c)

(ů(1) ,v̊ (1) )

v (2)

v (1)

(ū(1) , v̄ (1) )

(û(1) , v̂ (1) )

(ū(2) , v̄ (2) )

(û(2) , v̂ (2) )

(ů(2) ,v̊ (2) )

d)

v (2)

v (1)

d)

u(1)

u(2)

Figure 4.17: Illustration of the feasible sets of the different replacement problems
(P△,△ ), (P△,1:K ), (P1:K,1:K ). A detailed description is given in the text.
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to it as the convex solution. As mentioned before, if the convex solution is feasible for
(P1:K,1:K ), i.e., if both components i = 1, 2 yield
(ů(i) ,v̊ (i) ) ∈ G,

(4.118)

then (ů, v̊) is also the solution to (P1:K,1:K ), as in Fig. 4.17 a). Consider the case of
the convex solution being infeasible for (P1:K,1:K ). We can then assume – without loss
of generality – that the convex solution fulfills:
(ů(1) ,v̊ (1) ) ∈ G,
(2)

(2)

(ů ,v̊ ) ∈ conv(G) \ G,

(4.119)
(4.120)

as depicted in Fig. 4.17 b) as the case of (ů(i) ,v̊ (i) ) ∈ conv(G) \ G for all i = 1, 2 can
only occur if µ ∈ conv(G)2 , which would be a contradiction to our original assumption.
Given (4.119) and (4.120), we need to investigate (P△,1:K ), where the infeasible vector
component (here: i = 2) is constrained with equality, cf. feasible sets in Fig. 4.17 c).
Problem (P△,1:K ) needs to be solved for each line segment individually:

min f (u, v)



 u,v∈R2
(P△,k ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ conv(G),




(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ aff(Gk ).

(4.121)

Again, if one of the global solutions (ū, v̄) to (P△,1:K ) fulfills (ū(1) , v̄ (1) , ū(2) , v̄ (2) ) ∈ G2 ,
then (ū, v̄) is also a solution to (P1:K,1:K ). In the opposite case, we know that it is
necessarily the first component that is violated as shown in the following.
Proposition 4.11.
If the solution (ů, v̊) to (P△,△ ) yields (ů(2) ,v̊ (2) ) ∈ conv(G) \ G, then the solution
(ū, v̄) to (P△,1:K ) satisfies
(ū(2) , v̄ (2) ) ∈ G.
(4.122)
The analog holds for (ū(1) , v̄ (1) ) if (ů(1) ,v̊ (1) ) ∈ conv(G) \ G.
Proof.
Since (ů, v̊) is the solution to (P△,△ ) with (ů(2) ,v̊ (2) ) ∈ conv(G) \ G, i.e., with inactive
inequality constraints on the second component, the (active) constraints on the second
component of (P△,1:K ), cannot lead to a decreased objective function value and, thus:
f (ů, v̊) ≤ f (ū, v̄).

(4.123)

Let us assume the opposite of the proposition, i.e., that (ū(2) , v̄ (2) ) ∈
/ G, cf. Fig. 4.17
(1) (1)
c). Then we can find a point (û, v̂) with (û , v̂ ) ∈ conv(G) and (û(2) , v̂ (2) ) ∈ G,
satisfying:
(û, v̂) = λ (ů, v̊) + (1 − λ) (ū, v̄) with 0 < λ < 1.
(4.124)
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The strict convexity of f together with (4.123) implies
f (û, v̂) < λ f (ů, v̊) + (1 − λ) f (ū, v̄) ≤ f (ū, v̄).

(4.125)

Hence, (ū, v̄) cannot be the solution to (P△,1:K ), which is a contradiction to the original assumption.

In the case that all global solutions to (P△,1:K ) are infeasible, cf. Fig. 4.17 c), the
“inversion” of (P△,1:K ), i.e., (P1:K,△ ) with all of its subproblems (Pk,△ ), k = 1, ..., K,
is to be solved. If again all global solutions are infeasible for (P1:K,1:K ), we know from
Proposition 4.10 that the replacement problem (P1:K,1:K ) is the remaining candidate
to “carry” a global solution to (P1:K,1:K ). It is, however, not necessary to seek all
local solutions of (P1:K,1:K )

min f (u, v)



 u,v∈R2
(Pk,j ) s. t.: (u(1) , v (1) ) ∈ aff(Gk ),
(4.126)




(u(2) , v (2) ) ∈ aff(Gj ),
for k, j = 1, ..., K, since many of them can be excluded a priori according to the
following rule: The solution to (Pk,j ) is either infeasible for (P1:K,1:K ) or not better (in
terms of objective function value) than the solutions to (Pk,△ ) and (P△,j ). Hence, the
best local solution in G2 we obtained from (P1:K,△ ) and (P△,1:K ) serves as benchmark
to decide whether a subproblem (Pk,j ) needs to be investigated at all.
Case 2: Mean in the Convex Hull
The procedure we developed so far does not intrinsically depend on the position of the
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
mean value µ = (µu , µv , µu , µv ). However, if µ ∈ conv(G)2 , it is not necessary
to consider (P△,△ ) as the solution will trivially be µ. Moreover, it can in practice
be observed that – except for extreme parameter values – the global solutions of
(P1:K,1:K ) are typically attained with negative Lagrangian multipliers in (4.117). It is,
hence, reasonable to directly tackle the replacement problem (P1:K,1:K ). Only if the
global solution of (P1:K,1:K ) is infeasible for (P1:K,1:K ), we need to consider the other
replacement problems (P1:K,△ ) and (P△,1:K ). Also in this case, not all subproblems of
(P1:K,△ ) and (P△,1:K ) need to be investigated due to the following rule. Let (Pk,1:K ) be
defined as the sequence (Pk,j ) with j = 1, ..., K and let (P1:K,k ) be defined analogously:
If the best solution (ū, v̄) of (P1:K,k ) satisfies (ū(1) , v̄ (1) , ū(2) , v̄ (2) ) ∈ G2 , the related
Problem (P△,k ) does not need to be investigated as its solution cannot be better and
feasible at the same time.
Summary
We summarize our findings in the following Algorithm 4.12. Note that while the
solution scheme developed in this section for the quadrivariate quadratic form f :
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of runtime in seconds of the proposed Algorithm 4.12 for
Problem (P1:K,1:K ) as a function of the number of line segments K.
The runtimes are averaged over 1000 executions on an Intel Q9550
with 2.83 GHz with randomly generated parameters µu , Cu , µv , and
Cv . The “conventional” approach to (P1:K,1:K ) considered here is to
solve (Pk,j ) for each combination k, j of complementarity constraints
individually.
R2 ×R2 −→ R could in principle be extended to the general multivariate case f : RD ×
RD −→ R, which would, e.g., be necessary for an extension to conventional MFCC
features, its worst-case complexity would also grow. In the following pseudocode, the
term “(in)feasible” is meant w.r.t. (P1:K,1:K ). The term “better” refers to a lower
objective function value.
Fig. 4.18 shows the runtime duration of Algorithm 4.12 compared to the conventional
approach of solving (Pk,j ) for each complementarity constraint combination k, j individually. As expected, both approaches scale quadratically with the number of line
segments. However, the proposed method exhibits a significantly smaller slope. In
comparison to the case of diagonal covariance matrices in the logmelspec domain, cf.
Fig. 4.15, we see that the savings of the proposed algorithm over the conventional
approach are even more pronounced.
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Algorithm 4.12 (Solver for (P1:K,1:K )).
if µ ∈
/ conv(G)2 then
solve (P△,△ ).
if global solution of (P△,△ ) is infeasible then
solve (P△,1:K ).
if global solution of (P△,1:K ) is infeasible then
solve (P1:K,△ ).
if global solution of (P△,1:K ) is infeasible then
denote best local solution of (P△,1:K ) and (P1:K,△ ) that is feasible with
(u∗ , v∗ ).
for k, j = 1 : K do
if global solutions to (Pk,△ ) and (P△,j ) are better than (u∗ , v∗ )
then
solve (Pk,j ).
update (u∗ , v∗ ) if better and feasible.
end if
end for
end if
end if
end if
else
solve (P1:K,1:K ).
denote best local solution that is feasible with (u∗ , v∗ )
if (u∗ , v∗ ) is not a global solution to (P1:K,1:K ) then
for k = 1 : K do
if solution to (Pk,1:K ) is better than (u∗ , v∗ ) then
solve (Pk,△ ).
update (u∗ , v∗ ) if better and feasible.
end if
if solution to (P1:K,k ) is better than (u∗ , v∗ ) then
solve (P△,k ).
update (u∗ , v∗ ) if better and feasible.
end if
end for
end if
end if
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4.6

Optimization with Additive Distortions

After this intensive study of the nonlinear optimization problem (4.42) lying at the
heart of REMOS, we need to close a final gap that was raised in derivation of the
REMOS decoder. In Section 4.2, the joint additive distortion component en was
introduced as part of the observation model


yn = log exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn ) ,
(4.127)
|
{z
}
exp(en )

and its pdf p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 ) was assumed to be given for the derivation of Problem
(4.42). In practice, however, only the distribution p(an ) modeling the uncertainty
about the late part of the RIR and the distribution p(bn ) of an additive interferer
can be directly estimated, which will be shown in Section 4.7. As outlined in Subsection 3.1.1, the pdf
Z Z
bn−L:n−1 ) p(an ) p(bn ) dan dbn
p(en |b
xn−L:n−1 ) =
p(en |an , bn , x
(4.128)

however, is analytically intractable. In order to overcome this problem, we distinguish
two possible solutions:

• Given the pdfs p(an ), p(bn ) and the late reverberation estimate rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ) in
each step of the Viterbi decoder, the integral (4.128) can be approximated using
the well-established techniques discussed in Subsection 3.1.1. Very accurate
estimates can, e.g., be achieved by numerical sampling methods. In Section 5.7,
experimental results will be presented for the REMOS concept, where the GaussHermite sampling is employed to infer (4.128).
• Alternatively, integral (4.128) can be approximated by the LOG-MAP approximation, i.e., by its maximum integrand as in (4.33), and incorporated into the
nonlinear optimization problem (4.42). This path will be pursued in the following based on [MTSK13] and according experimental results will be presented in
Section 5.7.
While numerical sampling approaches generally yield good integral approximations
(especially in low dimensions), the latter approach of approximating (4.128) at its
maximum integrands naturally complies with the extended Viterbi decoder derived
b n of the additive interferer bn in each
in Section 4.3 and provides a MAP estimate b
step of the Viterbi decoder. This can be of special interest if the REMOS concept is
employed as an HMM-based feature enhancement algorithm, cf. Section 4.8, or if the
RM parameters are to be estimated under noisy conditions, cf. Section 4.8.
To start with the derivation of the LOG-MAP approximation, we step back into
the extended Viterbi decoder of Section 4.3. In (4.28), the adapted pdf
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) = p(yn |xn , x
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn )dxn .
p(yn |qn , x
(4.129)
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bn−L:n−1 ), we marginalized over the
was defined. In order to approximate p(yn |qn , x
latent variables hn and en in Section 4.3. Here, we replace the integrand en by its
underlying variables an and bn , cf. (4.127), and obtain:
Z Z Z
bn−L:n−1 ) =
bn−L:n−1 )
p(yn |qn , x
p(yn , hn , an , bn |xn , x

·p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn dan dbn
(4.130)
Z Z Z
bn−L:n−1 , hn , an , bn ) p(hn ) p(an ) p(bn )
=
p(yn |xn , x

·p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn dan dbn
(4.131)
Z Z Z 


=
δ yn − F hn + xn , F (an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ), bn
·p(hn ) p(an ) p(bn ) p(xn |qn ) dxn dhn dan dbn

(4.132)

with F (·, ·) denoting the log-sum of two exponentials, cf. (4.14). Applying the same
lower-bound approximation as in (4.33), the following optimization problem arises:
 


bn−L:n−1 ) ≥
p(yn |qn , x
max
δ yn − F hn + xn , F (an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ), bn
hn ,xn ,an ,bn

·p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(an ) p(bn ) .
(4.133)
Introducing the direct path component dn = hn + xn and single-Gaussian densities
as in Section 4.3, Problem (4.133) essentially results in
max

dn ,an ,bn

s. t.:

p(dn |qn ) p(an ) p(bn )


yn = log exp(dn ) + exp(an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn ) .

(4.134)

After applying the natural logarithm to the cost function of (4.134) and removing all
additional constants, Problem (4.134) can finally be turned into:
min

dn ,an ,bn

∈RD

s. t.:

1
(dn
2

1
T −1
− µd|qn )T C−1
d|qn (dn − µd|qn ) + 2 (an − µa ) Ca (an − µa )

+ 12 (bn − µbn )T C−1
bn (bn − µbn )


yn = log exp(dn ) + exp(an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn )

(4.135)
In order to further investigate Problem (4.135), we normalize the involved variables
and omit the time dependency for notational convenience:
u := dn − yn ,

(4.136)

w := bn − yn ,

(4.138)

v := an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ) − yn ,

(4.137)
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µu := µd|qn − yn ,

(4.139)

µv := µa + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 ) − yn ,

(4.140)

µw := µbn − yn ,

(4.141)

Cu := Cd|qn ,

(4.142)

Cv := Ca ,

(4.143)

Cw := Cbn ,

(4.144)

which turns (4.135) into:
min

u,v,w∈RD

1
T −1
f (u, v, w) := 12 (u − µu )T C−1
u (u − µu ) + 2 (v − µv ) Cv (v − µv )

+ 12 (w − µw )T C−1
w (w − µw ),
s. t.:

exp(u) + exp(v) + exp(w) = 1.

(4.145)
It becomes obvious at this point that the fundamental structure of Problem (4.145)
is identical to Problem (4.51) that we extensively studied in Section 4.4 for diagonal
and in Section 4.5 for block-diagonal covariance matrices. The only differences are
the additional terms depending on w, in other words, the increased dimensionality:
Instead of an optimization problem in two variables of length D, (4.145) exhibits three
unknowns of length D.
In order to determine a global solution to the earlier Problem (4.51), we approximated the nonlinear constraint by a continuous piecewise linear function leading to a
sequence of QPs. In a second step, we developed numerical schemes to efficiently solve
the sequence of QPs, cf. Algorithm 4.8 and Algorithm 4.12. The very same procedure
is also applicable to our new Problem (4.145) with the difference that the constraint is
to be approximated by a sequence of plane instead of line segments, as will be shown
shortly. The remainder of this section is therefore dedicated to the derivation of such
a three dimensional (3D) mesh approximation of the nonlinear constraint.
As a first step, we restrict our investigations to the case of diagonal covariance
matrices in the logmelspec domain. Thus, (4.145) can be decomposed and without
loss of generality only needs to be considered for D = 1:
min

1 −1
C (u
2 u

s. t.:

exp(u) + exp(v) + exp(w) = 1.

u,v,w∈R

− µu )2 + 12 Cv−1 (v − µv )2 + 21 Cw−1 (w − µw )2 ,

(4.146)

Problem (4.146) is illustrated in Fig. 4.19, showing that a solution is attained, where
the equipotential surface of f , i.e., the ellipsoid, contacts the constraint surface. In
order to approximate the nonlinear surface depicted in Fig. 4.19 by a mesh of linear
plane segments, such as the ones in Fig. 4.20, we define the constraint in (4.146) as
function g(u, w):
v = g(u, w) := log(1 − exp(u) − exp(w)).
(4.147)
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Figure 4.19: Illustration of the optimization problem (4.146). The waterfall-like
surface represents the nonlinear constraint. The ellipsoid in a) depicts
the equipotential surface f (u, v, w) = 1.85 of the objective function.
The dot in b) denotes a solution of (4.146), which is attained, where
the ellipsoid contacts the constraint surface.
Denoting the mesh approximation of g(u, w) with gb(u, w), we formulate three requirements that should be satisfied by b
g (u, w):
1) The approximation should be symmetric with respect to interchanges of the
variables u, v, w, as it is the case for the exact constraint (4.147).

2) To assure a reasonable approximation towards infinity, the mesh b
g should satisfy
for any choice of w that
lim b
g (u, w) = lim g(u, w) = log(1 − exp(w))

u→−∞

u→−∞

(4.148)

and analogously for u and v. Note that this property corresponds to (4.67) in
our previous line-segment-based approximation.
3) Since the computational load of the resulting numerical solver increases with
the number of plane segments, the mesh should exhibit as few plane segments
as possible.
The problem of approximating a 3D surface by mesh grids occurs especially in
the field of computer graphics and finite element methods [Owe98, GGK06]. There,
different types of mesh segments are used, e.g., linear triangular elements or quadratic
quadrilateral elements. If the mesh elements are of the same size, the mesh is usually called regular [Owe98]. In many applications, however, it is beneficial to apply
adaptive mesh refinement techniques that allow for a nonregular mesh. Such nonregular meshing techniques can increase the mesh resolution, e.g., in regions of higher
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Figure 4.20: Different 3D mesh approximations of the nonlinear constraint in
(4.146) with a) 18 and b) 90 plane segments.
curvature. The major restriction of these techniques is that they cannot assure an
optimal knot placement but typically locally refine an initially regular mesh [Owe98].
In the following, we will therefore adopt the approximation technique applied in Subsection 4.4.1 in order to extent it to the 3D case of (4.147) while – at the same time
– satisfying the three requirements on gb formulated above.
We first decide to approximate the exact constraint surface in the range of
(u, v, w) ∈ (ψ, 0)3 , preliminary studies evidenced ψ = −10 to be a reasonable choice,
see (4.156) for an error evaluation. As depicted in Fig. 4.20, the constraint surface
can be divided into six symmetric parts, such that we only need to derive a mesh
for one part, mirror it afterwards, and hereby satisfy requirement 1). We apply the
following heuristic to construct the mesh:
• The knots are first placed on the curve of symmetry, cf. Fig. 4.21 a), that will
be used as mirroring axis later. Plugging the symmetry condition u = v into
the constraint equation
v = g(u, w) = log(1 − exp(u) − exp(w))

(4.149)

and resolving for v results in
v = g(v, w) = log(1 − exp(v) − exp(w))

⇐⇒ v = log(1/2) + log(1 − exp(w)),

(4.150)
(4.151)

which precisely corresponds to the kind of single-variate nonlinear functions that
we considered in Subsection 4.4.1. Thus, the approximation technique derived
therein can be employed to construct the knots on curve (4.150). Henceforth,
the number of knots on the symmetry curve is denoted by B. In Fig. 4.21 a),
we exemplarily consider the case of B = 4.
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• In a second step, the outer knots at w = ψ are to be placed, cf. Fig. 4.21 b). In
order to satisfy requirement 2), the approximation technique of Subsection 4.4.1
is, however, not applied to the curve v = g(u, ψ) but to the equivalent curve at
infinite distance:
v = lim g(u, w) = log(1 − exp(u)).
(4.152)
w→−∞

This allows us to continuously extend the mesh beyond the considered region
w ∈ (ψ, 0) by setting
g (u, w) := b
b
g (u, ψ)
(4.153)

for all w < ψ. The error entailed by assumption (4.152) can be approximated by
evaluating the difference of the true surface g(u, w) and the considered surface
limw→−∞ g(u, w) beyond the outer boundary w > ψ:
6·
= 6·

Z

Z

ψ
−∞
ψ
−∞

Z

Z

2

− log(2)
−∞
− log(2)
−∞

≈ 6.3 · 10−7 ,

g(u, w) − lim g(u, w) du dw
w→−∞

(4.154)




2
log 1 − exp(u) − exp(w) − log 1 − exp(u) du dw (4.155)
(4.156)

where we exploited the fact that the surface consists of six symmetric parts. The
small error magnitude is not surprising considering that the offset term exp(w)
rapidly decays and is already below 10−20 at w = −50.
• Starting at the remaining knots on the symmetry curve (4.150), the approximations are built by reducing the number of points on each line by one until the
point of symmetry at u = v = w = − log(3) is reached. While the end point lies
on the opposite symmetry curve,
v = g(u, u).

(4.157)

the rest of the points are repeated from the outer points by keeping the coordinates u and v unchanged, cf. Fig. 4.21 c).
• The mirroring of the line segment approximations completes the construction
of the 3D point mesh, cf. Fig. 4.21 d).
Finally, the knots could be connected to form a triangular mesh, cf. Fig. 4.21 e).
Further investigations, however, evidenced that a slight variation of the knots not
lying on the symmetry curves allows for a partly linear quadrilateral mesh, cf. Fig. 4.21
f). This trick complies with requirement 3) as it drastically reduces the number of
mesh elements while only slightly influencing the MSE relative to the exact surface.
The increase in MSE and the reduction of the number of mesh elements by partly
fusing the triangular elements to quadrilateral ones is given in Fig. 4.22 a) and b),
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Figure 4.21: Illustration of the different steps of the 3D mesh construction. A detailed description is given in Section 4.6.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of a purely triangular mesh as in Fig. 4.21 e) and a partly
quadrilateral mesh as in Fig. 4.21 f) in terms of a) MSE relative to
exact constraint and b) number of line segments as a function of the
number knots B.

respectively, as a function of the number knots B placed on the symmetry curve. For
both triangular and quadrilateral mesh, the MSE drops rapidly when the number of
knots B is increased from 3 to 4 and attains a reasonably low level at B = 6. The
number of line segments in the triangular mesh, however, is roughly twice as high for
B = 6 compared to the partly quadrilateral mesh.
Now that the piecewise planar mesh approximation to the nonlinear constraint
v = g(u, w) is finalized, the exact optimization problem (4.146) can be replaced by:

min

u,v∈R

s. t.:

1 −1
C (u
2 u

− µu )2 + 12 Cv−1 (v − µv )2 + 21 Cw−1 (w − µw )2

(4.158)

(u, v, w) ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ ... ∪ GK ,

where we denoted the total number of plane segments in the mesh as K and a single
plane segment as Gk . As before in Subsection 4.4.2, the approximate optimization
problem (4.158) can be considered as a sequence of QPs. Fortunately, the replacement problems (P1:K ) and (P△ ), derived in Subsection 4.4.2, can be easily shown
to be transferable to (4.158). As a consequence, all propositions derived in Subsection 4.4.2 are also applicable to the case of (4.158) and thus Algorithm 4.8 can be
employed as numerical solver for (4.158). In the very same way, the propositions
of Subsection 4.5.2, and thus Algorithm 4.12, can be transferred to the case of FF
features with block-diagonal covariance matrices Cu , Cv , Cw .
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4.7

Parameter Estimation

Closing the investigation of the REMOS decoding routine, we turn to the problem of
estimating the compensation parameters of REMOS. The RM comprises the following
parameters, cf. Section 4.2:
• the pdf p(hn ) = N (hn ; µh , Ch ) with diagonal covariance matrix Ch describing
the early part of the RIR,
• the pdf p(an ) = N (an ; µa , Ca ) with diagonal covariance matrix Ca capturing
the weighting of the late part of the RIR,
• and the vectors α1:L providing a deterministic description of the late part of the
RIR.
On the other hand the Noise Model (NM) only consists of a (potentially) time-varying
pdf p(bn ) = N (bn ; µbn , Cbn ) describing additive noise sources.
In the following, we will recall the most important techniques to estimate these
model parameters. It will moreover be shown how an RM can be efficiently adapted
to a changing acoustic environment without re-estimating all involved parameters.

4.7.1

Reverberation Model Estimation

In previous work, we proposed various ways of determining the RM parameters
[Seh09, Seh10], ranging from the time alignment of feature-domain RIR representations [SZK06a], ML estimation [SZNK07], and a combined approach [SWKN08],
over a blind [WSNK09] to a Monte-Carlo estimation technique [SK08b]. In the remainder of this thesis, solely the Monte-Carlo method will be considered as it yields
the most accurate RM parameter estimates. However, we point out that a simplified version of the RM estimator achieves similarly good results as the Monte-Carlo
method [SMK10b, MSK10].
The starting point of the Monte-Carlo method is a set of time-domain RIRs. Each
RIR h(t) in the set is partitioned into L + 1 non-overlapping time-domain blocks hl (t)
according to the frame shift Γ used for feature extraction:
(
h(l · Γ + t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ Γ,
(4.159)
hl (t) =
0
otherwise.
Each clean-speech time-domain signal x(t) from a set of calibration utterances is
then convolved separately with each RIR block hl (t) for l = 0, ..., L, to give a partly
reverberated utterance:
yl (t) = hl (t) ∗ x(t),
(4.160)
where yl (t) captures only the reverberation of the l-th RIR block. Both x(t) and yl (t)
are then transformed to the logmelspec domain. The repetition of this process for
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all RIRs and calibration utterances leads to feature vector sequences x1:N and y1:N,l
of total length N for each RIR block l. Since each RIR block hl (t) is of the same
length as an FFT frame used for feature extraction, we assume that (4.160) can be
approximately described in the logmelspec domain by an addition:
yn,l = hl + xn .

(4.161)

Note that (4.161) represents a narrowband approximation, which corresponds to a
circular convolution in the case of broadband signals [OSB99]. By averaging (4.161)
over all N realizations, we obtain an estimate for the l-th RIR block:
αl =

N
1 X
(yn,l − xn ).
N n=1

(4.162)

An example of an RIR h(t) and its corresponding representation αl is depicted in
Fig. 4.23. The mean vector µh and covariance matrix Ch are simply set to:
µh = α0 ,
Ch = diag

!

N
1 X
(yn,l − xn − α0 ) ⊙ (yn,l − xn − α0 ) ,
N n=1

(4.163)
(4.164)

where the diag operator spans a diagonal matrix.
For the estimation of the remaining parameters µa and Ca , we remove the first
frame h0 (t) from each RIR h(t) to obtain a time-domain representation of the late
reverberation after Γ samples:
hr (t) = h(t) − h0 (t).

(4.165)

Each calibration utterance x(t) is then convolved with hr (t):
r(t) = hr (t) ∗ x(t),

(4.166)

where r(t) represents the reverberation tail and is subsequently converted to the logmelspec domain. The repetition of this process for all RIRs and calibration utterances
leads to feature vector sequences x1:N , r̊1:N of total length N . Based on the melspec
convolution, the true reverberation tail r̊n can be approximated in the logmelspec
domain:
!
L
X
exp(αl + xn−l ) .
(4.167)
rn = log
l=1

Since the uncertainty an about melspec convolution is added to the approximate reverberation tail rn in the REMOS observation model, cf. (4.11), we obtain an estimate
for the moments of an by computing the difference of the true and the approximate
reverberation tail:
µa

N
1 X
=
(r̊n − rn ),
N n=1

(4.168)
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Figure 4.23: RIR of room C, cf. Table 5.1, depicted as a) h(t) in the time domain
(i)
and as b) logmelspec representation αl using a dB color scale.

Ca = diag

!
N
1 X
(r̊n − rn − µa ) ⊙ (r̊n − rn − µa ) ,
N n=1

(4.169)

where we averaged over all N realizations.

4.7.2

Reverberation Model Adaptation

One of the major strengths of the REMOS concept is the condensation of the environmental distortion into few parameters by means of the (relatively complex) convolutive
observation model. This strength will be proven to be of particular importance in case
of changing acoustic conditions, cf. Section 5.6. In fact, in varying acoustic environments, it is sufficient to only adapt certain RM parameters based on a few calibration
utterances (without any information on the RIR) [MSK10, Seh10]. The details of this
adaptation process is outlined in the following.
Let us assume that an RM comprising p(hn ) = N (hn ; µh , Ch ), p(an ) =
N (an ; µa , Ca ), and α1:L is available. For its adaptation to a new environment, we
assume that a set of known reverberant utterances y1:N , recorded in the new environment, is available. These adaptation utterances are furthermore supposed to be free
of additive distortion. Note that the RM parameter adaptation is in principle also
possible in the presence of additive noise by using the 3D mesh approximation, cf.
Section 4.8 for more details on this approach.
The assumption of noise-free adaptation utterances is equivalent to setting bn →
−∞, which reduces the joint additive distortion component in (4.18) to
en (xn−L:n−1 ) = an + rn (xn−L:n−1 )
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The extended Viterbi score γ̈(y1:n , qn ) of the REMOS decoder in (4.34) hence reads

n
o

...
γ (y1:n , qn ) := max
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(an )
max δ yn − F (hn + xn , an + x
qn−1
hn ,xn ,an

...
γ
·p(qn |qn−1 ) (y1:n−1 , qn−1 ) .
(4.171)
As shown in (4.36) to (4.38), the extended Viterbi score does not only provide a MAP
sequence of clean-speech estimates, but also of the other variables that are subject to
the optimization problem. In the noise-free case considered here, we implicitly obtain
the following MAP estimates after decoding the entire set of adaptation utterances
y1:N :
b 1:N = arg ...
γ (y1:N , qN ),
h
h1:N
...
b1:N = arg γ (y1:N , qN ),
x
x1:N
...
b
a1:N = arg γ (y1:N , qN ),

(4.172)
(4.173)
(4.174)

a1:N

where we omitted the dependency on the final state qN and the observed feature
vector sequence y1:N . These MAP estimates serve as the basis for the adapted RM:
bh
µ

ba
µ

N
1 Xb
=
hn ,
N n=1
N
1 X
b
=
an ,
N n=1

b h = diag
C

b a = diag
C

!
N
1 Xb
bn ,
hn ⊙ h
N n=1
!
N
1 X
b
an ⊙ b
an .
N n=1

(4.175)
(4.176)
(4.177)
(4.178)

For the decoding of unknown test utterances in the new environment [SMK10b] evidenced the following procedure to yield promising recognition results in practice: In
each step of the Viterbi decoder, the original RM is used within the optimization
problem,
n
o

e
en , e
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn ) p(hn ) p(an ) ,
(h n , x
an ) = arg max δ yn − F (hn + xn , an + x
hn ,xn ,an

(4.179)
while the actual Viterbi score calculation is then carried out with the adapted RM
parameters:


....
....
e
γ (y1:n , qn ) := max p(e
xn |qn ) pb(hn ) pb(e
an ) p(qn |qn−1 ) γ (y1:n−1 , qn−1 ) ,(4.180)
qn−1
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where the adapted pdfs are given by
b h ),
b h, C
pb(hn ) := N (hn ; µ
b a ).
b a, C
pb(an ) := N (an ; µ

(4.181)
(4.182)

This technique will be referred to as adaptation of REMOS and further evaluated in
Chapter 5.
We close this discussion by pointing to several important aspects: First of all, the
RM used as starting point for the adaptation does not necessarily have to be estimated
based on RIRs from a single room but can cover different acoustic conditions. We
refer to such a model as multi-style RM, as opposed to a matched RM, and reveal its
particular suitability for the adaptation to varying acoustic conditions in Section 5.6.
In anticipation of the experimental results presented in Section 5.6, we finally highlight that the adaptation of the RM only requires the estimation of 4 · D parameter
b h, µ
b a . An approach like CMLLR, which is often used in
b h, C
b a , and C
values, i.e., µ
practice, on the other hand necessitates the estimation of D · D/3 + D adaptation
parameters (for MFCCs+∆+∆∆ features) per regression class [Gal97]. For a typical
feature vector length of D = 39, and, e.g., 32 regression classes for CMLLR [YEG+ 09],
REMOS would thus condense the environmental influence into 156 adaptation parameters at the cost of an increased computational load, while CMLLR would comprise
17,472 parameters requiring a higher amount of adaptation data.

4.7.3

Noise Model Estimation

The estimation of the noise model parameters p(bn ) = N (bn ; µbn , Cbn ), which is part
of the REMOS observation model, can be carried out with any state-of-the-art noise
estimation technique, such as minimum statistics [Mar94], voice-activity detection
[VM06], blind source separation [MLS07, MSZ+ 11], or beamforming [VM06]. There
is furthermore no restriction on the time variance of the noise model parameters:
They can in principle be updated in each time step n without further modification of
the REMOS decoder.
Since the main focus of this thesis is the REMOS concept itself rather than a
particular noise estimation technique, we adopt a basic and frequently used method
for the experimental evaluation in Section 5.7: The noise statistics are estimated
during the speech pauses, which are present at the beginning and at the end of each
utterance in the TI digit corpus.

4.8

Further Research

Embedding a physically inspired observation model into the acoustic model of an
ASR system, REMOS can be seen as an example of fusing signal processing and
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machine learning-based techniques. It became, however, clear during the extensive
investigations of this chapter that achieving this goal of fusing both worlds is very
challenging. Although the experimental results in Chapter 5 will reveal a remarkable
recognition performance, there remains a variety of open issues to be investigated.
The following list shall serve as a summary of ideas that arose in the past without
being investigated:

• One of the most obvious shortcomings of the REMOS concept is the restriction
to static logmelspec or FF features with single Gaussian densities. This restriction is mainly due to the fact that, in order for the LOG-MAP approximation
to be a reasonable approximation to the underlying integral, a global optimum
needs to be determined, as will be shown in Section 5.2. This requirement is
met in this thesis by converting the originally nonconvex optimization problem
into a sequence of convex ones. This approach is in principle also applicable to
MFCC features by extending Algorithm 4.12, derived for 2 × 2 block-diagonal
covariance matrices, to larger block sizes, which would entail a further increased
computational complexity. The extension of the REMOS concept to GMMs
requires the adaptation of the tailored numerical solver for the case of a nonconvex objective function. A possible solution would be to employ a local convex
approximation, as state-of-the-art optimization algorithms. Finally, the extension to dynamic features would require an according observation model. This
seems to be possible considering that the difference operator, used to derive the
dynamic features, does not change a (potentially) linear relation between the
features. Thus, a similar model as the melspec convolution could be applicable
to dynamic features.

• So far REMOS has been considered as acoustic model adaptation technique operating in a restricted feature domain. Under a slightly different perspective,
REMOS can also be understood as an advanced dictionary-based feature enhancement technique that outputs a MAP sequence of clean-speech estimates
exploiting an extended Viterbi decoder. In fact, this perspective gives rise to a
variety of different extensions: We could, e.g., think of combining REMOS, as
preprocessor, with a state-of-the art back-end with potentially larger vocabulary size. To further increase the performance and tailor the back-end’s acoustic
model to the REMOS estimates, the back-end could be trained on data preprocessed by the REMOS concept. This is a standard technique in state-of-the-art
robust ASR systems [VBW+ 13]. If moreover, the REMOS decoder based on
the 3D mesh approximation, cf. Section 4.6, is used, the REMOS concept is
also capable of providing a MAP sequence of noise estimates, which might serve
as acoustic scene classifier. This can be illustrated by recalling the REMOS
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observation model (4.11):
yn = log





exp(hn + xn ) + exp(an + rn (b
xn−L:n−1 )) + exp(bn ) .
|
{z
}
exp(en )

(4.183)

While the REMOS decoder developed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 provides MAP
bn, x
bn , b
estimates h
en for any frame n, the REMOS decoder based on the 3D mesh
bn, x
b n . In other words, the decoder separates
bn , b
approximation outputs h
an , b
out the contribution of the reverberation model and the noise model to a noisy
and reverberant observation yn .
• As an intermediate system between preprocessing and model-adaptation, REMOS might also be embedded into the acoustic model of a state-of-the-art backend in order to perform a “parallel” enhancement: While the optimization (4.42)
is carried out on static logmelspec or FF features using the REMOS concept,
the actual score calculation could then be performed by converting the REMOS
MAP estimate into the feature domain of the state-of-the-art acoustic model.
• Besides the various possibilities of extending and combining the REMOS concept, the estimation of its parameters might also leave room for further improvement. While a variety of estimation techniques, cf. Subsection 4.7.1, have been
proposed, it will become obvious in Section 5.6 that one of the most promising
directions is to employ a multi-style RM that is adapted based on a few calibration utterances to a new environment. Following upon this idea, a database of
multi-style RMs could be employed comprising RMs for different scenarios with
various T60 and D50 values. At runtime, the most suitable multi-style RM can
then be “picked” by either estimating signal-domain parameters, such as T60 and
D50 , or by performing multi-pass recognition [HF08, Gal01]. The selected multistyle RM is then “fine-tuned” to the current environmental condition using the
proposed technique of RM adaptation, cf. Subsection 4.7.2.
• In order to allow for an RM selection and/or RM adaptation under noisy conditions, the 3D mesh approximation of Section 4.6 can be be employed: The
original optimization scheme in Section 4.3 outputs estimates for the cleanb n , and the joint additive component b
bn , the direct path component h
speech x
en .
Further detailing the joint additive component b
en , the modified optimization
problem (4.134) provides distinct estimates of the late reverberation weighting
b n . The estimates h
b n and b
component b
an and the additive interferer b
an can then
be exploited according to Subsection 4.7.2 for the estimation of the adapted
b h, µ
b a . Also the RM selection process mentioned before can
b h, C
b a , and C
RM: µ
benefit from an estimate of b
an as further indicator for the suitability of the
multi-style RM in terms of T60 and D50 .
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• We finally point out that the REMOS concept can also be carried over to DNNHMM-based ASR systems. To illustrate this, we first recall REMOS’ fundamental adaptation rule, as given in (4.28):
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) = p(yn |xn , x
bn−L:n−1 ) p(xn |qn )dxn .
p(yn |qn , x
(4.184)

Since DNNs are typically employed for modeling the state posterior pdf p(qn |xn )
instead of the state-dependent likelihood p(xn |qn ), the REMOS adaptation rule
is to be transformed by applying Bayes’ rule to both sides of (4.184) in order
to obtain an according expression for the adapted DNN state posterior pdf
[MHSK15]:
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) = p(xn |yn , x
bn−L:n−1 ) p(qn |xn )dxn .
p(qn |yn , x
(4.185)

Note that in this thesis we propose to approximate the intractable integral
(4.184) by the maximum of its integrand, resulting in the optimization problem
(4.33). In the case of DNNs, it seems promising to approximate (4.185) using
numerical sampling, as exemplified in [HMS+ 15]:
Z
bn−L:n−1 ) =
bn−L:n−1 ) p(qn |xn )dxn
p(qn |yn , x
p(xn |yn , x
(4.186)
≈

M
1 X
p(qn |x(m)
n )
M m=1

(4.187)

(m)

with xn
being samples drawn from the observation model’s pdf
bn−L:n−1 ). More specifically, these samples are obtained by resolving
p(xn |yn , x
the REMOS observation model (4.15) for xn ,



xn−L:n−1 ) − hn
xn = log exp yn − hn − exp an − rn (b

− exp bn − hn ,
(4.188)

and sampling from the reverberation and noise model, i.e., the pdfs of hn , an ,
and bn . Note that (4.188) requires the use of spectral flooring in order to ensure the result of the logarithm to be real-valued. The clean-speech estimates
bn−L:n−1 that we obtain in this thesis from the previous solutions of the optix
mization problem (4.33) can accordingly be derived in the case of DNNs from
the previous clean-speech samples yielding an MMSE estimate:
bn−l
x

M
1 X (m)
bn−L−l:n−1−l } ≈
:= E {xn−l |yn−l , x
x .
M m=1 n−l

(4.189)

The fundamental REMOS property of obtaining a late reverberation estimate
from the current best Viterbi path is hence preserved.
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In this chapter, the performance of the REMOS concept is evaluated based on
connected-digit recognition experiments. After describing the experimental setup
and the different baseline recognizers used for comparison in Section 5.1, the role
and influence of the LOG-MAP approximation inside the REMOS decoder and the
Frequency-Filtering features is analyzed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In a
second recognition experiment, matched models are employed in Section 5.4 in order
to determine the upper performance bound for each technique [Seh10]. The robustness of different approaches to changing reverberation conditions will be assessed with
crosstests and multi-style tests in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.1, respectively, followed by the
evaluation of the data requirement for the adaptation to new environments in Section 5.6.2. Finally, recognition experiments with additional background noise sources
are carried out in Section 5.7.
Note that during the preparation of this thesis, the GMM-HMM approach to ASR
happened to be replaced by the new paradigm of deep learning [HDY+ 12]. For the
sake of comparability with the REMOS concept, we nevertheless focus on GMM-HMM
baseline systems in the following experiments while drawing conclusions in Chapter 6
on the relevance of REMOS and potential applications to deep learning.

5.1

Experimental Setup

The task of connected-digit recognition is chosen in this chapter as it can be considered
as a generic example of continuous speech recognition. This task seems particularly
suitable as the probability of a given digit can be assumed to be independent of the
preceding digits such that no language model is required. As a consequence, the
recognition performance is solely determined by the quality of the acoustic model
relative to the test data [Seh10]. In the following, the detailed recognition setup is
presented and widely adopted from [SMK10b].
For the feature extraction, HMM training, and decoding, the well-known recognition toolkit HTK [YEG+ 09] is employed, which also served for various applications
as reference system for the AURORA tasks [HP00], the CHiME [VBW+ 13], and the
REVERB [KDY+ 13] challenges, to name just a few. All parameters that are not
detailed here are set to their standard values given in [YEG+ 09].
The input signals are sampled at a frequency of 20 kHz and pre-emphasized with
the high-pass filter H(z) = 1 − 0.97z −1 . The frame-length of the 512-point FFT
is set to 25 ms with a frame-shift of 10 ms and a Hamming window. Subsequently,
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type
T60
d
DRR
D50
Ntrain
Ntest
L

A
lab
300 ms
2.0 m
4.0 dB
96%
36
18
20

B
conf. room
600 ms
2.0 m
0.5 dB
87%
36
18
50

C
studio
700 ms
4.1 m
−4.0 dB
77%
18
6
50

room
D
conf. room
780 ms
2.0 m
0.5 dB
81%
36
18
50

E1

E2
E4
seminar room
900 ms 900 ms 900 ms
1.0 m
2.0 m
4.0 m
4.9 dB 0.5 dB −4.0 dB
94%
84 %
74%
36
72
44
18
36
22
70
70
70

Table 5.1: Summary of room characteristics: T60 is the reverberation time, d
is the distance between speaker and microphone, DRR the direct-toreverberation ratio, D50 the definition, Ntest and Ntrain are the number or
RIRs in the test and training set, respectively, and L is the length of the
RM [SMK10b].

24 melspec coefficients are derived with lower and upper cut-off frequencies of 64 Hz
and 10 kHz, respectively. Afterwards, the melspec coefficients are converted into different features depending on the recognizer. In case of 24 static logmelspec, FF, or
MFCC coefficients, we write LOG24, FF24, and MFCC24, respectively. For 13 MFCC
features including the 0-th coefficient and first-order derivatives, we write MFCC13∆. Finally, the most advanced features are denoted by MFCC13-∆-∆2 -CMS, which
additionally comprise acceleration features together with CMS [YEG+ 09].
Continuous output density HMMs serve as acoustic models. For each of the 11
digits “zero” to “nine” and “oh”, a 16-state word-level HMM with no skips over states
is used. In addition, a three-state silence model with a backward-skip from state three
to state one is used [SMK10b]. All HMMs are trained with the Baum-Welch algorithm.
The case of a single Gaussian density per HMM state is abbreviated by suffix 1G,
while Gaussian mixture models with three Gaussian components per HMM state are
referred to by the suffix 3G. The maximum number of Gaussian components was set
to three according to [Seh09] who exemplified that the state-dependent histograms of
the TI digit corpus typically exhibit less than three modes in the case of word-level
HMMs.
The experiments are carried out using RIRs measured in five different rooms with
characteristics summarized in Table 5.1. In addition to the T60 and the microphonesource distance d, the Direct-to-Reverberation Ratio (DRR) is indicated, which represents the power ratio of the direct path of the RIR to its early reflections and reverberation tail. Furthermore, the definition or “Deutlichkeit” D50 is given, which has
been reported to reasonably correlate with the ASR performance [SHMK10a]. While
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room A is moderately reverberant, rooms B to E are highly reverberant environments.
In room E, the RIRs are measured for the speaker-microphone distances d = 1.0 m,
d = 2.0 m, d = 4.0 m, and denoted by E1, E2, and E4, respectively [SMK10b]. The
RIRs for rooms B and D are taken from the Real World Computing Partnership
(RWCP) sound scene database [NHAE99]. Note that the RIRs of all five rooms are
measured with a circular loudspeaker array centered around a linear microphone array
leading to a set of different RIRs within a given room. The microphones in the array
are split into two disjoint sets, where one set is used to measure the test and the other
to measure the training RIRs [SMK10b]. Thus, a strict separation of test and training
RIRs is assured. It seems worth noting that the differences in microphone positions
between the test and the training RIRs would represent a major challenge if inverse
filtering techniques, cf. [MK88, HDM07, NG10], are to be used for dereverberating
the speech signals prior to feature extraction [SMK10b].
The TI digit corpus [Leo84] is used for both test and training. While the training
set comprises 4579 connected digit utterances corresponding to 3 hours of speech,
the test set consists of 513 utterances corresponding to 20 minutes of speech. The
reverberant training data are obtained by convolving the clean training set with the
measured RIRs randomly selected from the training set of RIRs from the corresponding room. Equivalently, the reverberant test data are created by convolving the clean
test data set with the measured RIRs randomly selected form the test set of RIRs. By
changing the RIRs for each utterance, the time-variance of the acoustic path between
the speaker and the microphone is simulated [SMK10b].
For the noise tests in Section 5.7, the reverberated data are additionally mixed
with continuous streams of real noise recordings from the ANITA (Audio eNhancement In Telecom Applications) database [Tel04]. Two different kinds of babble noise
conditions are considered: cafeteria and railway hall noise, both scaled relative to
the TI digits recordings to achieve Signal-to-Noise (power) Ratios (SNRs) from 0 to
15 dB.
After defining the basic setup, we detail the different recognizer used for evaluation.
The REMOS concept is implemented by extending the Viterbi decoder of HTK. In
all of the following experiments, the RMs are estimated according to Subsection 4.7.1
and subsequently adapted according to Subsection 4.7.2 using 44 utterances from the
training set. The length L of the RM in the different rooms is fixed to the values
given in Table 5.1. For an analysis of the influence of L on the recognition rates, we
refer to [Seh09]. Besides the REMOS technique, we consider four different baseline
recognizers:
• The CLEAN recognizer is trained on the clean, i.e., anechoic, training set.
• The REV recognizer is trained on reverberant data. By default, the training
data are “matched” data, i.e., convolved with training RIRs that are measured
in the corresponding test room. In Section 5.6, the REV recognizer is trained on
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multi-style data, where the TI digit corpus is convolved with RIRs from different
rooms.
• The DEREV recognizer is used to assess the performance of the REMOS concept relative to the various single-channel reverberation suppression techniques.
Many of these techniques exhibit – inter alia – two design parameters T and
A describing that the reflections arriving with a delay greater than T after the
direct sound are attenuated by a maximum level of A, cf. Section 2.6. In order
to mimic an oracle reverberation suppression, the tail of each test RIR is attenuated after T = 50 ms by A = 10 dB before the convolution with the actual test
corpus [SHMK10a]. Note that this particular choice for the design parameters
has been reported to lead to very competitive recognition scores for true reverberation suppression techniques [MHSK12, XMR+ 14]. The dereverberated test
signals are then fed into a recognizer trained on clean data.
• One of the most popular and powerful adaptation techniques for GMM-HMMs
is the CMLLR technique. While originally designed to compensate for speakervariations [Gal97], CMLLR is also remarkably often employed in the context of
noise [VBW+ 13] and reverberation-robust [KHU10, KDY+ 13] ASR tasks. In the
following, we simply write CMLLR to denote that the adaptation is applied to
the CLEAN recognizer. In contrast, CMLLR-REV stands for an adapted REV
recognizer. The adaptation is in both cases performed in a supervised manner
using 100 training utterances corresponding to the respective test environment.
The maximum number of regression classes is set to 32 [YEG+ 09]. However,
the number of transforms that is actually applied depends on the number of
adaptation utterances and varies in our case between one and five [Seh10].
Each of the baseline recognizers can be combined with different feature types and
number of Gaussian mixture components. For indicating the actual parameter setting, we append the number of Gaussian mixture components as well as the feature
type to the name of the recognizer: The abbreviation REV-3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS
for example denotes that the REV recognizer is used with three Gaussian mixture
components per HMM state and MFCC13-∆-∆2 -CMS features. Consequently, we
write REMOS-1G-LOG24 and REMOS-1G-FF24 to express that the REMOS concept is employed based on LOG24, cf. Section 4.4, and FF24 features, cf. Section 4.5,
respectively.

5.2

Analysis of the LOG-MAP Approximation

This section aims at analyzing the LOG-MAP approximation (4.33), which lies at the
heart of REMOS. There are several aspects to be investigated in this context, which
we will subsequently answer:
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• How well does the LOG-MAP approximation in (4.33) fit the actual integral?
• How does the “globality” of a solution to the optimization problem (4.42) influence the word accuracy?
• How does the number of line segments used for the piecewise linear approximation influence the word accuracy?
• How does the number of line segments influence the Real Time Factor (RTF)
of the REMOS concept?

5.2.1

Analysis as Likelihood Estimator

In this subsection, we take a step back from the REMOS concept in order to investigate the LOG-MAP approximation and its validity as integral approximation from
a general statistical perspective. To this end, we consider two independent normally
distributed random variables u ∼ N (µu , σu2 ) and v ∼ N (µv , σv2 ), which we use to
define a third random variable w:
w = log(exp(u) + exp(v)).
The according pdf p(w) reads
Z Z
p(w) =
δ (w − log(exp(u) + exp(v))) p(u) p(v) du dv.

(5.1)

(5.2)

Since the exact pdf of w cannot be derived, we consider a different approximation
as baseline for later comparison: A very common approximation to p(w) is – as
mentioned in Subsection 3.1.1 – the assumption of w being normally distributed.
This approximation shall be denoted by p̊(w) := N (µw , σw2 ) in the following, where
the exact mean µw and variance σw2 are approximated by brute-force Monte-Carlo
sampling with 106 samples of each u and v. In the context of the REMOS decoder,
cf. Section 4.3, the pdf p(w) was approximated by the LOG-MAP approximation, i.e.,
the maximum integrand of (5.2):
ṗ(w) := max p(u) p(v)
u,v∈R

(5.3)

s. t.: w = log(exp(u) + exp(v)).
This pdf ṗ(w) in turn was approximately evaluated by Algorithm 4.8, where the
nonlinear constraint was approximated by piecewise linear functions consisting of K
line segments:
p̈(w) := max p(u) p(v)
u,v∈R

(5.4)

s. t.: (u − w, v − w) ∈ G1 ∪ G2 ∪ ... ∪ GK .
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It shall next be investigated how well p̈(w) actually approximates p̊(w). The baseline
pdf p̊(w) is given in Fig. 5.1 for different values of w. Besides we consider two realizations of (5.4): While the pdf p̈(w) is given by determining a global solution to (5.4)
for every value of w, the pdf p̈loc (w) is obtained if an arbitrary local solution of (5.4) is
picked. It can be seen from Fig. 5.1 that the “globality” of the solution to (5.4) highly
impacts the quality of the approximation to the baseline p̊(w). First of all, p̈loc (w)
exhibits a greater absolute deviation from p̊(w) relative to p̈(w). Moreover, p̈loc (w) is
highly nonmonotonic, which is an undesirable behavior for ordering different (word)
hypotheses according to their likelihood, which is what an acoustic model aims at.
We next investigate the influence of the number of line segments K used for approximating the nonlinear constraint in (5.4). In Fig. 5.2, the pdf p̈(w) is evaluated
for different values of w and K. In comparison to Fig. 5.1, we see that the number of
line segments is less critical than the globality of the optimum.
In summary, we can state that the quality of the LOG-MAP approximation
severely depends on the question whether a global or local optimum is obtained. Note
that we designed the REMOS decoder, more precisely Algorithms Algorithm 4.8 and
Algorithm 4.12, such that the obtained solutions are assured to be global optima.
In contrast, a coarse approximation of the exact constraint in (5.3) with few line
segments leads to slight deviations close to a global optimum, which seems to only
slightly influence the performance.

5.2.2

Influence on the Recognition Rates

The findings of the previous subsection are now to be verified in terms of recognition
rates. To this end, we return to the REMOS decoder and its optimization problem
(4.42), which has been approximated in the logmelspec and FF domain in the very
same way as (5.4), cf. Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. Recall that we denoted the approximate optimization problem (4.76) as (P1:K ) in the logmelspec domain and derived the
numerical solver Algorithm 4.8 that determines a global solution. The corresponding approximate Problem (4.111) in the FF domain was denoted as (P1:K,1:K ) and
Algorithm 4.12 was proposed as global solver.
To evaluate the importance of determining a global solution to (P1:K ) and
(P1:K,1:K ), respectively, in terms of ASR performance, we consider a “corrupted”
version of REMOS, denoted as “nonglobal” REMOS. This version is designed to only
determine a second-best solution (in terms of objective function value) to (P1:K ) and
(P1:K,1:K ). The word accuracy of the actual REMOS concept is compared in Fig. 5.3
to the “nonglobal” REMOS. We observe that both in the case of LOG24 and FF24
features, the ASR performance severely degrades if only the second-best instead of a
global solution is determined inside the REMOS decoder.
In contrast, Fig. 5.4 shows the word accuracies of the REMOS concept for a varying
number K of line segments used for approximating the nonlinear constraint. We see
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of RTFs as a function of the number of line segments K for
room A. The experiments are run on an Intel Q9550 with 2.83 GHz.
that the number of line segments hardly influences the REMOS performance neither
for LOG24 nor for FF24 features. Note especially the differently scaled abscissae
relative to Fig. 5.3. Both results nicely confirm the theoretical considerations of
Subsection 5.2.1.
As a final investigation, we turn to the impact of the number K of line segments
onto the RTF of the REMOS concept. Fig. 5.5 shows that for REMOS-1G-LOG24 an
increase in K only slightly affects the RTF. This result was to be expected considering
the structure of (P1:K ) and its numerical solver Algorithm 4.8: In the logmelspec domain, (P1:K ) can be solved for each feature channel individually. For a given channel,
Algorithm 4.8 cycles – in the worst case – linearly through the K line segments in
order to determine a global solution. Thus, the computational costs for Algorithm 4.8
vanish under to the second fundamental change of the REMOS decoder (relative to
the conventional Viterbi decoder), which is a collection of the current MAP sequence
bn−L:n−1 , cf. (4.28), along the best partial Viterbi path. In contrast, Fig. 5.5 reveals
x
that the computational costs for REMOS-1G-FF24 is more sensitive to an increase
of K. This behavior can again be explained by considering (P1:K,1:K ) and its solver
Algorithm 4.12: Due to the FF feature transform, (P1:K,1:K ) is to be solved for pairs
of feature channels. For a given channel pair, Algorithm 4.8 has to cycle – in the worst
case – through all combinations of line segment constraints in the first and second
channel leading to K 2 combinations to be computed.
In conclusion, it has been pointed out in this section that the REMOS concept
is robust to a coarse approximation of the nonlinear constraint of the optimization
problem (4.42). However, for a given approximation effort reflected by K, the ASR
performance is rather sensitive to the globality of the solution to the approximate
optimization problems (P1:K ) and (P1:K,1:K ). As shown in Subsection 5.2.1, this behavior can be very well explained if the optimization problem (4.42) is understood as
an approximation of the pdf of the sum of log-normal random variables.
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5.3

Frequency Filtering Analysis

In order to arrive at a tractable REMOS decoder, a new kind of partly decorrelated
features was introduced in Section 4.5. The goal of this section is to analyze the
performance of these features.
As mentioned before, the major reason for applying a linear transform after the
logarithmic compression is to (approximately) decorrelate the logmelspec channels
and hence to allow for a pdf model with diagonal covariance matrices. It is therefore
of interest to investigate how well the FF features actually decorrelate the feature
channels. Considering a random vector y in the respective feature domain, we define
the absolute correlation coefficient between two feature channels i and j as

E (y (i) − µy(i) )(y (j) − µy(j) )
|ρ(i, j)| :=
(5.5)
σy(i) σy(j)
with mean µy(i) and standard deviation σy(i) . We consider three different feature types
for y: LOG24, MFCC24, and FF24 features. The transform matrix underlying the
FF24 features shall be recalled at this point:


1 0 −1 0

1 0 1
0





0 1 0 −1



0 1 0
1




.
FF
.
(5.6)
S =
 ∈ R24×24 ,
.




1 0 −1 0 



1 0 1
0




0 1 0 −1
0 1 0
1

as defined in Section 4.5. Fig. 5.6 shows the values of |ρ(i, j)| for i ∈ {1, ..., 24} and
j ∈ {1, 2, 11, 12, 23, 24} estimated on the clean training set. It can be observed that
the LOG24 features exhibit a slowly decaying correlation over the feature channels.
As expected, the DCT underlying the MFCC24 features achieves a remarkable decorrelation. The proposed FF24 features show a two-fold behavior: The odd channels
exhibit a strong decorrelation relative to the logmelspec channels, which was to be
expected as these channels correspond to odd lines in SFF and thus arise from the
difference of two logmelspec channels [NHG95]. The even FF channels, which are
mainly introduced to assure SFF to be of full rank, are of similar correlation as the
LOG24 features.
For completeness, Fig. 5.7 depicts the same values |ρ(i, j)| estimated on the reverberant E4 training set. We see that the tendency remains the same: the odd FF
channels are widely decorrelated from the other channels while the even FF channels
remain correlated among themselves. The most obvious difference of Fig. 5.6 and
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j, estimated in different feature domains on the clean training set.
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Fig. 5.7 can be identified for the LOG24 features: The increased reverberation seems
to decrease the inter-channel decorrelation. This effect is not very surprising considering that a reverberation tail resulting from the overlap of multiple delayed copies
of a speech signal can be (approximately) regarded as additive noise in the current
frame [YSD+ 12].
Before turning to an in-depth analysis of the REMOS performance, we verify the
performance of the considered features under different conditions using the baseline
recognizers CLEAN and REV for different numbers of Gaussian mixture components.
Fig. 5.8 shows that the word accuracies do indeed confirm the previous considerations.
The LOG24 features are outperformed by the FF24 features, which in turn are (almost
always) surpassed by the MFCC24 features. It can moreover be seen that the more
advanced MFCC13-∆ and MFCC13-∆-∆2 -CMS features allow for another drastic
performance increase. This fact is of special interest for the later analysis, where the
REMOS concept operating on LOG24 and FF24 features will be compared to other
approaches employing significantly more advanced features, such as MFCC13-∆-∆2 CMS.

5.4

Matched Tests

After these preliminary studies on the properties of the REMOS concept and the FF
features, the ASR performance will be in the focus for the remainder of this thesis.
As first experiment, we consider matched reverberant and noise-free conditions. For
all recognizers, the standard configuration is used as given in Section 5.1. The REV
recognizer is trained on data convolved with RIRs that were measured in the respective
test room. In contrast, both REMOS and CMLLR are applied to clean HMMs but
with adaptation parameters that are estimated in the test environment. The DEREV
recognizer performs an oracle dereverberation on the actual test RIRs using a clean
HMM in the ASR back-end.
The ASR results for all rooms are given in Fig. 5.9, where the baseline recognizers REV, DEREV, and CMLLR are evaluated for different features and numbers
of Gaussian mixture components. Note that in all six subplots, the results of the
REMOS-1G-LOG24 and REMOS-1G-FF24 recognizers are identical and only repeated for the sake of comparability.
Let us first investigate Fig. 5.9 a): The configuration 1G-MFCC24 is closest to
the REMOS concept, which is also restricted to single Gaussians and static features.
Under these “equal” conditions, both REMOS-1G-LOG24 and REMOS-1G-FF24
clearly outperform the baseline recognizers – including the REV recognizer, which
can be considered as the strongest baseline. The gain of the REMOS concept increases with decreasing D50 . This result was to be expected as the HMM’s conditional independence assumption is all the more violated with increasing “amount” of
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reverberation, cf. Section 2.6, and REMOS’ convolutive observation model relaxes the
conditional independence assumption. Comparing REMOS-1G-LOG24 and REMOS1G-FF24 , it becomes obvious that the partly decorrelated FF features do indeed lead
to an improved recognition performance, more precisely to a relative Word Error Rate
(WER) reduction between 15% and 18%. Moreover, we see that DEREV outperforms
CMLLR. The exceptional behavior in room C might be inferred from the fact that
this room exhibits a stronger low-pass characteristic in comparison to all other rooms.

In Fig. 5.9 b), the number of Gaussian mixture components is increased to three.
Nevertheless, REMOS-1G-FF24 remains the most competitive approach, except for
the least reverberant room A.

The application of the more advanced MFCC13-∆ features depicted in subfigures
c) and d) strongly improve the ASR performance of all baseline recognizers such that
the REMOS recognizers are outperformed in the less reverberant rooms. It seems,
however, remarkable that REMOS-1G-FF24 still outperforms REV-1G-MFCC13-∆,
CMLLR-3G-MFCC13-∆, and DEREV-3G-MFCC13-∆ in the most reverberant room
E4. Comparing subfigure d) and e), it seems worth noting that CMLLR benefits more
from an increased number of Gaussian mixture components than from the further
advanced MFCC13-∆-∆2 -CMS features. The opposite behavior can be observed when
moving from subfigures b) to c). One might conclude from this that the performance
gain of the MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS features relative to MFCC13-∆ is less pronounced
than the gain from the MFCC13-∆ compared to the static MFCC24 features. The
most competitive configuration 3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS is finally given in subfigure
f), where the performance gain of the baseline systems is more pronounced.

In conclusion, we can state that, given a comparable configuration, cf. subfigures a)
and b, the REMOS concept outperforms the baseline recognizers. Under “unequal”
conditions, cf. subfigure c) and d), REMOS still outperforms the baseline systems
REV-1G-MFCC13-∆, CMLLR-3G-MFCC13-∆, and DEREV-3G-MFCC13-∆ in the
most reverberant rooms. If the entire bandwidth of Gaussian mixture models, dynamic features, and CMS is employed, REMOS is consistently outperformed in all
rooms. However, note that even under matched conditions the REV-3G-MFCC13∆-∆2 -CMS exhibits a severe performance loss in the more reverberant rooms, which
confirms the original claim that the HMM’s conditional independence assumption
is substantially violated in presence of reverberation, cf. Section 2.6. These results
clearly show that the REMOS approach of condensing the environmental influence
into a convolutive observation model with few parameters is very well justified and
promising in terms of ASR performance.
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5.5

Crosstests

In the previous section, we gained detailed insights into the performance of the REMOS concept and the baseline recognizers under matched conditions. In practice,
however, the acoustic environment can be expected to vary over time. To this end,
the robustness of the REMOS concept with respect to changing speaker-microphone
positions within the same room and the robustness with respect to room changes is
investigated in the following [Seh10]. As exemplified in Section 5.4, the strongest competitor among the baseline systems is the REV recognizer. For this reason, we omit
the other baseline systems and concentrate on evaluating the REMOS performance
relative to the REV recognizer. Note that throughout this section, the REV recognizer
is trained on mismatched data as indicated by the subfigure titles in Fig. 5.10 and
Fig. 5.11. The REMOS recognizers are applied to clean HMMs with RM parameters
estimated on the same mismatched data. Subsequently, the REMOS RM is adapted
with 44 utterances to the test environment according to Subsection 4.7.2.

5.5.1

Robustness to Changes of Speaker and Microphone
Positions

In this experiment, we consider the room E for different speaker-microphone distances
in order to simulate a moving speaker. The REV recognizer is trained and the REMOS
RM is estimated on data from rooms E1, E2, and E4, respectively. Fig. 5.10 shows
the corresponding word accuracies for different feature types and number of Gaussian
mixture components. In all three test cases a), b), and c), the more advanced baselines
REV-3G-MFCC13-∆ and REV-3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS are unreached. Especially
in the cases of the recognizers REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ and REV-3G-MFCC24 it can be
clearly seen that the mismatched conditions strongly degrade the ASR performance,
cf. subfigure a) vs. c). The REMOS concept in contrast exhibits a different trend:
If the reverberation is “underestimated”, e.g., if the RM is estimated at distance E1,
then the performance strongly degrades in more reverberant environments, cf. E4
in subfigure a). However, the RM estimated at the largest, i.e., most reverberant,
distance E4, cf. subfigure c), seems to generalize very well for the reduced microphone
distance: This becomes obvious by noticing that, e.g, the REMOS-1G-FF24 curve
in subfigure c) attains the same values as the respective matched conditions E1 in a)
and E2 in b).
Especially note that REMOS-1G-FF24 with RM estimated at distance E4, cf.
subfigure c), clearly outperforms the REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ also at the closer distances
E1 and E2. This general tendency of REMOS being highly robust to varying acoustic
conditions as long as the reverberation in the RM is “overestimated” will be further
evidenced in the later sections.
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Figure 5.10: Word accuracies for varying speaker-microphone distances. The subfigure titles indicate the data used to train the REV recognizer and to
estimate the RM of REMOS, respectively.
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5.5.2

Robustness to Room Changes

We adopt the setup of the previous subsection and compare the REMOS concept with
the REV recognizer trained on mismatched conditions. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of both techniques across different rooms, cf. Fig. 5.11. While
the advanced recognizer REV-3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS shows by far the best performance, its recognition performance degrades towards higher reverberation times, cf.
room E4 in subfigures a) to d). For REMOS, the same tendency as before is observable: If the RM of REMOS is estimated on moderately reverberant data, cf. subfigures
a) and b), the performance strongly degrades with decreasing D50 . For all other conditions, cf. subfigures c) to e), REMOS significantly outperforms REV-3G-MFCC24
and in most cases also REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ and REV-3G-MFCC13-∆.
The crosstests reveal that the REMOS model is significantly more robust to changing acoustic environments than the REV-3G-MFCC24 and REV-1G/3G-MFCC13-∆
baseline recognizers as long as the REMOS RM is estimated on reasonably reverberant
data.

5.6

Multi-Style and Adaptation Tests

While the crosstests carried out in previous section offer valuable insights into the
generalization capacity of the REMOS concept, a more common approach in practice
is to employ multi-style training data covering a broader range of acoustic conditions.
In the following, two different investigations based on multi-style models are considered: At first, the performance of REMOS with multi-style RMs is compared to the
REV recognizer trained on multi-style data [MSK10, Seh10]. In a second experiment,
we compare the adaptation speed of REMOS with multi-style RMs in comparison to
CMLLR as a function of the number of adaptation utterances. Note that in both
experiments REMOS employs clean HMMs while the REV and CMLLR recognizers
are based on HMMs trained on multi-style data.

5.6.1

Multi-Style Performance

The word accuracies for the REV and REMOS recognizers using multi-style models are
depicted in Fig. 5.12. Although the most advanced recognizer REV-3G-MFCC13-∆∆2 -CMS exhibits a remarkable performance, the performance loss for room E4 again
evidences that conventional HMMs seem to be incapable of appropriately modeling
reverberant speech.
Comparing Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, two trends are revealed: The baseline recognizer REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ and REV-3G-MFCC13-∆ seem to benefit from the multistyle data in terms of average performance. This tendency is less pronounced for
the REV-3G-MFCC24 recognizer. While the application of multi-style RMs lead to
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Figure 5.11: Word accuracies under mismatched conditions. The subfigure titles
indicate the data used to train the REV recognizer and to estimate
the RM of REMOS, respectively.
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REMOS, respectively.
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an improved recognition performance of the REMOS recognizers for less and midreverberant rooms, the performance suffers for the most reverberant rooms E2 and
E4.
Comparing REMOS to the baseline recognizers, it appears remarkable that
REMOS-1G-FF24 is able to compete with the REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ recognizer although REMOS only employs clean HMMs and static features. REMOS-1G-FF24
outperforms REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ for most mismatched configurations, i.e., for rooms
B and D in subfigure a) as well as for room C in subfigure b). In addition, both REMOS recognizers significantly exceed the performance of REV-3G-MFCC24. As in
the previous experiments, REMOS-1G-FF24 outperforms REMOS-1G-LOG24 due
to the partly decorrelated features.
In conclusion, the multi-style experiments provided further evidence for the claim
that the REMOS concept is highly robust to changing scenarios. In particular, REMOS does not at all rely on precise RIR estimates. It only requires an RM that
roughly fits or “overestimates” the amount of reverberation. To further increase the
flexibility and the absolute performance of REMOS, an RM database could be employed, as proposed in Section 4.8, in order to select the most suitable RM for a given
scenario.

5.6.2

Adaptation Speed

Retraining a recognition system every time an acoustic environment changes, as in
Section 5.4, is prohibitively expensive and impractical. Multi-style models on the other
hand are much more flexible but less tailored to a specific environment. In practice,
one of the most competitive techniques both for noise [VBW+ 13] and reverberationrobustness [KDY+ 13] is therefore to train an acoustic model on multi-style data and
subsequently adapt it to a specific test environment.
We adopt this technique in the next experiment and obtain very challenging baseline recognizers. The REV recognizers are therefore trained on multi-style data as
in the previous experiment and subsequently adapted to a given test environment
using CMLLR. The REMOS recognizers employ, as before, a clean HMM and an
RM estimated on multi-style data and adapted to the test environment according to
Subsection 4.7.2.
The recognition rates for both CMLLR and REMOS are drawn over the number of adaptation utterances in Fig. 5.13 offering several interesting insights: While
CMLLR greatly improves the ASR performance of the REV-1G/3G-MFCC13-∆ and
REV-3G-MFCC24 recognizers, it does almost not affect the recognition rates of REV3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS. This might indicate that an upper bound of modeling the
inter-frame correlation is already reached. It can also be seen that REMOS-1G-FF24
consistently outperforms CMLLR-REV-3GMFCC24-3G and CMLLR-1G/3GREVMFCC13-∆ in case of few adaptation utterances. The adaptation speed can be per154
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Figure 5.13: Word accuracies for multi-style models as a function of the number of
adaptation utterances. The subfigure titles indicate the data used to
train the REV recognizer and to estimate the RM of REMOS, respectively. The recognizers are subsequently adapted to and evaluated in a)
room D and b) room C. For the adaptation of the REV recognizer CMLLR is used while REMOS is adapted according to Subsection 4.7.2.
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ceived as one of the most striking differences of REMOS and the CMLLR recognizers.
While REMOS reaches its maximum performance after only two to four adaptation
utterances, CMLLR-REV-1G-MFCC13-∆ roughly requires two times as much adaptation data. This result clearly underlines the point raised in Subsection 4.7.2 that
REMOS comprises by orders of magnitude less parameters than CMLLR. This effect
can be assumed to further increase with the complexity of the recognition task as the
number of regression classes and thus the number of transform parameters of CMLLR
scales with the number of HMMs/GMMs in the acoustic model.
The multi-style experiments carried out in this section confirm that REMOS not
only yields strong recognition results but can be furthermore rapidly adapted to changing acoustic conditions. Considering the consistent performance increase of REMOS1G-FF24 over REMOS-1G-LOG24 in all presented experiments, one might conclude
that the benefit of the REMOS concept further increases if extended towards stateof-the-art features.

5.7

Noise Tests

So far, only noise-free scenarios were considered revealing that in most cases REMOS
clearly outperforms 3G-MFCC24 and 1G-MFCC13-∆ baselines with more advanced
features. As final experiment, we consider noisy and reverberant test conditions in
order to verify the benefit of REMOS’ convolutive reverberation model in presence of
background noise.
In Section 4.6, we discussed the problem of deriving the pdf of the joint additive
distortion component en given the individual pdfs of the late RIR component an
and of the additive interferer bn . An accurate technique for addressing this issue
is the Gauss-Hermite integral approximation, cf. Subsection 3.1.1. As alternative,
we applied the LOG-MAP approximation in Section 4.6, which necessitated a 3D
mesh approximation of the resulting nonlinear constraint. In the following, we refer
to the REMOS concepts using the Gauss-Hermite technique as REMOS-1G-LOG24GH and REMOS-1G-FF24-GH. The alternative implementation using the 3D mesh
approximation will be termed REMOS-1G-LOG24-3D. The baseline recognizer used
in this experiment is CMLLR applied to a clean acoustic model. We specifically aim
at comparing REMOS to CMLLR as the latter represents the most important noise
adaptation technique used in practical applications. Other approaches (not falling
into the category of model adaptation) are to employ a denoising front-end or to
perform multi-style training on noisy data, which, however, requires the noise types
in the test and training set to be (roughly) of the same nature.
Fig. 5.14 shows the word accuracies for three different rooms, two different noise
types, and four SNR levels. We first observe that even the more advanced recognizer
CMLLR-3G-MFCC13-∆-∆2-CMS severely suffers under these adverse conditions. Be156
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sides, REMOS-1G-FF24-GH outperforms CMLLR-3G-MFCC24 in all and CMLLR1G-MFCC13-∆ in most cases. As expected, REMOS-1G-LOG24-GH mostly exhibits
a higher performance than REMOS-1G-LOG24-3D. Moreover, the performance gap
between REMOS-1G-LOG24-GH and REMOS-1G-LOG24-3D decreases with increasing SNR. This behavior appears intuitive considering that the error of the LOG-MAP
approximation relative to the true integral value (4.132) increases with increasing dimensionality of the integrand. In case of a vanishing additive interferer p(bn ), i.e., for
SNR → ∞, the dimensionality of the integral value (4.132) reduces by D.
While the performance gain of REMOS-1G-FF24 over CMLLR-3G-MFCC243G and CMLLR-1GMFCC13-∆ increases, as expected, with increasing reverberation
time, it does not seem to strongly depend on the SNR level. This interesting result points to the fact that a convolutive observation model relaxing the conditional
independence assumption is beneficial even in presence of strong background noise.
In summary, the results confirm that the promising results of the previous experiments also hold in presence of background noise although REMOS “only” employs
HMMs with single Gaussian densities and static features. Concerning the inference
of the joint additive distortion component, it was confirmed that the Gauss-Hermite
approximation mostly yields higher recognition scores than the 3D mesh approximation, cf. Section 4.6. However, the application of the 3D mesh might allow for various
interesting extension as it provides additional MAP estimates in the feature domain,
as outlined in Section 4.8. We finally also refer to Section 4.8 summarizing potential
future research directions in order to further exploit and develop the REMOS concept.
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Figure 5.14: Word accuracies as a function of the SNR under different noisy and
reverberant conditions as indicated by the subfigure titles.
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6 Summary and Outlook
In order to allow for distant human-machine communication, ASR systems need to be
robust to environmental influences. The idea of uncertainty decoding is to embed statistical knowledge about distorted speech signals or environmental conditions into the
recognition process of an ASR system. While typical uncertainty decoding approaches
are designed to satisfy the HMMs’ conditional independence assumption, the REMOS
approach exemplifies how the concept of uncertainty decoding can be tailored to the
task of reverberation-robust ASR overcoming the conditional independence assumption. The REMOS concept was realized based on a statistical observation model that
describes the dispersive effect of reverberation as discrete convolution in the feature
domain. As two-fold implication of this model, the HMMs’ conditional independence
assumption is overcome necessitating an extension of the Viterbi decoder. With the
following list, we summarize the most important contributions of this thesis:
• A comprehensive literature review was provided using the framework of Bayesian
networks, which allowed to consistently derive the compensation rules of a wide
range of acoustic model-based techniques and to highlight their statistical similarities and differences. As a result, an illustrative literature overview was
obtained and possible future directions of research were identified.
• A conclusive derivation of the extended Viterbi decoder, originally proposed
in [Seh09], was presented from a Bayesian perspective. This novel formulation
revealed the inherent model assumptions and approximate inference techniques
underlying the REMOS concept. Specifically, we identified the REMOS decoder,
which solves an optimization problem while exploiting the optimum values of
previous time steps, as novel approach for inferring multiple Bayesian integrals
in HMMs. Furthermore, we showed the relation of the REMOS concept to
the problem of approximating the pdf of the sum of log-normal random variables. This insight allowed for the application of existing techniques, here: the
Gauss-Hermite approximation, in order to extend REMOS for additive noise
components.
• At the core of the extended Viterbi, a nonlinear optimization problem was to
be solved. For the case of logmelspec and single Gaussian densities, a numerical
solution scheme was derived showing a significantly improved computational
complexity. The numerical solver was also extended to newly designed partly
correlated FF features.
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• As an alternative to conventional techniques of embedding an additional noise
model in the logmelspec domain, the REMOS decoder was extended using a
3D mesh approximation. While the mesh-based approach is less accurate than,
e.g., the Gauss-Hermite approximation, it opens the door to interesting future
extensions of the REMOS concept, such as reverberation model adaptation in
presence of background noise.
• The experimental evaluation based on connected-digit recognition experiments
revealed that the REMOS concept – given the same feature domain – outperforms the baseline systems, such as recognizers trained on matched data,
employing a reverberation suppression front-end, or CMLLR. Strong baseline
configurations, e.g., based on dynamic features, are still outperformed by the
REMOS concept in the most reverberant rooms. The same trend was observable when multi-style models were employed. Due to the fact that the REMOS
observation model condenses the environmental influence into few parameters,
the necessary amount of adaptation data is significantly lower than for CMLLR.
The last experimental series confirmed that the remarkable performance of the
REMOS concept also holds in presence of background noise, such as in cafeterias
or railway halls.
Before closing this thesis, a final aspect is to be addressed: Now that the epoch of
GMM-HMMs seems to draw to a close, replaced by the new epoch of deep learning,
we have to ask for the conclusions that we can extract from the study at hand for
future research. Or in other words: What is the REMOS concept really about?
This question is to be answered in a manifold way: First of all, REMOS is an uncertainty decoding technique modeling the environmental unknowns as random variable
instead of using point estimates. With this perspective, REMOS adopts certain advantages of Bayesian estimation, namely the coping with estimation uncertainty and
the embedding of a priori knowledge, e.g., from a front-end processor. We have reason to believe that DNNs can also benefit from the uncertainty decoding philosophy
[AdSN11, AAN12] as they – despite their enormous flexibility – also do suffer from
mismatched test and training conditions [Sel14].
Beyond the uncertainty decoding aspect, REMOS exemplifies that a physically
inspired convolutive observation model can be beneficial for the adaptation of the
acoustic model of an ASR system to reverberation. As shown in preliminary studies,
feature-domain observations models can also be applied to the adaptation of DNNs.
An immediate approach to infer its parameters would, e.g., be to consider the feature
extraction step together with the nonlinear observation model in the feature domain
as additional layers of the DNN. The parameters of the observation model could
then be estimated using the standard backpropagation technique for neural network
training while keeping the actual DNN weights fixed [SKMR13, NW14]. It is, however,
not straightforward to adopt this technique for observation models that span several
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frames, as it is the case for the REMOS concept. It seems worthwhile to further
investigate this aspect.
Finally and most importantly, REMOS stands for the application of the technique
of Viterbi decoding to feature enhancement and model adaptation. While Viterbi
decoding is typically employed to determine a MAP sequence of most likely HMM
states, REMOS exemplifies how this technique can be used to derive feature-domain
estimates of clean and reverberant signal components. Since DNN-HMM-based recognizers also employ the Viterbi decoder, the REMOS philosophy is directly transferable
to DNN topologies by, e.g., leveraging numerical sampling techniques.
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Acronyms
3D
ASR
CMLLR
CMN
CMS
DCT
DFT
DNN
DRR
EM
FF
FFT
GMM
HMM
KKT
KLT
LCMV
LDS
logmelspec
MAP
melspec
MFCC
MINT
ML
MLLR
MMSE
MSE
NLMS
NM
pdf
PMC
PNLMS
QP
RASTA
REMOS

three dimensional
Automatic Speech Recognition
Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
Cepstral Mean Normalization
Cepstral Mean Subtraction
Discrete Cosine Transform
Discrete Fourier Transform
Deep Neural Network
Direct-to-Reverberation Ratio
Expectation Maximization
Frequency-Filtering
Fast Fourier Transform
Gaussian Mixture Model
Hidden Markov Model
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
Karhunen-Loève Transform
Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance
Linear Dynamical System
logarithmic melspectral
Maximum A Posteriori
melspectral
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
Multiple input/output INverse Theorem
Maximum Likelihood
Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
Minimum Mean Square Error
Mean Square Error
Normalized Least Mean Square
Noise Model
probability density function
Parallel Model Combination
Proportionate Normalized Least Mean Square
Quadratic Program
RelAtiveSpecTrA
Reverberation Modeling for Speech Recognition
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RIR
RM
RTF
RWCP
SNR
SPLICE
SQP
TRAPs
VTS
WER
WFST
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Room Impulse Response
Reverberation Model
Real Time Factor
Real World Computing Partnership
Signal-to-Noise (power) Ratio
Stereo Piecewise LInear Compensation for Environment
Sequential Quadratic Programming
TempoRAl Patterns
Vector Taylor Series
Word Error Rate
Weighted Finite-State Transducers

List of Symbols and Variables
Non-alphabetic characters
⊙
∗
(·)T
h·, ·i
|| · ||
0

component-wise vector multiplication (Hadamard product)
time-domain convolution operator
vector/matrix transposition
Euclidian scalar product
Euclidian norm
null vector

Greek characters
α
αl
αk
β
βk
Γ
γ(y1:n , qn )
...
γ̇(·), γ̈(·), γ (·)
γk
∆
∆∆
δ(·)
ε
η
λ
µzn
µz n
b zn
µ
πk
π
ρzn (i, j)
σz2n
σz n
τk

scaling variable
l-th scaling variable in a statistical model
parameter of k’th line segment of a piecewise linear function
scaling variable
parameter of k’th line segment of a piecewise linear function
frame shift used for feature extraction
Viterbi score of the feature vector sequence y1:n up to state qn
approximated Viterbi scores
parameter of k’th line segment of a piecewise linear function
dynamic features
acceleration features
Dirac Delta distribution
random variable
random variable
Lagrange multiplier
mean value of a random variable zn
mean vector of a random vector zn
estimated mean vector of a random vector zn
weight of k’th component in a GMM
ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter
correlation coefficient of components i and j of a random vector
zn
variance of a random variable zn
standard deviation of a random variable zn
sub-interval boundary
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τ
Φn
(i)
φn
ϕ(k)
ψ
|Ω|

continous time lag
phase-difference term in the feature domain
phase-difference in the STFT domain
index transform
outer interval boundary
number of HMM states

Latin characters
A
A
aij
an
aff{·}, aff(·)
B
b(t)
bn
C zn
Czn
b zn
C

cone{·}, cone(·)
conv{·}, conv(·)
D
D50
d(t)
dn
E {·}
en
exp(·)
F (·)
f (·)
∇f (·)
fs
G
Gk
g(·)
166

transform matrix
attenuation level in dB of a dereverberation algorithm
transition probability in an HMM from state i to state j
random variable describing the uncertainty of late part of the
room impulse response in the feature domain
affine hull
number of knots in a piecewise planar function
additive distortion in the time domain
additive distortion in the feature domain
variance of a random variable zn
covariance matrix of random vector zn
estimated covariance matrix of a random vector zn
conical hull (or conical combination)
convex hull (or convex combination)
vector dimensionality
definition (ratio of energy of early and direct part to total energy
of a room impulse response)
direct path and early reflections (of a reverberant signal) in the
time domain
direct path and early reflections (of a reverberant signal) in the
feature domain
expectation operator
joint additive distortion (late reverberation and additive noise)
in the feature domain
(component-wise) exponential function
mapping of random variables
objective function
gradient of f (·)
sampling frequency
all line segments of a piecewise linear function
k’th line segment of a piecewise linear function
constraint function

gb(·)
H(z)
h(t)
h(n)
hn
I
i
JF (·)
j
K
e
K
k
L
L
l
log(·)
M
Mij
m
N
N50
N
n
nk
P
p(·)
pb(·)
p̊(·)
ṗ(·), p̈(·)
par(zn )
qn
qen
R
R
r(t)
rn
r̊n
S

approximated constraint function
transfer function of a linear filter
room impulse response in the time domain
sampled room impulse response in the time domain
room impulse response representation in the feature domain
identity matrix
discrete index
Jacobian of F (·)
discrete index
number of components in a GMM or in a piecewise linear function
K/2
discrete index
number of frames in a statistical model
Lagrange function
discrete time lag
(component-wise) natural logarithm
number of points for which a function is evaluated
j-th weight of the i-th mel filter
discrete index
number of frames/realizations
fs · 50 ms
set of natural numbers
discrete time variable
normal vector
permutation matrix
probability density function
adapted probability density function
baseline (as opposed to approximated) probability density function
approximated probability density functions
parent nodes (in the Bayesian sense) of a random variable zn
HMM state at frame n
noise HMM state at frame n
set of real numbers
set of reliable feature vector components
reverberation tail in the time domain
reverberation tail model in the feature domain
true (as opposed to modeled) reverberation tail in the feature
domain
transform matrix
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SFF
span{·}, span(·)
T60
Th
T
T (z)
t
U
U
u
u
v
v
v1:n
(v1 , ..., vn )
vDFT
vdec
vmel
W
c
W
w
w
x(t)
xn
y(t)
yn
zn
zn
zn
b
zn , e
zn
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=

transform matrix from the logmel to the frequency-filtering domain
linear hull
reverberation time
length of a room impulse response in the time domain
delay in ms after wich reflections are attenuated by a reverberation algorithm
transfer function of a linear filter
continous time variable
set of unreliable feature vector components
finite set of numbers for which a function is evaluated
generic scalar value
generic vector
generic scalar value
generic vector
vector sequence
vector in the DFT/STFT domain
feature vector with (approximately) decorrelated components
feature vector in the melspec domain
true word sequence
estimated word sequence
generic scalar value
generic vector
clean signal in the time domain
clean feature vector
distorted signal in the time domain
distorted feature vector
random variable
random vector
averaged random vector
estimates of a random vector zn
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